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An open question in metaphysics is the nature of modal space, the space of possibility

that undergirds (at least in the traditional order of analysis) our judgments about coun-

terfactuals, laws of nature, essences, natures, and other modal phenomena. But modal

space and modal phenomena have always seemed both metaphysically and epistemolog-

ically problematic, motivating the search for a reductive analysis for them. These essays

explore a generally modal reductionist position, one that takes all fundamental proper-

ties of the world to be categorical and nonmodal. The particular challenges I consider

are that of reducing laws of nature in the face of threats of nomic reductionism’s col-

lapse into inductive skepticism, and that of providing an expressivist-inspired semantics

for modal discourse that avoids Frege-Geach problems and yet offers a fully reductive

analysis of alethic or objective metaphysical modalities.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

Behind nearly every philosophical project, I have found that there is an ur-story

that motivates it. Sometimes this story is explicit, floating so directly on the surface

that it may even show up in a title. But more often than not, particularly in the highly

professionalized and specialized world of analytical philosophy, it is buried deep amid

the subtext. Yet in conversation with an author one can often evoke the real driving force

that pushed the project forward. One uncovers the ur-story which helps explain what is

at stake for an author, and why they think this project matters.

In order to understand the chapters of this dissertation, how they fit together, and

how they relate to larger themes and literatures within the discipline, I find it helpful to

begin with the ur-story motivating this particular project. So I will interweave it with a

more typical style of introduction. Instead of jumping in right away, I will begin with

some historical and sociological storytelling, and then return to the chapters themselves

and their contents, and conclude with some autobiographical perspective.

1.1 Metaphysical Modality: a Just-So Story

The starting point for much metaphysics theorizing about metaphysical modality (that

peculiar species of modal constraint that we refer to by “metaphysical necessity” and

“metaphysical possibility”) is simple: what do we mean when we say that X could have

been such-and-such?

Such questions are modal questions, questions about what X could possibly have

been. Modal questions are present in the earliest metaphysical views we know of. How

that intellectual history plays out is complicated, but here’s a just-so story which, even
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if wrong in the details, provides us an orientation for the intellectual history around this

question.

For the longest time, the question of whether X could have been such-and-such was

often assumed to have an answer, whether or not we know it in detail, that must take

a particular shape. On the standard (if not dominant) view descending from Aristotle,

things could have been otherwise because of the particular potencies all the objects in

the world have. Such potencies were powers of a sort, capabilities of being activated

into a particular actualized state. The potencies themselves were derived from essential

features of an item, part of its substantial form. Science uncovers what these potencies

are and how they relate to each other. Potencies set modal limits on things; an object’s

potencies were particular properties of it that set boundaries on how differently it could

be otherwise (what other states it could be actualized in), while still being what it is.

This Aristotelian starting point grows into a medieval Christianized framework that

influences much of the philosophical thinking on modality well past antiquity. God’s

will is seen as the ultimate ground of how much modal flexibility there is in the world,

setting boundaries on how much things could have been otherwise at all levels, logical,

mathematical, physical, and metaphysical.

For a complex variety of reasons, doctrinaire Aristotelianism was doomed to fail

with the advent of late medieval scholastics and early modern upheavals in metaphysics,

language, and epistemology, and corresponding advances in natural sciences. The scien-

tific and metaphysical vision of a world of Aristotelian objects, essences, and potencies

disappeared along with Aristotle’s integrated unity between metaphysics and ethics, his

theocentric metaphysics, and the like. Or at least the standard story goes; historians will

of course object to my gross oversimplifications. But this just-so story still carries wide

influence, and I suspect most historians will find at least a kernel of truth in it.
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What seems more certain is that in the wake of late medieval scholastic-Aristotelian

collapse, there emerged new theories of the possibility structure of the world that were

fixated not on potency, but rather on necessity, with possibility defined as its penumbral

accompaniment. On this view, the paradigm necessities were logical and mathematical.

These logical as well as broader metaphysical necessities would have to be explained

in some way without appealing to fixed natures or dispositions of physical objects.And

one way to do this was by appealing to laws of nature. Laws of nature had already

made an appearance in medieval philosophical thinking, but now they came to have a

more central role in explaining the modal limits of reality. For laws are indeed modal

phenomena, as they can be explained in terms of a species of objective necessity, namely

nomic necessity.

This dissertation explores two reductive alternatives to this consensus: Humeanism

and Expressivism. The modal Humeanism I consider here is really neo-Humeanism,

exemplified in recent metaphysical work by David Lewis. It explains modal claims in

terms of a fixed, amodal mosaic of categorical intrinsic properties distributed through

space and time. The modal expressivism I consider here is really a variant of ethical

expressivism as applied to modal discourse, and is exemplified most clearly in Amie

Thomasson. But Lewis and Thomasson are just recent representatives of longer tradi-

tions, and in a way that issues arising from engaging their views will arise for other

related views as well.

1.2 Summary of Chapters

Chapter 2 begins the first paper, , “The Humean Future: Predicting the Fundamental with

Nonfundamental Laws”. This paper explores the most prominent anti-Aristotelian ac-
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count of laws of nature. Laws of nature exhibit nomic necessity expressed by seemingly

exceptionless generalizations. They are what characterize some of our most celebrated

discoveries of fundamental sciences. The most sophisticated account of laws of nature

on the market today is the neo-Humean view expounded by David Lewis. On this view,

laws of naturead nomic necessity are explained in terms of a best systems competition to

systematize the Humean mosaic. The basic continuity between Hume and Lewis is that

there are no fundamental necessary connections between how things are in one place and

time and how things are at another place and time. This is a profound deviation from

the Aristotelian view, where an object with a particular potency could have rock-bottom

necessary connections with how that object would be at a later time.

One longstanding question about the neo-Humean account of laws is how it fits

with our inductive practices. Induction is an indispensable part not just of scientific

reasoning but ordinary practical reasoning as well. And yet there does seem implicit

in inductive practice a belief that the future will resemble the past with respect to the

laws of nature, and hence one might worry that this implicit presupposition rests on

a foundation of laws that have some nomic “oomph” capable of pushing and pulling

around things in the world. I develop this nascent objection in some detail by posing the

problem with the newer machinery of fundamentality, and I consider ways the Humean

can respond. Ultimately I find the Humean has a route, albeit one that hinges on the

nonfundamentality of tense.

Chapter 3 and 4 both explore the modal expressivist alternative to the medieval

scholastic-Aristotelian model. Modal expressivism is foremost a thesis about language,

that our modal discourse is not used to represent or describe the world as being a certain

way, but rather performs some other nonrepresentational function. Going along with this

linguistic claim is a metaphysical reductivism; once we no longer need to accommodate
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modal language as purportedly describing the world, we can make room for metaphys-

ical views on which there are no deep fundamental modal features of the world, but

rather modal talk emerges out of some other nonrepresentational function of language.

A perennial problem for ethical expressivism is the Frege-Geach problem, on which

expressivists are challenged to explain how ethical expressions behaves semantically

just as descriptive language does, despite their purportedly nondescriptive meaning on

the expressivist account. Chapter 3, “Stick to the (Hyper)Plan: How Modal Expres-

sivists Should Solve Their Frege-Geach Problem” examines this problem in consider-

able detail as it applies to modal expressivists. It charts a path forward that is inspired by

some of the most sophisticated ethical expressivist work due to Allan Gibbard, whose in-

sight was to borrow from the astounding success of possible worlds semantics to model

semantic behavior of descriptive language. Gibbard developed a technical device, hy-

perplans which serve as an analogue for possible worlds in a semantics for normative

and ethical discourse.

Of course, Gibbard was proffering an ethical expressivism which could make use of

modal resources, and hence borrow from possible worlds semantics with a clear con-

science. But the modal expressivist cannot do the same and still be truly reductivist

about modality. That raises the more general question of how a modal expressivist

should account for possible worlds.

This question is taken up in the final paper, found in Chapter 4, “Expressivism,

Modal Reduction, and Possible Worlds”. This paper attempts to sketch how a collection

of expressivist claims coupled with some other modal nonrepresentationalist views can

be used in conjunction to produce a full-blown account of possible worlds that is fully

reductive and fully expressivist from top to bottom. The resulting view fits nicely with

the account given in Chapter 3 to deal with Frege-Geach concerns; the two papers to-
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gether give the modal expressivist a seamless answer to Frege-Geach challenges that is

also shown to be reductive.

1.3 Autobiography

In all three chapters, this dissertation ends up defending anti-Aristotelian positions from

particular challenges, which is in fact a surprise to me as it was not my intention at the

outset. In both cases, I was hoping to see if the neo-Aristotelian could find some deadly

strike at these upstart opponents in a way that would (to co-opt an infamous slogan at

the time of this writing) make Aristotelianism great again.

My own autobiographical journey to these topics began with a year-long independent

study with David Gallager, a retired professor of Thomistic ethics at Catholic University

of America who graciously met with me when I was still a Wall Street quantitative

trader in New York City. Through dozens upon dozens of meetings he patiently took

me through classic texts in the philosophical tradition. From him I gained an interest in

the medieval scholastic Aristotelian tradition, even though my subsequent years of study

in Princeton Theological Seminary and Oxford University’s philosophy department and

finally my time here in Cornell, I wondered: what are the best reasons to reject the

general Aristotelian modal framework? This dissertation is the result of that.

There is a peculiar, and, I think, brilliantly countercultural aspect of analytic philo-

sophical culture whereby one can often advocate arguments on behalf of a side to which

one would personally demur. The idea is that one can offer friendly support to the other

side in the following spirit: “If I had your commitments, I would argue like X”. All

three of the papers here are offered in this spirit. They do not speak to my own consid-

ered view on the overall metaphysics of modality; I am inclined to agree with both the
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theistic commitments and the broader Aristotelian mode of theorizing that the medieval

scholastic Aristotelian tradition held. But I have deep admiration and respect for the

ingenuity of my opponents, and by studying these questions, I was able to come to a

greater appreciation of their considerable explanatory resources. Sometimes one must

concede ground to one’s opponent, and I think the overall lesson of my dissertation is

my own recognition that there are viable alternatives to my preferred view.

So overall I hope this dissertation is an illustration of philosophical culture’s ability

to embrace one’s opponent’s views and try and advance them charitably in hopes of

making progress for everyone, not just one’s own side. In an age of fractious and bitter

debate where opponents cannot seem to even recognize the legitimacy of alternative

views, I think this is one of the most precious takeaways I have gained in my time

in academic philosophy, and I hope this tradition stays alive even as it faces external

pressure to declare so many issues not open to debate.
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CHAPTER 2

THE HUMEAN FUTURE: PREDICTING THE FUNDAMENTAL WITH

NONFUNDAMENTAL LAWS

Abstract: Earlier discussions of Humean induction were conducted without the

contemporary idioms of fundamentality, but they can be re-posed in such language.

Humean reductivists typically take the states of point-sized pieces (“pixels”) of the

4D mosaic to be fundamental, with no metaphysical determination relations hold-

ing between one pixel and another. Yet any past-to-future induction requires non-

neutral credences about contingent states of future pixels, credences informed by

past pixels of the mosaic which are wholly independent and impose no determina-

tion constraints on those future regions. Humeans point out that anti-Humeans and

Humeans alike rely on a hope that (roughly) the future will resemble the past. Yet

these rival views manifest this hope in very different ways. I look in more detail

at exactly how this hope is implemented in Humean and anti-Humean “governing

law” views, and find that the Humean does indeed have a coherent account. But

in the process the Humean must commit to reducing tense as well as modality, and

anti-Humeans have reason to think this combined reduction is a mistake.

Reductionist accounts of laws of nature demystify from them any mysterious power

to push and pull things around, and Humean reductionist views are among the best

reductive accounts available. Humeans1 typically explain laws of nature in terms of the

mosaic, the distribution of fundamental particles and properties over spacetime. The

pieces of the mosaic are typically understood to be point-sized parts, for which I use a

contemporary metaphor of pixels. Just like the pixels in your smartphone screen, each

pixel of the mosaic can be in one of a small finite number of fundamental states.
1Perhaps better called “neo-Humeans”, as they should not be taken to hold views of the historic David

Hume, although he is an inspiration. To keep with convention I refer to them as “Humeans” for this
paper. The paradigm Humean is David Lewis, but many others follow Lewis in reducing laws in a similar
fashion, e.g. Ted Sider and Barry Loewer among others.
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David Lewis, the paradigm Humean, did not express his theories with the explicit

notion of fundamentality, but Humeanism is nowadays described as a view that takes

the mosaic as fundamental. In contrast Humean laws (H-laws) are merely derivative

from, and hence reducible to, the mosaic. One rival conception of laws comes from

a governing law (G-law) conception, where laws “govern” in some sense the items in

the mosaic. Anti-Humeans who embrace governing law conceptions take G-laws to

actively push or pull things around things in the world, though they admit they cannot

explain any further how this governing works beyond taking it as a primitive stipulation.

Governing is understood as a sui generis metaphysical relation that holds between law

and mosaic.2 By contrast, H-laws are merely summaries of a special sort. They don’t

govern, they merely report or describe what is going on.

There are long-running discussions on how Humeanism relates to our practice of

induction, both in ordinary and scientific contexts. The historic Hume has often been

read as a notorious inductive skeptic, but contemporary Humeans by contrast claim their

views do not imply inductive skepticism, as they have dispensed with Hume’s antiquated

theory of mind. But David Armstrong, a contemporary anti-Humean, objected that

Humeans are nonetheless still committed to inductive skepticism without any G-law to

explain how unobserved instances would conform to observed instances.3 Humeans in

turn claimed they have no special problem of induction, any more than any rival anti-

Humean view.4 Subsequent debate continues to the present over whether the Humeans

2G-laws themselves can either be taken as a primitive ontological category, e.g. Maudlin [2007], ch. 1
p. 17, or as reduced to other elements that are non-Humean, for example Armstrong [1983] p. 85 reduces
laws to the obtaining of a necessitation relation between universals. To keep things simple, I will refrain
from using Armstrong as the paradigm G-law view even though he is its most famous champion in recent
literature. This is simply because of idiosyncrasies in his larger metaphysics that make it hard to discern
how he would translate his views into the idioms of fundamentality. For example, it is not clear whether
states of affairs are relatively more or less fundamental than the laws that govern them. While I pass over
questions of Armstrong exegesis, it may be that much of what I say here about G-laws could be adapted
to apply his version of laws as well.

3Armstrong [1983], chapter 2.6.
4See e.g. Loewer [1996].
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have some sort of circularity in taking laws to be constituted by instances, and yet using

laws to explain the instances.5

But in this paper I pose the old problem in a different way.6 This version, which

I’ll call the Fundamental Prediction Puzzle, differs in two respects: (1) it explicitly uses

language of fundamentality, and (2) it focuses on prediction and epistemic norms for

credences about future contingent events, rather than explanation. While this may seem

a small difference, I hope to show that it brings out interesting and less-discussed con-

siderations for both Humean and anti-Humean views, and so might help make progress

in the debate.

Ultimately I will vindicate the Humean as having a sound response to the Fundamen-

tal Prediction Puzzle. But, I also find that (1) anti-Humean resistance to their response

could partly be driven by other deeply held commitments they have in metaphysics of

time, (2) they have good reason to hold such views of time which “take tense seriously”,

and (3) if they are right that tense is not reducible to an untensed base, then the Humean

response to the Fundamental Prediction Puzzle looks problematic. On the other hand,

Humeans can simply deny that reality is tensed, but they will want to address how the

temporal asymmetries in norms of rational thought and action, asymmetries that come

to the foreground in developing responses to the Fundamental Prediction Puzzle, can be

grounded in an untensed metaphysics.

Here is the plan for the paper: in sections 2.1 and 2.2 and I set forth the Fundamental

Prediction Puzzle, posed as an objection by the anti-Humean to the Humean. Then in

section 2.3 I consider and reject some possible Humean responses. In section 2.4 I offer

on the Humean’s behalf a better response, one which I term the “Standard Story”. While

5 For example, Some of the literature spawned by Loewer [2012], including Lange [2013], Miller
[2015], Marshall [2015], Hicks and van Elswyk [2015], and Lange [2018].

6I am indebted to Toby Solomon for first bringing this way of posing the problem to my attention.
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most elements of the Standard Story will familiar to Humeans, it is rarely articulated in

full detail beyond a cursory slogans like “Everyone has the problem of induction!” In

section 2.5 I find that Humeans and anti-Humeans may indeed both have the problem

of induction but their solution is quite different, though I find that the Standard Story

can be defended nonetheless. In section 2.6 argues for a caveat: the Standard Story only

works if the Humean reduces tense, has good accounts of temporal asymmetries in our

cognitive and affective attitudes and norms of practical rationality. In particular, it looks

grim if the Humean attempts to ‘take tense seriously.’ I speculate that what might be go-

ing on in debates about Humean inductions is really driven by anti-Humean suspicions

that the anti-Humean cannot make good on the promise of full tense reduction.

2.1 Preliminaries and an Anti-Humean Rant

Before setting forth the Fundamental Prediction Puzzle, let me clarify the notions of

fundamentality and grounding in view here. It is part of a fundamental / nonfundamen-

tal distinction ubiquitous throughout philosophy that demarcates how some things are

obtained from other things, or hold in virtue of other things, or are generated out of

other things, or arise from other things, or are based in other things, to use some com-

mon locutions for it. In all these cases, one set of things is metaphysically fundamental

or unbuilt (we can say, following Bennett [2017]), while everything else is built from /

metaphysically determined by / derived from / grounded in those unbuilt things. This

metaphysical determination relation is the relation that holds between fundamental and

nonfundamental in particular cases of building or grounding. There is a question of

what exactly the relata of this relation are: objects? Facts? Propositions? Sentences or

sets of sentences? I don’t think anything crucial turns on this for our purposes, so for

consistency I will speak of facts as the relata. e.g. suppose x is an object in state F. Then
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the fact of x being F is a candidate fundamental fact. Suppose y is an object in state G;

then y being G is a candidate nonfundamental fact, and x being F grounds y being G,

i.e. y being G is built by x being F, y being G is metaphysically determined by x being

F, y being G is metaphysically dependent on x being F, x being F is metaphysically

independent, etc.7 Though for simpler prose I will often use this shorthand: if a pixel x

is in state F, and x being F is a fundamental fact, then sometimes I will loosely speak of

x itself as being fundamental. This should just be read as an abbreviation for x’s state

being fundamental. These should be clear enough from context to avoid confusion.

I leave open whether there is one distinguished “big-G” Grounding relation, or just

a family of related notions. And I leave (mostly) open what exactly such a family might

contain. (I will impose a particular further condition below.) Whatever is in it, they are

understood as metaphysical relations, not (merely) epistemic ones. Thus metaphysical

determination should be distinguished from the way “determinism” is understood in dis-

cussions of free will and compatibilism. That sort of determinism merely says that given

a complete specification of initial conditions and laws of nature, one can epistemically

discern the any future state of the world. (Or at least some take this to be a merely epis-

temic constraint; others might say it is modal or necessary entailment between initial

conditions and laws to the state at any future time.) Merely epistemic determination is

consistent with the absence of any metaphysical determination between states, or parts

which compose states. (Indeed, the Humean view under consideration here holds just

this, denying metaphysical determination but endorsing this epistemic “determination”.)

7Bennett [2017] distinguishes two types of fundamentality, absolute and relative. I will be speaking
of absolute fundamentality throughout. She also describes competing ways of characterizing (absolute)
fundamentality: fundamentality as completeness or independence. On the completeness notion, funda-
mental things are those which, once God created them, nothing else had to be done; the rest “come for
free”. On the independence notion, the fundamental things are unbuilt. I will assume the second notion,
independence. But if readers prefer the first notion, they can rephrase the arguments of this paper in terms
of independence explicitly, rather than fundamentality. The relevant fact for this paper is that Humeans
generally take pixel states to be independent, regardless of how they understand fundamentality.
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Now we can state the particular Humean view the Fundamental Prediction Puzzle

will target. Humeans typically subscribe to a package of the following propositions:

Mosaic Fundamentality: The distribution of fundamental particles and intrinsic

properties in the mosaic space is (more) fundamental; nomic facts are derived from

those more fundamental mosaic facts.

Reductive Laws: Humean Laws of nature (H-laws) just are those claims entailed by

the most strong, simple, and systematic summaries (“best systems”) of the mosaic.

Reductive Causes: Humean causation (H-causes) just are those patterns of pixels in

the mosaic that play the causal role, e.g. in dependence counterfactuals, explanation,

etc.8

Scientific Realism: It is rational to give (relatively) high credence to (i) the existence

of unobservable entities described by our best scientific theories, and (ii) predictions

using those theories regarding events that occur in the future.

These propositions are independent of each other, yet they are very often held to-

gether as a package, a testament to the influence of David Lewis.9 To present our puzzle

we will assume all of these propositions. Suppose we are in Ithaca, New York, and we

see a weather report that lists a 100% chance of rain over the next three hours. We visu-

ally represent the 4D spacetime for the region around Ithaca now in terms of a 3D block

image, where t is the current time:

8Some Humeans may take events, not patterns of pixels, to be the relata of causation, but such events
can be analyzed in terms of pixels at some level.

9Lewis also held these together with his much more contentious modal realism; most who follow
Lewis with the previous propositions do not ascribe to his modal realism. I will assume modal realism of
the Lewisian sort is false for this paper’s purposes.
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M is the entire mosaic. Pt is the past mosaic, the entire portion of the mosaic that

lies in the past. Ft is the future mosaic, the entire portion that lies in the future. Either

the mosaic is finite or infinite in extent. If finite, then tω is the last moment in time,

otherwise let it represent the limiting case as t goes to infinity. Let A pick out the spatial

region of Ithaca one hour before now. Let B pick out the spatial region of Ithaca one

hour later.

Before we state the puzzle, we can give the intuitive idea behind it with a little

monologue by a fictional anti-Humean:

Look, you tell me that the mosaic for Ithaca in one hour is completely and utterly

metaphysically independent from every part of the entire past mosaic. Pick a single

spatiotemporal point i inside B, and let’s say i could be in one of n fundamental states.

If i is totally independent from the rest of the points in the mosaic, a fortiori nothing

from the past determines it. And if it’s completely undetermined by anything else,

including the states of any other, wouldn’t we have to be completely neutral about

how it turns out? Suppose one is told that a fair 6-sided die is about to be tossed.

You’d spread your credences evenly between all six outcomes. Well, for any given

spatiotemporal point in B, if it has at most n possible states (understood combinato-

rially) shouldn’t I just spread my credence over each of the n states evenly? I don’t

have this problem, because I think there is a common something that determines both

yesterday’s weather and tomorrow’s weather, namely, the governing laws (given some
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initial conditions). So I can justify my belief that tomorrow’s weather will be as the

weather forecast has it. But you claim that all the little parts of the mosaic tomorrow

are “loose and separate” from yesterday’s mosaic, just one little thing after another.

So you aren’t entitled to that same belief without some sort of explanation!

This little rant has an implicit assumption: to be rational, one must avoid non-neutral

credences (more precisely, credences that are functions of your past observations) about

outcomes of any future events unless there is a metaphysical explanation that shows

how those past observations justify a high credence in the outcome of the future event.

What one cannot do, it is claimed, is diverge from epistemic neutrality absent some sort

of story about the way the world is that justifies the divergence. And the Humean is

accused of doing just that.

Now, readers may find it obvious that this rant’s reasoning has gone wrong some-

where. But it is not at all obvious exactly where it goes wrong and why. Toward that

end, let’s first develop this vague rant into a puzzle that is a bit more clear.

2.2 The Fundamental Prediction Puzzle

The anti-Humean rant above relied on an analogy between pixel states and dice out-

comes, suggesting a procedure for rationally assigning credences in cases of uncertain

and undetermined future outcomes. Roughly, the idea is that if something is (1) meta-

physically undetermined (fundamental), and (2) a future contingent, then in the absence

of knowledge about its state, we should remain neutral over all possible states it could

take.10 It then applies this epistemic principle to propositions about the states of (parts

10Here by “future contingent”, what exactly this is will depend on what one takes the relata of ground-
ing to be. If grounding relata are facts, we can instead take the relevant future contingent to be the fact
that pixel B obtains in such-and-such state. If instead grounding relata are objects, we can say that pixel
B itself is a future contingent.
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of) the future mosaic.

Let’s define an epistemic attitude of agnosticism, one which is neutral over what

state obtains out of a set of possible states:

Agnosticism: If an object x can be in one of n contingent states, then an epistemic

stance toward x is agnostic if it spreads credence evenly over all n states.

The anti-Humean rant presupposes that one must be agnostic toward propositions

about future contingent states of both macro regions and micro pixels of a certain sort.11

It considers credences about our target pixel B for which we have non-neutral credences.

But rather than asking how to explain some region’s already-determined state, it instead

asks about predicting a future region’s yet-to-be-determined state. Namely, it asks how

our metaphysical view of the world explains our capacity to make effective predictions

that justifies non-neutral credences in B’s future state.

The rant thus assumes a link between epistemology and metaphysics, a connec-

tion between our epistemic attitudes about certain propositions and other metaphysical

propositions we have in the background. On this stance, when we have non-neutral

credences, we must have some sort of backing story about the world. A backing story

says something about how the world is like such-and-such, in a way that explains our

non-neutral credences. Here is a representative expression of the intuitive idea:

In endorsing induction, we presuppose that the future will be like the past

or that cases that we have observed are similar to ones we haven’t. If the
11Note that the rant claims that agnosticism is the rational attitude, not just a rational attitude among

others. So (according to the rant) you must be agnostic about future pixels in certain conditions; it is a
rational obligation or requirement, not merely rational permissibility.
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future suddenly veered from the past, if certain features previously associ-

ated suddenly came apart without there being any relevant further underly-

ing difference in features, then this sudden lack of association would seem

ground- less, inexplicable. In affirming, therefore, that the future will be

like the past, we are affirming that there will not be such an inexplicable

turn of events.12

The backing story, then, is simply whatever underlying features of the world one

appeals to in explaining the different cases. The Fundamental Prediction Puzzle might

be seen as a demand for a backing story placed upon anyone who embraces non-neutral

credences about the future: whenever we have them, we have to give some metaphysical

story about how the world is that makes sense of why we bias our credences in that way.

In a slogan: no prediction without metaphysical explanation. I will say more about what

“explanation” might mean here as we consider some responses to the puzzle below.

Here is a first pass at stating this assumption, which we will refine later:

Future Fundamental Agnosticism (FFA): If a metaphysically fundamental ob-

ject x located at a temporal distance > δt into the future is such that (1) x can

be in only one of n contingent states, and (2) x is not related by metaphysical

determination to a known object, then a rational subject S should hold agnostic

credences about x’s state.

Future Fundamental Agnosticism goes beyond the weaker claim that we should be

agnostic about at least some future pixels. If one admits any substantial contingency

about the future mosaic, probably one also will agree that we cannot know the states of

fundamental particles and point states in the future (at least far enough in the future).
12Della Rocca [2010], p. 4.
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Set δt large enough and we should have plenty of cases where nearly everyone agrees

that we lack real knowledge of x’s contingent state. Future Fundamental Agnosticism

goes further and entails that even the points in B, the spatial region of Ithaca one hour

later, are like these cases, if one takes pixels to be metaphysically fundamental.13

In later sections we will refine FFA to deal with some objections, but to get the

puzzle stated this simpler form will do for now. We stipulate that whatever δt is, B is

far enough in the future that its temporal distance from us is greater than δt. (If one

intuitively thinks δt must be quite high for us to lack knowledge about things δt in the

future, make B be some other spatial region with a temporal distance from us that is

slightly greater than that δt.) Let S B be the set of all fundamental particles in B, and let

S Pt be the set of all fundamental particles in Pt.

Now we can state the puzzle:

The Fundamental Prediction Puzzle

1. On the Humean account, for any pixel p in B, p’s state is a metaphysically

fundamental fact. (from Humeanism)

2. Therefore, the state of p is entirely metaphysically independent of every other

13An objection to Future Fundamental Agnosticism, orthogonal to issues discussed below, is that FFA
seems too ‘externalist’: it takes prior metaphysical claims about how the world really is and tries to extract
from that normative guidance about what you should believe about the future. But consider how we can
have false beliefs about the past that still rationally constrain what we beliefs about the future we should
hold, showing that this rational guidance doesn’t require factive inputs. So perhaps FFA’s ‘externalist’
form signals that it is incorrect. It is true that FFA is not expressed with an ‘internalist’ picture of rational
normativity, where justification for future beliefs is entirely a matter of what’s ‘in your head’. But that
was just to keep things simple in exposition. One could put FFA into a more internalist cast, and say:
if you believe that [the world is like such-and-such, as premises above describe] then you should be
agnostic. This may still be wrong for many of the reasons that will be discussed below, but not specially
because of the externalism worry. Readers who are bothered by the externalist form could use read FFA
as something like this: If a subject S believes that a metaphysically fundamental object x is located at a
temporal distance > δt into the future and can be in only one of n contingent states, then S should hold
agnostic credences about x’s state.
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pixel in the mosaic. (from 1 and def. of fundamentality)

3. Fundamental facts are not metaphysically determined by other facts. (from

def. of fundamentality)

4. B’s state (including whether it is raining or not at B) is entirely determined by

the facts about the states of all the pixels in S B (the point-sized fundamental par-

ticles and properties within B), including p. (from 2,3, and logic of composition)

5. Therefore, B’s state is entirely metaphysically undetermined by facts about

any other parts of the mosaic. (by 2,3,4)

6. On the Humean account, no pixel in B is the relata of any metaphysical deter-

mination relation. (from Humeanism)

7. Therefore, we should be Agnostic about the state of every element of S B, i.e.

for any given element, rationally we should spread our credences evenly over all

of its possible states. (from FFA, 5, 6)

8. Therefore, we should set our credence whether it will rain at B by the pro-

portion of combinatorially possible states of S B in which rain occurs. (by 7 and

logic of composition)

But this conclusion, (8), is entirely at odds with our high credence in the weather

report.

Before considering Humean responses, let’s compare this puzzle to other ways anti-

Humeans have argued that Humeans have a special problem with induction. This puzzle

(1) shifts the central focus from explanation to prediction, and (2) uses the notion of

metaphysical fundamentality and determination. It asks how future states of points of

the mosaic can be both fundamental (independent, metaphysically undetermined, etc.)
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and predictable, where rational credences for their status depends on the states of past

points, purportedly metaphysically independent by Humean lights. How can there be

epistemic dependence of these future independent points on the past points, and yet the

future points be metaphysically independent?

Older discussions of Humean induction were not posed temporally, and hence were

more general. Armstrong [1983] in his original statement of the problem does not use

temporal framing, but instead uses the more general problem of inferring from the “ob-

served” to the “unobserved”.14 Note that this would apply just as much to inductive

inference from the present to the (deep) past, or from present and spatially near objects

to spatially distant objects which are still temporally simultaneous in some relevant ref-

erence frame.

As already noted, the puzzle focuses not on explanation, but rather on prediction.

That shifts attention to credences about the future, as opposed to retrospective explana-

tion. As we will see, that will bring out different considerations than arise in the already

extant literature concerning purported explanatory circularity in Humean accounts of

induction.

Note also that nothing in the puzzle relies on any sense of fundamental chanciness

in the world of the sort that quantum mechanics might suggest. It could be posed in

a classically Newtonian world as well that lacks any role for objective chance. So the

puzzle is not pushing another version of the “big bad bug” that Lewis addresses in Lewis

[1994], a more narrow problem focused on assigning credences given chancy events.

So our Fundamental Prediction Puzzle is a (new) way to express (old) concerns about

Humean induction. While it does not press a wholly new set of questions or problems, it

is framing the problem in a different way, and sometimes framing can matter quite a bit.

14Armstrong [1983], II.5.
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The Humean must develop an answer (or adapt existing answers) to suit this particular

framing. It is not enough to just shrug and say: “Everyone has the problem of induction”

without working through the details: we need to show how it can be defused in this

particular case. Taking this task up in detail is what occupies the next two sections.

2.3 Humean Responses: Some False Starts

So what can the Humean say in response? In this section I consider some responses

which I think will not work, as tempting as they may be. (Later in section 2.4 I will

offer what I take the best Humean response to be.) All the responses I consider accept

premises (1)-(6) of the puzzle, for (1)-(6) simply states the Humean view, albeit in a

different way from older discussions that did not pose the problem with the language of

fundamentality, metaphysical independence, and prediction. All the responses (includ-

ing the one I prefer) ultimately deny Future Fundamental Agnosticism (FFA) and thus

(7), but do so for different reasons.

2.3.1 A causal backing story?

One line of response for the Humean is to appeal to causal relations, and claim that

this suffices for a backing story justifying non-neutral credences. After all, they can

agree that there are causal relations between Pt and B, and that there are laws of nature

relating them as well. Because they offer reductions rather than eliminations of causes

and laws, that leaves causes and laws available for use in explanations and backing

stories. Provided those reductions work, what more could be needed? If we know A is a

causal antecedent of B, then we can infer to non-neutral credences about B’s state based
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on our knowledge about causes from A-type events to B-type events.

The problem with this response is that the deflationary character of Humean reduc-

tions of causation and laws undermine their ability to serve as metaphysical backing

stories. On the reductive Humean story, a causal relation between A and B is just is A

and B’s being part of a set of many pixels which together are nothing more than a pattern

in the mosaic. Thus the causal relation is partly constituted by B.15 But then merely see-

ing a causal antecedent, i.e. the first portion of a pattern, isn’t enough to know that the

rest of the portion that remains unseen in the future will conform to that pattern (rather

than another pattern), unless one simply begs the question against the puzzle.

Following Hall [2004], we can distinguish between two concepts of causation: de-

pendence causation, and productive causation. Dependence causation takes the causal

relation to be a matter of some sort of counterfactual dependence: if Suzy hadn’t thrown

the rock, the window wouldn’t have broken. Humean reductions ultimately take causa-

tion to be a dependence notion in this sense. But there remains the dissenting “produc-

tive” notion of causality, one which holds independent interest because it helps account

for stubborn cases that seem to resist a counterfactual analysis.

Typical anti-Humean non-reductive accounts assume some sort of productive cau-

sation. But productive causation is beset with philosophical problems. It is difficult to

pin down, described in vague metaphorical language of forces, pushes, shoves, “biff”,

and “oomph”; it somehow involves some irreducible force-like power of pushing and

pulling.16 It admittedly suffers from obscurity, despite its intuitive appeal. On these

grounds (among others) Humeans deny the existence of productive causation, just as

15Compare with the complaint in Armstrong [1983] that instances that constitute H-laws can’t be ex-
plained by those same H-laws.

16This force-like quality should not be confused with the sort of forces described by fundamental
sciences, although perhaps the anti-Humean might add that such fundamental forces are underwritten by
the causal ‘force’ in some manner.
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they similarly object to the G-law governance relation.

But suppose anti-Humeans are right and there really is such a productive causal rela-

tion. Obscure though it may be, it would play an important role in a larger anti-Humean

metaphysical theory, including how it connects up with epistemological problems. And

it is just those features of productive causal notions which make the difference with re-

spect to the Fundamental Prediction Puzzle. Productive relations, if they exist, would

help explain the very non-neutral credences that the Puzzle targets.

To reflect this, we need to refine both premise 6 of the argument and the first pass

Future Fundamental Agnosticism principle we gave above. Premise 6 will now read: “

On the Humean account, no pixel in B is the relata of any metaphysical determination

relation or any productive causal relation.17 And a similarly revised version of FFA is:

Future Fundamental Agnosticism (revised) (FFA-rev): If a metaphysically

fundamental object x located at a temporal distance > δt into the future is such

that (1) x can be in only one of n contingent states, and (2) x is not related by

metaphysical determination or a productive causal / nomic relation to a known

object, then a rational subject S should hold agnostic credences about x’s state.

Note that even as modified, the puzzle does not assume that these productive notions

actually exist, only that if they existed, they would help explain non-neutral credences

in Puzzle type cases. One might grant that an invisible gremlin tampering with the

wiring supports an explanation of why a light bulb flickers without thinking that there

17FFA-rev might even be further extended for other controversial metaphysical relations which pur-
portedly would provide a sort of determination needed to explain non-neutral credences. For example,
perhaps notions of divine intervention could be added: God simply makes things the case. Knowledge of
such interventions gives justification for non-neutral credences. Or take notions of magical power that can
instantly (or maybe not so instantly) produce action at a distance outside the framework of scientifically
understood causal relations. But I leave those extensions aside, since they do not concern matters at issue
here.
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exists any such gremlin. There are all kinds of fanciful metaphysical posits that would

explain many things if they were real, but that sadly does not make them exist. So

this modification cannot be dismissed without more argument by the Humean; they too

can agree that G-law governance and productive causation are posits that would explain

non-neutral credences if they were real, but fail to explain because they do not exist. So

without productive causal relations, a Humean appeal to a (merely Humean reductive)

causal relation does not yet get us out of the puzzle.18

2.3.2 No need for a backing story?

Another response for the Humean is to concede that there is no metaphysical backing

story to be told on the Humean view, but then deny that one is needed in the first place.

This is another way to deny Future Fundamental Agnosticism. If no backing story is

needed, then premise (7) of the argument and Future Fundamental Agnosticism (FFA)

can both be denied, on grounds that in this case our epistemology is independent of our

metaphysics. Of course, we need some more argument for this claimed independence,

since such high-level methodological issues are hardly obvious.

Familiar examples of statistical inference could help, cases where one learns some-

18I do not here consider a theoretically available position to Humeans, who might take causation to
itself be a sort of small-g grounding relation, following Bennett [2017]. (Though her focus there is
solely on grounding relations and fundamentality, not Humeanism; she does not officially a position on
Humeanism about laws and causation.) Such a Humean who thought causation was another kind of
grounding relation has a different problem, though; Bennett herself points out that these multiple sorts
of grounding relation must be separately tracked or indexed to produce separate hierarchical structures,
at risk of otherwise running into conflicts between the multiple types of directed grounding claims. The
arrows of one grounding relation might point one way, and the arrows of another grounding relation
point the opposite way, resulting in a conflict. But once we avoid that conflict with indexed grounding
arrows, it is not clear how the reduced-yet-metaphysically-grounding causal relation provides a backing
story for epistemological purposes. For the causal dependency arrows might go the right direction, but
the fundamentality arrows won’t be present at all, since all pixels are fundamental. That still leaves the
Humean needing an explanation of why the epistemology should track the causal relations rather than the
induced metaphysical determination relations.
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thing about one thing, and then changes one’s credence about a different thing. We want

cases of statistical inference with two features: (a) a pair of events which are clearly

metaphysically independent,19 and (b) a statistical dependence between outcomes of

one and credences in the outcome of another. Such a case would give a nice analogue to

why Humeans need not subscribe to FFA; they can say: look, we routinely do statistics

without assuming any metaphysical connection between observations. Can we find un-

controversial examples that clearly meet this criteria? I find myself at a loss; I can find

examples that have (a), but lack (b), or examples which lack (a), but have (b), but I am

unable to find clear cases with both.

Flipping a fair coin seems a paradigm case which has (a), something analogous to

metaphysical independence. Suppose we take a ‘metaphysical’ interpretation of sta-

tistical independence, one that accounts for statistical independence as not a merely

epistemic feature but a deep feature of how things are; they really are deeply indepen-

dent, not just as a matter of what we know and believe. The 100th flip of a fair coin is

unaffected by / metaphysically independent of what happened in the previous 99. Such

flips are statistically independent. But then one’s rational credence for the outcome of

the 100th flip before it occurs should be neutral between heads and tails; we’ve lost (b),

epistemic dependence. So this sort of case will not serve the Humean’s needs.

Consider instead a typical urn case of the sort we use in confirmation theory, one

with a clear epistemic dependence between observations. With minimal setup the case

goes:

(Urn) An urn is known to be filled with 100 balls. We observe 99 draws of individual

balls, and each ball drawn is brown. We are about to witness the 100th draw.

19Or at least analogous to metaphysically independence.
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Cases like these clearly show epistemic dependence.20 Absent any other informa-

tion, it would be crazy to bet the 100th draw will not be brown. But is there (a), meta-

physical or metaphysical-like independence? As given, the case seems underspecified.

The trouble is, adding detail to make (b) plausible also seems to make (a) seem implau-

sible.

For why expect 100 draws of brown balls? Think of explanations we might offer:

maybe an individual deliberately chose only brown balls to populate the urn. Or maybe

the urn was filled when a tornado picked up a bin of brown balls from the local toy

factory which exclusively made brown balls and dumped them right on the urn. What

doesn’t seem plausible is that somehow, for no reason whatsoever, an urn is found filled

with 100 brown balls and nothing at all is responsible for the uniformity. Account

for the uniformity pressures us to assume implicit causal relations and/or intentional

determination relations, or some other prior uniformity which explains this one; these

are all types of backing stories that suggest metaphysical connection and dependence.

(Supposing there are causal relations alone with no metaphysical dependence leads right

back to the problems of section 2.3.1 above.)

So simple cases of statistical inference don’t seem to give us a nice example of

why there need be no connection between our epistemology of prediction and our meta-

20Let Bi be the proposition that the ith draw is brown. Then our observations of the previous draws
B1, B2, . . . B99 rationally constrain our credence in B100, the next draw being brown. And yet the draws
(observations) are in some sense independent events. Epistemic dependence clearly holds: earlier ob-
servations make probabilities of later observations vary in ways that would be non-neutral. In terms of
conditionalized credences:

C(B100|B1−99) > C(B100) (2.1)

So (2.1) tells us that B100 is statistically dependent on B1−99. Statistical independence describes a
relationship between conditional and unconditional probabilities: if A and B are statistically independent,
P(A|B) = P(A), so that P(AB) = P(A)P(B). Conditionalizing on B doesn’t change the probability of A, for
the occurrence of B is disconnected from the probability of the other event’s outcome. And that insures
that this is at least a case of epistemic dependence.
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physics. Of course, just because I could not think of an example does not mean there

is none; but the difficulty of coming up with examples shows that this style of response

probably will at best only be persuasive to an already-convinced Humean. Given how

replete our world is with causal connections, I doubt any independent “neutral” case of

epistemic dependence and metaphysical independence could be found that is not tainted

by prior theoretical prejudices.21

No backing story, Bayesian version?

Another way to develop the “no need for a backing story” response is to appeal to

Bayesian epistemic norms.22 On this view, the Humean need only show that she is

obeying Bayesian epistemic norms to clear herself of the charge of circularity.23 One

complies simply by (1) assigning credences over the space of hypotheses in a way con-

sistent with the Kolmogorov axioms, and (2) conditionalizing on evidence using Bayes’s

conditionalization rule. Since these are the only rules and since Humeans can comply

just as well as anyone else, they stand vindicated.

The problem is that merely “being Bayesian” is too weak a constraint. Because the

Bayesian norms themselves don’t impose any restrictions on priors, all kinds of crazy

epistemic states will count as “rational” in this sense, even though they are obviously

incompatible with a nontrivial sense of epistemic rationality. For example, consider an

inductive skeptic. Suppose A and B are conjoined cause and effect events, each assigned

credence 0.5, and that we have just observed A. Then Bayesian norms require that he set

21Others have considered philosophical issues surrounding statistical and metaphysical dependence
relations. For example, Strevens [2015] worries about statistical independence being compatible with
dense causal connections. But he is considering the opposite situation: epistemic independence given
metaphysical dependence. That leaves open whether the urn case can support the Humean’s needs as
discussed in this section.

22Both Loewer [1996] and Loewer [2000] develop this line in some detail, although not using ideology
of fundamentality, and not posed in the temporally loaded framing of the Fundamental Prediction Puzzle.

23For an overview of those norms, see Talbott [2016].
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his posterior probability p f (B) = pi(B|A). But since he is an inductive skeptic, among

his priors he has pi(B|A) = pi(B ∧ A) which is thus 0.5 × 0.5 = 0.25, taking them to be

statistically independent events. And that will remain so for him even if whenever he

observes an A-type event, a B-type event always follows. Yet he still conforms just as

much to Bayesian norms as anyone else.

With the multitude of permissible priors, there are effectively many different ways

to pre-assign what the contribution some new piece of evidence has on the likelihood of

existing hypotheses. Some of these priors will take that contribution to be total deter-

minism,24 others will take it to have no effect at all (as per the inductive skeptic). All of

these are still “Bayesian”; as long as the priors form a probability distribution and the

posteriors are computed via the conditionalization rule, Bayesian norms will not call a

foul. Assuming one disavows inductive skepticism, one will think there is something

wrong with this inductive skeptic’s reasoning, but “failing to be Bayesian” will not be it.

Conversely, succeeding in being (merely) Bayesian is not enough to acquit a Humean

of having no epistemic problem.25

Conforming to Bayesian norms might at best be a necessary but insufficient part

of being epistemically rational. So that does suggest that the Bayesian response isn’t

totally off base; it is worth something to show that the Humean can be Bayesian. But

this (all by itself) hasn’t really done the job of answering the puzzle yet.

24At least, epistemic determinism.
25Loewer [2000] actually considers a different case, where a putative anti-Humean objects that the

Humean is being irrational because they are not being Bayesian, and he points out that they can be
Bayesian too. He then goes on to object that the anti-Humean cannot say what their rule of inference to
the best explanation is except as a condition that rules out some priors and rules in others, on the basis
that some fail to be sufficiently explanatory. But the only ways he can think of to spell out such a notion
of explanation (he endorses in a particular a unificationist account) make both anti-Humean and Humean
hypotheses count as explanatory. I think Loewer is right that the anti-Humean has difficulty formulating
the IBE rule in Bayesian form in simpler terms. But that may simply be asking too much; can we
formulate a Bayesian rule that would vindicate an IBE to external world realism, contra a phenomenalist
external world skeptic? I doubt anyone thinks that this is doable (at present). Yet few would that this to
mean that the external world skeptic is epistemically on a par with the external world realist. Most think
that the skeptic is going wrong somewhere, it’s just hard to nail down where exactly.
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2.3.3 Best systems competition to the rescue?

Perhaps if we look more closely at the best systems competition itself, we might

find a better justification of non-neutral credences about contingent future pixel states.

Humeans differ on how exactly to implement best-systems competition; here I just con-

sider general features shared by most implementations.

Lewis offered his Ramsey-inspired approach as a way to improve upon simple reg-

ularity theories of lawhood, which floundered on mere accidental regularities. Laws

instead are taken to be those theorems of a system, a set of axioms and its deductive

closure. The best system is that which optimally balances strength (roughly: infor-

mativeness, or the amount of true claims it can derive) and simplicity. Such a system

is formulated in a language of natural predicates to prevent gerrymandered predicates

from artificially buying simplicity with no cost to strength.

At its heart, the BSA remains Humean; best systems laws are still summaries of the

mosaic. Humeans tend to present the BSA idea in an atemporal, God’s-eye fashion: the

BSA simply is the best systematization of the entire mosaic. While unnoticed in the

literature, one could also consider best systems for other portions of the mosaic. Let

BS Aω be the usual best system which systematizes the entire mosaic M. Call BS At that

best system which systematizes the past mosaic Pt. The implicit assumption throughout

the literature is that estimates of BS At are also reliable estimates of BS Aω. Though note

that these two systematizations can come apart; if the future mosaic differs in character

from the past mosaic, summaries of the entire mosaic could also deviate from summaries

of the past mosaic.

Crucially, Humean reduction of laws takes the H-laws to be those axioms and the-

orems arising from BS Aω, not BS At. Let Ht-laws be those laws arising from BS At.
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Ht-laws are not the H-laws; at best they are estimates of the H-laws; at worst, they are

utterly unrelated. What the Humean wants to say is that the BS At (and its Ht-laws)

somehow gives us information about Ft. But here the same worries of metaphysical

independence that arose with the Fundamental Prediction Puzzle might seem to apply.

Since the BS At is merely a summary of what happens in Pt, and since Pt and Ft are

metaphysically independent, there is no determination or productive relation that either

(or parts of either) relates to the other (or parts of the other). So why think that the Ht-

laws are reliable estimates to the Hω laws?26 To use an analogy: imagine a warehouse

with an incoming stream of boxes, each labeled with a packing summary giving the

breakdown of various widgets within the box. The labels only summarize the box they

are affixed to; any packing labels for boxes received yesterday have no bearing on what

the packing label of the next box that comes in the warehouse might be.

It is true that the summaries given by BS At differ in one important respect from the

packing labels in our warehouse analogy: unlike packing labels, BS At laws can be ex-

trapolated. The packing label is just a static breakdown of its box, in a form that forbids

extrapolation to any other box. But with BS At, the hope is that the best systems com-

petition approach yields systems that contain something like our current physics, in the

form of laws of temporal evolution. If they have some combination of initial condition

restrictions and time-evolving laws, they will presumably be syntactically expressed as

functions of t. That means that at least in syntactic form, they could be defined over other

portions of the mosaic beyond the portion that they summarize, unlike a box packing la-

bel which only applies to its own box. So maybe our original puzzle can be dissolved

like this: in the BS At laws (Ht-laws), substitute values for t which are greater than the

26Note that this is not the same as the complaint that H-laws are inaccessible to us because we have
cognitive limitations in our ability to systematize information. Here we assume no cognitive limits, and
perfect, idealized systematizations. The issue is rather that we don’t have epistemic access to the pixels
of Ft, and without them, we cannot estimate the relevant summary, BS Aω, even if we can perfectly
systematize Pt and obtain BS At.
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current time tnow; out comes predictions of parts of the future mosaic. Then rule out

future completions of the mosaic which don’t conform to these predictions.

But the functional form of best system laws alone can’t be enough. Just because

from a given system which summarizes one portion, we can extrapolate to another por-

tion, doesn’t explain why that summary’s extrapolation should have any bearing on such

metaphysically independent portions of the mosaic in the first place.27 After all, the

functions might very well be defined over negative numbers as well. But simply plug-

ging in negative numbers for t will not give us anything meaningful about how things

will be elsewhere in the “negative” mosaic.

Similarly, it won’t do to merely point out special features of the best systems setup

like, say, requiring systems to be formulated with natural predicates, interpreting sim-

plicity in terms of syntactic simplicity, etc. Such features (naturalness, simplicity) might

indeed tend to help pick out a BS At that looks ‘tame’, i.e. extrapolates forward so that

conforming futures look similar to the past in important respects. But unless it can be

first explained why a mere extrapolation of a summary from Pt should have any bear-

ing at all on what the future actually is, given that every part of that future mosaic is

metaphysically independent, these responses don’t address the original puzzle.

2.4 A better Humean response: Brute Backing Stories

Here is, I believe, a better way for the Humean to respond. Humeans should concede

that they need a backing story, and insist that they have one. It incorporates some parts

of the previous responses.

27Note that these portions are also unrelated by any productive causal relation.
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The direction I proceed is well enough known; it’s a version of a tu quoque that goes

something like this, in response to the anti-Humean Rant of section 2.1.

Look, everyone has to assume that the future will resemble the past in some respect.

That’s the price we pay to Hume if we want to make the practice of induction sensible.

It’s not just us; the Anti-Humean realist has to say this too. Whatever they say, we

can say too. So we just take it as brute that the rest of the mosaic is relevantly like the

portion we’ve seen so far. Once we do that, accounting for the weather report is no

harder for us than it is for anyone else.

Like the first rant, the Humean rant also needs to be made more precise. What

exactly is it that everyone must do? It’s not a general assumption the future will resemble

the past; it’s assuming that such resemblance is with respect to the laws continuing in

the future to be the way they have in the past.28 Without this hope, we simply have no

way to account for predictive practices of science that rely on induction. Let’s call this

the Generic Inductive Hope.

The Generic Inductive Hope is underspecified; how it is implemented will depend

on questions like: what exactly are laws? How are they used to relate disparate phenom-

ena? Since the Humean and anti-Humean answer these questions differently, they each

will have different more specified implementations of the Generic Inductive Hope. The

remainder of this paper tries to investigate those differences to see if any of them weigh

in favor of one side over another.
28The historical Hume was concerned with causal regularities, but causal regularities already involve

lawlike regularities, and in any case the same idea can readily be extended to lawlike regularities.
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2.4.1 The anti-Humean inductive hope

Consider the anti-Humean governing law view. The anti-Humean must hope, generi-

cally, that in the future resembles the past with respect to the laws which appear to gov-

ern them. This amounts to saying that the actual governing law, G, is non-gruesome.29

(I’m not worrying here about how G-laws are individuated; there might be more than

one, but not very many; given the plausible assumption that fundamental science aims

to find a small set of laws explain a large amount of phenomena, we assume a small

number of laws. For simplicity, I will speak as if there is one overarching G-law, G.)

Assume that our past mosaic is governed by a governing law G that governs in such a

way that negative charges always repel. Limited to evidence from our past mosaic alone,

we cannot rule out a ‘gruesome’ governing law G′ which has electrons repel each other

until today, yet for all times following midnight tonight G′ governs in a way that has

like charges suddenly start to attract each other. The anti-Humean must hope that we

are governed by G and not G′.

And not just G′, but also the countless other gruesome laws which we might dis-

cover have been governing us all along. And crucially for every possible completion of

the mosaic, i.e. every combinatorial arrangement of future pixels Ft, F′t , F
′′
t , . . ., there

is a corresponding governing law G,G′,G′′,G′′′, . . . that would govern in a way that

determines the past mosaic to be Pt given initial conditions, and vary in how the future

mosaic will be determined.
29The term non-gruesome derives from the famous distinction Goodman [1955] makes between predi-

cates like ‘green’ and ‘blue’ and “gruesome” predicates like ‘bleen’ and ‘grue’, which apply to instances
seen so far but differ in their application to future instances
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2.4.2 The Humean inductive hope

So the anti-Humean and Humean seem to face similar problems. But how exactly will

the Humean solve their version? Since they take laws to be patterns in the mosaic, the

Humean hope will be expressed in terms of a pattern. Roughly, the Humean Inductive

Hope is that the future mosaic’s primitive pixel states all independently turn out such

that certain pixel patterns continue to hold. Namely, those pixel patterns which are

systematized by BS At (recall that BS At systematizes the past mosaic).

And if this hope bears out, and such patterns do in fact hold, then they are also

systematized by BS Aω (which, recall, systematizes the whole mosaic). So one way to

express the Humean Inductive Hope is to hope that BS At = BS Aω. The content of BS At

will include laws (expressed as functions of time) which we can extrapolate to future

times by plugging in t > tnow to “summarize” other parts of the mosaic. (Though note

that this is really a prediction, not a “summary”.) The Humean Hope, then, is that this

extrapolation is legitimate; it will be when BS At = BS Aω.

2.4.3 A Humean proposal for the metaphysical-epistemological

connection involved in prediction

The original rant centered on Future Fundamental Agnosticism (FFA):

Future Fundamental Agnosticism (FFA): If a metaphysically fundamental ob-

ject x located at a temporal distance > δt into the future is such that (1) x can be

in only one of n contingent states, and (2) x is not the relata of any productive

causal relation, then a rational subject S should hold agnostic credences about
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x’s state.

FFA has an intuitive pull, so the Humean should offer a substitute FFA-like principle

that captures what was intuitive about it while still blocking the Prediction Puzzle. FFA

is an attempt to link metaphysical claims with one’s epistemology, and captures the idea

that one’s epistemology has to have some connection with how one takes the world to

be. Humeans want to say comparative things like: “our epistemology goes exactly as

anti-Humean’s epistemology under G-laws.” In effect they simply delete the mediating

entity (a G-law) and retain all the “effects” of such an entity (the mosaic pixels).30 So (by

Humean lights) there is no specifically epistemological change entailed by the Humean

metaphysical view, at least, no different from what the non-Humean view entails. So

as a substitute principle they could add a clause with the metaphysical backing story

suggested above, i.e. requiring future pixels to conform to Ht-laws:

Humean Future Fundamental Agnosticism (HFFA):

If a metaphysically fundamental object x located at a temporal distance > δt

into the future is such that (1) x can be in only one of n contingent states, and

(2) x is not the relata of any productive causal relation, and (3) no contingent

state of x would prevent the systematic patterns described by BS At from

also summarizing Ft, then a rational subject S should hold agnostic credences

about x’s state.

The third clause in boldface is in effect the Humean Inductive Hope. While it does

risk looking like an inelegant ad hoc response to the Prediction Puzzle, the Humean can

justify this on the grounds that it is an implementation of the Generic Inductive Hope.

30For more on this see Hall [2015].
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A metaphysical stipulation of a property of the future mosaic, i.e. stipulating that the

future pixels will resemble the past with respect to laws as summarized by BS At, i.e. a

mosaic such that BS At reliably predicts BS Aω, is in effect the Humean backing story

for non-neutral credences. Instead of a governing law and a metaphysical governing-

law relation between G-laws and pixels (or a productive causal relation between past

and future pixels), the Humean backing story is one of brute facts about patterns in the

mosaic, patterns among the pixels themselves.

This, at least, is what I think is the most promising way to develop the Humean line

and respond to the puzzle. If it works, we seem to have a case where the Humean and

the anti-Humean each have a plausible explanation for how their metaphysics supports

our high credence in tomorrow’s weather being as today’s forecast has it. We replace

FFA with HFFA, and then the puzzle no longer goes through; the anti-Humean has lost

any dialectical advantage.

2.5 Comparing the Rival Implementations

Before subjecting this Humean backing story to some critical scrutiny in section 2.6,

let’s first see where it compares favorably with its rival anti-Humean stories.

2.5.1 Direct vs. indirect manipulation of pixel-level credences

The Humean Inductive Hope interfaces directly between the hope and the credences

about future pixel regions. We saw above in section 2.4.3 how the Humean might offer

a substitute principle for Future Fundamental Agnosticism (FFA) with Humean Future

Fundamental Agnosticism (HFFA). Perhaps that particular version is in need of refine-
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ment, but I suspect that any epistemic principle they offer in its stead will share an

interesting feature with it: implementing the Humean hope involves a seemingly direct

manipulation of our credences regarding contingent states of future pixel regions. You

simply raise your credences that future pixel regions will have such-and-such properties,

properties that continue the non-gruesome inductive patterns of the past mosaic.

By contrast, the anti-Humean has a two step process. First, there is an inference

to the best explanation from observed data to the mediating entity, a governing law.

Second, there is the use of the laws plus initial conditions to generate predictions about

the future. But note that the implementation of the Generic Inductive Hope is limited

to the first step, the inference to the mediating (governing) law. That inference will be

biased by hope in a way that favors G-laws that generate uniform mosaics. We select

the non-gruesome G-law G from the set of all G-laws G′,G′′,G′′′, . . ., compatible with

the past observations from Pt on grounds of strength, simplicity, and whatever other

theoretical virtues we tend to use in scientific inquiry, essentially the same virtues the

Humean uses in selecting the best system.

Should the Humean be concerned that their implementation of the Generic Inductive

Hope is somehow less “objective”? To just believe that future contingent states of pixels

will turn out a certain way seems grounded on nothing “out there” beyond a mere sub-

jective preference. How does one justify a mere preference for how the world should be

translating into forcing one’s credences to raise about certain objective future facts? But

this is a misleading way to put things. It’s true that the metaphysics of the anti-Humean

involves an actual objective entity, G, which “grounds” the raised credences in future

pixel states. The Humean has no analogous entity that reifies the future’s resemblance

of the past. But the implementation of hope entered in the first step with the choice

of G over its gruesome rivals, and in this first step there is nothing ‘objective’ for the
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anti-Humean to appeal to beyond the same Generic Inductive Hope shared by Humeans

and anti-Humeans alike.

Once granted that shared hope, the Humean also has a metaphysical backing story

with a suitably objective character: the hope is that wholly objective patterns in the mo-

saic, patterns that explained (in Humean fashion) previously observed causal and nomic

regularities, obtain among future pixels. These patterns are not themselves subjective in

any sense; they are wholly independent of us in any sense that objectivity would require.

The patterns are there (or not) independent of what we think or hope or dream or what-

ever, making this a genuine backing story of the sort we claimed was needed in section

2.2. It is an account of how the world is (namely, the world’s mosaic M has a part Ft

in which objective patterns hold in it, patterns which conform to the Generic Inductive

Hope). Because the world is this way, we have justification for non-neutral credences in

the contingent states of future pixels.

There is a different line of attack the anti-Humean might attempt regarding the

Humean’s direct manipulation of credences for future contingent pixel states. The anti-

Humean implementation manipulates credences “directly” when determining which G-

law applies, and whatever G-law that is, it holds of nomic necessity. So if G is actually

the G-law that governs the world, trivially we can say: necessarily, given the laws,

the laws must be as they are. But the Humean implementation manipulates credences

directly regarding which contingent state future pixels will be in, and these states are

nomically contingent. Given different initial conditions but holding fixed the H-laws

as they are, future pixel states could be different for any given pixel. So it seems that

the use of direct credence manipulation is more judicious for the anti-Humean (using

it only on what obtains of necessity) versus the Humean (who uses it on what obtains

contingently).
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But this is to smuggle in premises that the Humean need not accept. For being a

modal reductivist, the Humean need not take pixel contingency to be a fundamental

modal joint in nature.31 You get a big mosaic, one little thing after another, and you

derive from that a sense of modality that explains how pixels could have been. The

determinate pixels are fundamental, the determinable pixel type is derived from those

more determinate pixel states. Of course, if one reversed the priority of determinates

and determinables, as e.g. Wilson [2012] does, then the Humean could not maintain this

line. But for good reason they will want to avoid that view of determinables.

Consider an analogy with scientific realism. Rather than believe in small unobserv-

able entities as being responsible for our macro-observations on a cathode ray screen,

one could just directly manipulate one’s credences in future macro-effects, dispensing

with the “metaphysical” intermediary of an electron, say. One might then wonder: is

the Humean scientific realist in tension by accepting electrons but denying G-laws? To

the Humean, there is a crucial difference. The posit of an electron is just a posit of

more physical entities with categorical properties that are of the same ontological kind

as already-accepted macro-objects like tables and chairs; they just happen to be very

small. But G-laws are posits of a new ontological category altogether, and one that has

modal import at that. While anti-Humeans won’t share the phobia of a this new cate-

gory nor its modal import, this is a powerful enough motivation for Humeans to see a

difference between the cases of electrons and G-laws.
31See e.g. Sider [2011] 12.1, as well as Sider [2016].
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2.5.2 One (extremely) lucky draw vs. a plenitude of (less) lucky

draws

Hope figures centrally in both the Humean and anti-Humean backing stories. After long

neglect, hope is finally receiving some attention in philosophical literature, but I am not

aware of discussion on how hope interacts with one’s view of the world’s metaphysical

structure. Here I try and make some tentative initial steps on these questions.

Consider the following norm governing attitudes of hope, allowing a little figurative

language of ‘descent’ for metaphysical analysis from higher level appearances to lower

level truths and realities:

Descent of Hope (DH): If S has a hope in some future contingent X obtaining,

and S takes X to be metaphysically explained in terms of Y , then on pain of

inconsistency, S should effectively agree to a hope in Y obtaining.

The idea is that a hope in nonfundamental phenomena being such-and-such should

entail a hope that fundamental phenomena are just the way they need to be for such-

and-such appearances to obtain. (Hence the name, Descent of Hope.) Note that DH is

not a descriptive claim about our psychology. It certainly seems possible as a matter

of descriptive psychology that someone hopes for X and simultaneously hopes that ¬Y ,

even when they take X to be metaphysically explained as Y . Rather, the claim is that

such a pair of attitudes would be in tension if S is taking their own metaphysics seriously.

There is some sort of practical inconsistency in that pair of attitudes, in contexts where

hope intersects with theoretical metaphysical speculation. So think of DH as a normative

claim, about how one should rationally keep one’s hopes consistent.32

32The consequent of DH speaks of ‘effective agreement’, understood loosely as in: if someone points
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The Humean metaphysical explanation of the future resembling the past is given in

terms of the mosaic: it is for the future mosaic to be effectively (strongly and simply)

summarized by the same sorts of summaries that characterized the past mosaic. And for

that to obtain, the future mosaic’s pixels must all conform to the patterns which the past

mosaic’s BS At describes with its H-laws. The Humean hope is expressed in terms of

many small things all lining up together in a certain way.

Now apply the norm to the Humean case. By DH, for the Humean to hope that the

future resembles the past (= X) requires him to hope for a massive number of wholly

metaphysically independent future pixels to all turn out the same way (= Y). While both

the Humean and the anti-Humean have to rely on a hope that the future will resemble

the past, the Humean implements this hope in an incredibly complex way: by effectively

hoping –separately, in a sense– that each and every pixel of the future mosaic just hap-

pens for no reason at all to each independently turn out in such a way as to preserve the

Ht-laws as good descriptions not just of the past mosaic but also of the future mosaic.

Of course, it is not that the hope is expressed psychologically (or linguistically) in

terms of each pixel individually. Superficially it may deceptively appear to be a simple

hope. It is quite simple to state it: “I hope that the mosaic continues to be pretty much

as it has been with respect to natural laws”. But what exactly is the content of such a

hope? If DH is correct, then when the Humean hope is cashed out metaphysically, it

requires nothing less than a hope that a mind-bogglingly large array of future indepen-

dent pixels all somehow just happen to come out in ways that mimic the past mosaic’s

systematization.33

out to you that your hope in X obtaining is metaphysically analyzed as Y obtaining (and you agree with
this metaphysical analysis) you would then hope that Y obtains.

33As we saw in 2.5.1, the Humean implementation thus entails “direct” manipulation of “effective”
credences about each and every future pixel for which we would otherwise have non-neutral credences,
in a similar sense of “effective”, see note 32. It is merely in-principle idealized rational constraints; we
likely have no psychological ability to conceptually grasp any particular pixel de re, let alone the full
array of them; our best grasp is usually rough and in aggregates. But the rational constraint isn’t about
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The anti-Humean implementation of the Generic Inductive Hope seems different.

For they express their hope in terms of one thing turning out a mind-bogglingly specific

way: the hope that the governing law is G, rather than the massive amount of gruesome

alternative governing laws compatible with the past mosaic. Hope operates not directly

on credences about contingent states of pixels or pixel-aggregates, but rather indirectly

in selecting the entity governing those pixel states. Once the hope is implemented,

elevating credence in G chosen from the multitude of gruesome G-laws, pixel and pixel

aggregate credences are altered accordingly in a systematic way, justifying non-neutral

credences.

But while the pixel states themselves can be explained in terms of G, the anti-

Humean leaves unexplained the mystery as to why G should have obtained rather than

all the alternatives G, G’, G”, etc. That mystery bears resemblance to issues raised in

anthropic principle discussions of ‘fine tuning’, debating the significance of the fact that

we have this particular set of laws rather than any other of the vast array of laws which

could have obtained. If all of these are on a par, then that G should obtain looks aston-

ishing, just as the Humean hope that all the n pixels of the future mosaic should just

happen to line up in ways that are described by BS At.

The difference in complexity shouldn’t be taken to weigh in favor of one or the

other view. The Humean and Anti-Humean Inductive Hopes are exactly on a par in

terms of statistical likelihood, given the one-to-one mapping between future mosaics and

gruesome governing laws.34 Overall (induction-friendly, non-gruesome) G obtaining is

how one actually cognizes the hope; it’s that the hope entails certain rational constraints on our credences
toward those pixels, whether or not we have those credences, and even if one isn’t fully aware of those
entailments until further rational reflection.

34Suppose per impossible that each pixel was the result of a statistically independent random process.
Suppose there are n pixels in the future mosaic. If we think heuristically of pixels as arising out of
fundamental random process (keeping in mind that this is merely treating them as statistically independent
events, and not the right way to conceive of metaphysical independence), then the probability you have a
staggering number of independent processes, each with a relatively large probability of occurring. Large,
at least, compared to the probabilities involved in G obtaining instead of G′,G′′, . . .. Once you conjoin
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no more or less likely than the actual (induction-friendly) future mosaic Ft obtaining.

We have two equivalently (im)probable implementations of the Generic Inductive Hope:

either one outcome of a particular G-law G which has a vanishingly small probability, or

many multitudes of small outcomes of particular pixel states which conjoined together

have exactly the same vanishingly small probability.35

2.5.3 Hope specified via fundamental vs. nonfundamental entities

It might seem that the anti-Humean can specify their hope directly with the governing

law, unlike the Humean. But this is not quite right; first of all, the governing law is itself

nonlinguistic, so the anti-Humean can only refer to it by some syntactic law statement.

The Humean has a similarly indirect way of stating their hope that a very large number

of brute facts will turn out a certain way. Since there is no practical way to even specify

the hoped-for status of these primitives (i.e. the status of every spatiotemporal point in

Ft) without using (nonfundamental) H-laws. We can say that Ft is such that its con-

stituent pixel states conform to BS At. But this doesn’t threaten the reductive ambition

of Humean nomic accounts, as demonstrating reductive adequacy often will require ine-

liminable reference to the reduced notion in order to clarify how they indeed underwrite

the events of each pixel obtaining as it should, idealizing here to suppose that the Generic Inductive Hope
somehow determined what every single pixel of the future mosaic should be in order to fulfill the hope,
then the probabilities of each pixel turning out just-so-and-so will mathematically be exactly the same as
the probability of the G-law G obtaining instead of all of its gruesome alternatives. For if every pixel can
be in one of two states (on/off) then if there are n pixels in the future mosaic, each pixel as 1/2 chance, and
1/2n probability of actual future mosaic obtaining. This is exactly the same as probability of G obtaining
relative to G′G′′, . . .

35Of course, all this talk of probability should be taken in a purely epistemic spirit; it is not as if either
the G-laws or the pixels are arising out of a random process (on the respective views). The G-laws didn’t
pop out as one lucky ping pong ball from a pile of them in a turning lottery bowl, nor did the pixels fall out
of some enormous four-dimensional game of Big Boggle. Rather, for anti-Humeans, G-laws are primitive
(or at least more fundamental than the mosaics they govern); it just is what it is. Likewise for Humeans,
the mosaic’s pixels are primitive; they just are what they are.
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the higher level reduced notion.36 And the Humean is not claiming an epistemological

reduction of H-laws, as if knowing the H-laws is equivalent to knowing exactly which

patterns which those H-laws reduce to. We lack the latter, but we can know the former.

So the Humean has no circularity here, despite only knowing the complex pixel patterns

involved in the Humean Inductive Hope only through the H-laws that summarize them.

Indeed, this distinction between epistemic and metaphysical reduction helps explain

how metaphysically fundamental items like Humean pixels in the future can be pre-

dicted, and yet also be wholly undetermined. The two different sorts of reduction (meta-

physical vs. epistemological) also induce two different hierarchies of priority, an idea

that traces back at least to Aristotle.37 Future pixels are not epistemically fundamen-

tal, as we can know the past mosaic prior to knowing future mosaic. But this doesn’t

preclude future pixels from being metaphysically fundamental (by Humean lights). Pri-

ority in being means metaphysical independence; posteriority in knowledge means pre-

dictability. Indeed, our knowledge of pixels of any kind is always indirect; we never

observe any spatiotemporal sized regions directly, but at most infer their states from

other macroscopic observations.

2.5.4 Simplicity at pixel level vs. simplicity at governing law level

There is a difference in how the implementations of hope use considerations of simplic-

ity. The Humean view applies simplicity to nonfundamental complexes, and the anti-

Humean applies it to isingular entities which are fundamental, which results in some

36This seems a similar issue that arises with one objection to Lewisian modal realism, that in order
to ensure a plenitude of worlds, Lewis must appeal to intuitive modal notions (Shalkowski [1994]). My
claims here on the Humean’s behalf echo replies on Lewis’s behalf for modal realism, e.g. Cameron
[2012].

37So Aristotle could note that those things which have fundamental metaphysical priority may in fact
be quite hard to know, even if they are knowable.
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interesting differences.

In the Humean view, hope is expressed in terms of a complex (array of pixels),

though this complex is supposed to be describable using simple and strong patterns.

It’s true that H-laws can be simple or complex, but H-laws are not fundamental. They

derive from the more fundamental pixels. And Humean fundamental pixels in whatever

state aren’t really simple or complex at all. A solitary pixel considered in isolation, no

matter what its state, doesn’t have some states that are “simple” while other states that

are “non-simple”. Simplicity considerations apply only indirectly to the fundamental

pixel, and then only by first directly applying to larger arrays of pixels; a pattern of

pixels can be simple or complex. Gruesome mosaics are ruled out and non-gruesome

mosaics ruled in as open nomic possibilities for the future.

The anti-Humean ascribes simplicity (or non-simplicity) directly to a metaphysi-

cally fundamental entity, the G-law, at the metaphysically fundamental level. The anti-

Humean fundamental G-law G can, all by itself, be characterized as simple or non-

simple. Of course, this is only via a linguistic description of the law in a language

restricted to natural predicates of fundamental sciences. But there is a difference in the

level at which simplicity considerations apply: directly to the posited fundamental entity

(an anti-Humean G-law) vs. indirectly to the posited fundamental entity (a pixel) for the

Humean.

Is there any reason to favor direct application of simplicity to a G-law, vs. indirect

application of simplicity to arrays of fundamental pixels? I can’t see any significant dif-

ference. In the practice of science we don’t take there to be any reason to favor simplic-

ity considerations applying directly at the most fundamental level, as opposed to some

derivative level of aggregates or non-fundamental descriptions. A crystalline structure,

for example, can be characterized as simple or complex, but only when considering
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an aggregate of molecular elements of the structure; it’s not as though any particular

element of a simple crystal need be “simple” in that respect; simplicity (in this case)

doesn’t properly apply to the more fundamental level.

2.6 The Fundamental Prediction Puzzle and Metaphysics of Time

The Humean, I claim, has adequately answered resolved the original challenge of the

Fundamental Prediction Puzzle. But in my experience, readers who have anti-Humean

inclinations (this author included) often find something vaguely unsatisfying with this

Humean response. In this section I attempt to diagnose what might be going on. While

the view articulated in sections 2.4 and 2.5 does the job (I claim), it comes with some

substantive side commitments that might be the real source of anti-Humean discomfort.

The Humean response above presupposed that Humean analyses of properties, cau-

sation, and laws via a mosaic is coupled with a particular metaphysics of time: B-

theoretic four-dimensionalism. On it, every pixel in the mosaic exists, full stop, and are

located at different points in time just as different pixels have different spatial locations.

Every pixel is also fully determinate.

Four dimensionalism is a popular view for Humeans, and it has defenses indepen-

dent of Humean grounds. Such alternative Humean packages have some appeal, for

four-dimensionalism is an admittedly counterintuitive view. It conflicts with two deep

intuitions: that the future is somehow open, in a way that differs from the past (Open

Future) and that there is some sort of passage of time (Passage). Of course, it is contro-

versial whether such a deeply intuitive distinction marks a metaphysical joint that must

be accounted for in one’s metaphysics of time; four-dimensionalists and others offer

plenty of arguments denying this. But recently a growing movement in metaphysics of
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time is developing more more refined versions of metaphysical views that “take tense

seriously” rather than reducing tense to variation across a spatiotemporal manifold.

While Humeanism is almost always presented implicitly packaged together with

tense-reductionist four dimensionalism, it need not be. Nothing prevents the Humean

from combining her view with other metaphysical views of time (presentism, growing

block, moving spotlight, or more recent views) with Humean mosaic-based analyses of

laws. Of course, on these alternative packages the mosaic itself becomes more compli-

cated. Future pixels would have a different ontological status; perhaps they don’t exist,

but there are tensed facts about their status. Or perhaps some sort of moving spotlight

Humean mosaics. One way is the standard fixed mosaic with a moving index which

marks the present. Or one could take all future pixels to exist, but be ontically indeter-

minate, so-called metaphysically “vague objects”.38 As time passes, the pixels them-

selves that were future become metaphysically determinate.39 All of these are possible

implementations of Humean mosaic metaphysics that accommodate the deep intuitions

about time and change mentioned above. They are ways that the Humean could take

tense seriously.

All this is familiar. What might be more surprising is that if I am right about the

best Humean response to the problem of induction, probably all these variant views are

in trouble; the standard package is the only viable choice for the Humean. I will argue

that any such attempt to repackage Humeanism in a way that takes tense seriously is

(probably) doomed by the Fundamental Prediction Puzzle. Below I argue the following::

first, I claim below that the FPP presupposes an open future. Second, the Humean

response in sections 2.4 and 2.5 relies on a particular sort of backing story, where future

pixels both exist and are determinate, in a way that conflicts with an open future. Finally,

38

39See, e.g. Cameron [2015], Sullivan [2012].
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I claim that If those pixels don’t exist or are indeterminate (as on some variant views of

time), the backing story collapses into anti-Humeanism.

2.6.1 Explanation vs. prediction

First, as mentioned in the beginning the Fundamental Prediction Puzzle FPP is pre-

sented with tensed language, unlike related inductive puzzles involving explanation. In

an extensive (and growing) literature, the puzzle is posed as one of explanatory circu-

larity: can Humeans legitimately explain pixels by laws, when Humean laws are in turn

explained by patterns of pixels?40 Note that this explanatory circularity challenge is

typically presented in atemporal terms, asking whether instances can (tenselessly) ex-

plain generalizations while generalizations (H-laws) also (tenselessly) explain instances.

All instances in question are being looked at “all at once”, with the mosaic in question

spread out before us, open to examination.

The strongest Humean replies appeal to unification theories of explanation. Good

explanations are marked by their ability to unify disparate observations, and by that mea-

sure, laws can explain pixels by epistemically unifying them, while pixels can explain

laws by giving a ‘metaphysical’ relation of grounding explanation. Since the metaphys-

ical relation not identical to the epistemic unification relation, no circularity threatens.41

But crucially the unificationist views are themselves presented in tenseless terms.

They typically make no mention of forward-looking prediction, instead restricting dis-

cussion to questions of retrospective explanation.42 The unificationist response to the

explanatory circularity puzzle shows how we can explain what has already obtained.

40See footnote 5 for references to some of this literature.
41See Loewer [2012].
42At least this is so for two classic expositions of unificationist accounts of explanation, in Kitcher

[1981] and Kitcher [1989].
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So when presented with a tenseless problem, the Humean has a viable tenseless solu-

tion. It is no accident that Humean views are always presented in an atemporal way; the

view looks much more plausible when viewing the task of explanation retrospectively,

or from outside of time altogether.

But the unificationist solution will not help with the Fundamental Prediction Puz-

zle. The Fundamental Prediction Puzzle calls for explaining not just what has not been

observed, but what has not yet obtained. It has a forward-looking temporal framing

from the point of view of a situated observer rather than an atemporal “perspective from

nowhere”. And now the demand is being made for a metaphysical backing story which

justifies why we can have non-neutral credences for yet-to-be-observed instances of fu-

ture pixels. It won’t do to give a merely epistemic story of unification about how we can

know a staggering multiplicity of pixels under a simple unity of an H-law. Something

more is needed. Now I claimed above that something more can indeed be given: not

merely an epistemic story but a full-blooded metaphysical story of how the mosaic is

(we hope). It gives a background metaphysical picture that shows our inductive prac-

tices to be rational.43 But that explanation was available precisely because the backing

story given above relied crucially on the future pixels themselves, future pixels which

not only exist, but are fully determinate for all time. Or so I will attempt to show.

2.6.2 Reconsidering the backing stories

Let’s review the two respective backing stories offered by the Humean and Anti-Humean

in response to the Fundamental Prediction Puzzle. The anti-Humean backing story ap-

pealed G-laws, whatever they are, being non-gruesome. The Humean appealed to future

43At least, given the Generic Inductive Hope that all rivals (no matter what their metaphysical picture)
must hold.
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pixels conforming to certain patterns, patterns that ensured that BS At is a reasonable

estimation of BS Aω.

For the anti-Humean, the scary scenario is that a gruesome law is actually what is

pushing and pulling things around. If so, it meant (to speak loosely) something went

wrong a long time ago, or perhaps outside of time altogether. The G-laws themselves

are part of the backdrop of the stage, before the temporal instants roll on down. As

backdrop, they are already determined before the history of the world begins, before

any pixel has any determinate state. Or one might say that G-laws do not obtain at any

time at all, being pre-temporal. The temporal shape of the anti-Humean implementation

of hope, then, is backward looking. It treads similar territory, then, to discussion of the

anthropic principle: it may be shockingly improbable that G obtains rather than G’, G”,

G”’, etc., but at least it has already happened and is settled. All that remains is for us to

watch for confirmation of what we already hope has happened.

By contrast, the temporal shape of Humean implementations of the Generic Induc-

tive Hope is forward looking, hoping that all future pixels turn out a certain way, where

“turning out” is understood not just figuratively but truly in ways that are unsettled

at present.44 And here is where taking tense seriously seems like a problem for the

Humean. For if they did, future pixel states and the patterns they give rise to would not

simply located at a spatiotemporal distance away from us in the future direction, they (if

one takes tense seriously) would not yet objectively have “come to be”. And a backing

story requires appeal to something about the way the world (tenselessly) is to justify our

practices of non-neutral credences.

A natural objection at this point is to ask: why does the backing story need to be

in terms of ontology? Consider how, for example, presentists ground truths about the

44See Cameron [2015] ch. 5 for extensive discussion of the open future as being metaphysically unset-
tled.
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future and the past.45 Despite there being no future pixels (on presentist views) they still

claim that objective truths about the future can be grounded via tensed facts, facts about

how the future will be. Such facts are facts in the present, right now. Could the Humean

tenser do something similar?

Suppose they tried: in effect, the would be saying that future pixels which do not

exist will (in the future) come to be in some precise pattern, and that pattern will conform

to that which best systematizes the pixel patterns observed so far. But there is no reason

for the future pixels to come to be exactly as they do, they just will, even though they do

not exist nor have obtained in the pattern-conforming state at present. Metaphorically,

we can think of a single screen of lights, a 2D representation of the present moment of

pixels. As time passes, the lights flash in different sequences which we can represent as

a 3D block, but of course those non-present screens of light flashes do not exist. As we

observe the precise pattern unfold, the Humean marvels at the mosaic’s intricacy.

But this leads to an odd situation for the Humean tenser. For they would be saying

that we hope for future, nonexistent pixels to come to be, unfold and obtain in an in-

credibly precise pattern. Why? Because it just will turn out that way. No reason can

be given in terms of the mosaic, for the future mosaic is nonexistent. If the Humean

points to present (tensed) facts about the future, that amounts to saying: there just is

this fact about the future, that pixels yet to come into existence will unfurl in precisely

this pattern. In other words (one might say) there just is a primitive fact about how the

nonexistent pixels will obtain. We now have arrived at something that seems hard to

distinguish from the anti-Humean governing law position. For once the anti-Humean

metaphor of “governing”, “pushing”, and “pulling” is cashed out, it is nothing but the

stipulation that there is something (call it a fact, law, or whatever) which has this (non-

causal) effect: it determines the state of future pixels, pixels which don’t exist now, but

45Thanks to Karen Bennett for discussion on this point.
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will exist in the future.

The anti-Humean calls this fact a “governing law”, and calls the relation between

conforming pixels which will come to be and the fact “governing” or “pushing” or

“forcing” or “pulling”, but either way, they are insisting that (1) the fact exists and

(2) conformity with the fact is the backing story to justify credences, and (3) such con-

formity is primitive, stipulated to hold, and there’s nothing else to be said about it. The

Humean who takes tense seriously, in other words, is now indistinguishable from the

anti-Humean governing law position, who posits a governing law, and stipulates that

what this law does is ensure conformity in such-and-such fashion of pixels yet to be

observed. If the Humean wishes to really make laws derivative from more fundamental

pixels, those pixels must exist; laws derivative from tensed facts about pixels are really

just laws “deriving” from (more) laws. The only stable position for the Humean is to

require the 4D tense reductionist view.

2.7 Conclusion

So the Fundamental Prediction Puzzle can be adequately answered by the Humean, if

tense is a reducible feature of reality. But this is a big “if”, and one that anti-Humeans

might have good reason to skeptical about. Recent work in action theory and practical

rationality suggests that it is not a trivial task to accommodate human rationality (with

is time-asymmetric cognitive and practical attitudes towards the future relative to the

past). Given that rational action requires a temporal value asymmetry, untensed views

of time need to explain how such asymmetries are grounded and fit into a decision

theory. Perhaps this can be done, using some combination of “Past Hypothesis” (a very

low state at the boundary condition of the mosaic) as well as contingent features of the
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mosaic (i.e. the mosaic having certain patterns which give rise to dynamic laws of a

certain sort) which result in an asymmetry in causal relations and hence of records and

knowledge.46 Even if this is right, more work is needed to integrate with decision theory,

for many of those rational asymmetries of cognitive and affective attitudes do not seem

to vary with contingent features of the mosaic. It would be rational to prefer pain in

the past to the future even in a world that was “counterinductive”, where gruesome laws

ruled. So it is not obvious, at least, how hoped-for contingent features of our actual

mosaic would ground a more universal rational constraint.

So perhaps anti-Humean skepticism of the inductive story given in this paper really

is driven by a skepticism that the Humean can make good on the full project of tense

reduction. But worries about open future aside, I think the Humean in the end emerges

vindicated from the original puzzle. Once the tense issue is raised, the Humean must

deny the fundamentality of tense, and then take on the large and open task of reconciling

practical rationality and decision theory with a tenseless metaphysics. In any case, pos-

ing the problem via the Fundamental Prediction Puzzle is worthwhile because while the

reasoning of the puzzle may be wrong, it is usefully wrong, in ways that help develop

more sophisticated Humean reductive accounts. It illuminates how different metaphys-

ical views fit together, and thus give us a diagnosis for why the problem of induction

feels fishy to anti-Humeans. It helps articulate the logical space of viable views. And it

gives focus to a deep fissure between rival metaphysical views about time and modality

that drive the debate surrounding induction.47

46See Albert [2000], and Loewer [2012].
47Thanks to Zee Perry, Jack Himelright, Veronica Gomez, Ezra Rubenstein, Jessica Wilson, Daniel

Nolan, Ted Sider, Karen Bennett, Richard Boyd, Nico Silins, audiences at Cornell’s Metaphysics Reading
Group, Cornell’s Graduate Workshop, and Rutgers’ Metaphysical Mayhem. Very special thanks to Toby
Solomon for first getting me thinking about this issue and contributing to an early draft of an ancestor of
this paper.
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CHAPTER 3

STICK TO THE (HYPER)PLAN: HOW MODAL EXPRESSIVISTS SHOULD

SOLVE THEIR FREGE-GEACH PROBLEM

Recent work on metaphysical modality includes innovative new expressivist the-

ories. Expressivism in any domain must contend with Frege-Geach challenges of

how non-descriptive expressions can embed seamlessly as if they were descriptive.

I claim that Thomasson [forthcoming]’s recent attempt to sidestep Frege-Geach

concerns with a use-based theory of meaning fails to offer a satisfying explanation

of embedding. Instead, modal expressivists might try borrowing from the most

popular ethical expressivist solution to Frege-Geach problems, that of Allan Gib-

bard’s hyperplans. But the modal case has peculiarities which prevent such strate-

gies from porting over. I attempt to diagnose what is peculiar about the modal

case and build a new framework inspired by hyperplans but significantly different

in structure. I claim that this is probably the modal expressivist’s best bet to put

Frege-Geach worries to rest.

Expressivism is an increasingly popular option for domains of discourse that are

metaphysically troublesome. Here I understand expressivism as one species in the

broader family I will call “nondescriptivism”, sometimes called “noncognitivism”.1 The

general form of a nondescriptive theory for some domain of discourse X, where talk

about X seems superficially to be representational; it superficically appeals to be refer-

ring to real things in the world, things that would be difficult to account for metaphys-

ically (if one assumed the discourse really was representational). Instead claims that

talk about X really aren’t in the business of representing or describing the world at all,

but fulfill some other non-descriptive non-representational function. To take the most

1I prefer ‘nondescriptivism’ because some philosophers who are categorized as expressivist (Black-
burn, Thomasson) do not accept the ‘noncognitive’ label, but they would accept the ‘nondescriptive’
label.)
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familiar case, ethical expressivists hold that ethical terms are not in the business of de-

scribing categorical properties of the world like ‘goodness’ which is ‘out there’ to be

discovered akin to empirical properties like mass or charge. Instead talk about good and

bad is expressing some other nondescriptive attitude (though what exactly the ‘express-

ing’ relation is, and how exactly the attitude should be characterized, will vary depend

on which philosopher we are considering).

Initially developed to account for the domain of ethical discourse, expressivism has

been proposed to account for many other domains as well. Notably, modal discourse

more generally is proposed as a candidate for expressivist treatment. Modal talk con-

cerns how things could be or how they must be, where the ‘could’ and ‘must’ can take

several senses. Typically we distinguish between epistemic, denotic, and alethic modal-

ity. Epistemic modals involve how things could be constrained on what a subject knows

or believes, deontic modals involve what is permissible or obligatory given ethical con-

straints, and alethic or ‘objective’ modality involves claims about how the world possi-

bly or necessarily is independent of any particular knowledge base of any agent.

Denotic modal discourse is intimately connected (or just is, depending on who you

ask) with ethical discourse more broadly, and so falls under the standard ethical expres-

sivist treatments. In the past two decades there has seen surge of expressivist accounts of

epistemic modal discourse as well. But until recently, alethic or objective modals have

received less interest (though with notable exceptions including Simon Blackburn and

Robert Brandom). Recently Amie Thomasson has renewed a push for expressivist-style

theories of alethic modality2 holding that alethic modal terms like ‘necessarily’ and

‘possibly’ are not in the business of describing properties of the world, but expresses

constitutive semantic rules that governs the limits of how we can use particular terms.

2Thomasson herself avoids the ‘expressivist’ label, preferring to call her view ‘modal normativism’,
but for our purposes we can consider it falling within the expressivist camp.
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Expressivism of all varieties has faced a longstanding challenge known as the Frege-

Geach problem. The problem arises when one notices that the ethical terms like ‘good’

or ‘bad’, for example, explain do not seem to show any difference in semantic behavior

from descriptive terms like ‘red’.3 This puts pressure on the expressivist to explain

why the pieces of language they claim are not in the business of description appear to

behave (within formal semantic theory) just like descriptive language: both descriptive

and non-descriptive language of the target domain (ethics, modals, etc.) all seem to

seamlessly embed within other linguistic constructions and behave semantically in those

embeddings just as typical descriptive language would behave.

I will offer at the end of this paper a proposal for a new semantic framework, inspired

by Gibbard, that could do the trick.

Here is the plan for the paper: in section 3.1 I describe the Frege-Geach problem

and how it challenges modal expressivists. Then in section 3.2 I claim that Thomasson’s

inferential role view does not offer a satisfactory response to the problem. In sections

3.3 and 3.4, I consider what I take to be the strong ethical expressivist response to Frege-

Geach problems, found in the approach pioneered by Allan Gibbard and his theory of

hyperplans. But in section 3.5 I show why Gibbard’s approach will not work off the

shelf for the modal expressivist case. Still, they offer a way forward, and in sections 3.6

through 3.9 I outline a theory that extends Gibbard’s hyperplans into what I call hyper-

talkplans. While space prevents me from giving a full formal semantics and relevant

proofs of various results, I think the idea will be clear enough for the reader to see this

as a viable response for modal expressivists.

3See Schroeder [2008a], section 1.1.
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3.1 The Frege-Geach Problem

The earliest ethical expressivists like Ayer [1946] and Stevenson [1937] claimed that

ethically evaluative language such as “Murder is wrong” is not describing the world,

but instead expressing an attitude of disapproval. Such a noncognitive attitude of was

described as being akin to booing something in an emotive-like exclamation, i.e. “Boo

murder!” Let’s call these views simple ethical expressivism. Simple ethical expressivsts

thus explain the meaning of ‘wrong’ not in terms of a (descriptive) truth condition but

rather in terms of these emotive-like speech acts like booing.

The Frege-Geach problem was first pressed in Geach [1965]4 who asked how simple

ethical expressivists could account for uses of ‘wrong’ that are embedded in complex

sentence constructions, yet do not seem to express disapproval at all. One might dis-

approve of murder using ‘wrong’ with the sentence “Murder is wrong”, but one might

also embed ‘wrong’ within a negation: “Murder is not wrong.” Such embedded uses are

using ‘wrong’ in a different way than the non-negated use. Whatever this negated use is

doing, it is not a ‘booing’ (so to speak).

Once we take seriously the nature of nondescriptive attitudes being offered by the

expressivist, we will not make the mistake of breezily combining them with logical

connectives. Negation is a good test case, as one cannot ‘negate’ an emotive attitude like

‘Boo!’ in any straightforward semantic sense. ‘Not Boo!’ is not even grammatical, nor

is it the same as a descriptive report of attitudes, such as “I am not booing.” Similarly, if

one expresses pain by crying ‘Ouch!’, one cannot sensibly ‘negate’ that cry by prefixing

a ‘not’ in front of it and expect it to behave semantically like we’d expect. Yet unlike

the exclamatory ‘Boo!’ or ‘Ouch!’, the term ‘wrong’ can occur in both non-negated

4Geach himself attributes the point to Frege, who distinguished an invariant content that could occur
in varying contexts with varying ‘force’, but it was Geach who made the connection with noncognitivist
theories of meanings of evaluative language.
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standalone contexts and negated embedded contexts. It seems to have the same meaning

across these contexts, and hence can be used in reasoning and inferences as Geach noted.

Suppose the simple ethical expressivist concedes as much but adds that the attitude

expressed by ‘wrong’ in “Murder is not wrong” is expressing a different (but somehow

related) attitude, not disapproval, but something else. Could this ad hoc approach deal

with other embedded uses of ‘wrong’ in complex contexts? No: for ‘wrong’ will have

one meaning (the attitude of disapproval, call it AD) when used in “Murder is wrong”,

but a different one (call it AND) when used in “Murder is not wrong.” But then, as

Geach pointed out, we now have made mysterious why paradigmatic inferences hold.

If “Murder is wrong” has a totally different meaning (i.e. expresses a different sort of

speech-act) when embedded in a conditional such as “If murder is wrong, then getting

your brother to murder is wrong” (we can call this attitude, say, AC), then we have a

prima facia puzzle explaining why those two sentences license the inference to “Get-

ting your brother to murder is wrong.” To apply modus ponens (P, P → Q, ` Q),

the unembedded first occurrence of P must be exactly semantically equivalent to the

embedded occurrence in P→ Q.5

The standard diagnosis of the problem is that expressivists need an invariant mean-

ing across various contexts, both simple unembedded contexts as well as complex em-

bedded contexts such as negation or material conditionals. If expressivists account for

meaning in terms of speech-acts, then either each occurrence expresses the same speech-

act, no matter what the context, or each occurrence expresses a unique speech-act de-

pending on the embedding context. But the former is simply absurd; “Murder is not

wrong” is expressing a totally different attitude from “Murder is wrong”. And the latter

seems hard to square with the need for unity of meaning across occurrences to explain

5One could try to add complex conditions on when these inferences are licensed, but only at the cost
of losing powerful generalizations that we have in a recursive semantics for the logic of various sentential
connectives.
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inferences like the modus ponens case Geach gave.

So it seems that a simple ethical expressivism (which explains the meaning of a

term as a noncognitive attitude) doesn’t respect the way ethical terms can occur in ordi-

nary reasoning. These terms seem to behave semantically just as descriptive terms do,

obeying the same logical principles.

Ethical expressivists have consequently moved away from the sort of simple ethical

expressivism that crudely associates a single attitude like booing. Some have proposed

embracing the proliferation of nondescriptive attitudes and attempted to tame it with

hierarchical relations.6 But such views have not attracted many defenders, and I am not

considering them here.7

A more sophisticated expressivist semantic theory comes from Allan Gibbard, who

attempted to give a systematic and formally specifiable semantic theory that accounted

for the descriptive-like behavior of ethical and normative terms while retaining the ex-

pressivist style of explanation. Since a simple modal expressivism that explains alethic

modal expressions as disguised imperatives will fall prey to the same problems as sim-

ple ethical expressivism, in the rest of the paper I consider how modal expressivists can

make use of Gibbard’s groundbreaking work to meet the Frege-Geach challenge.

6E.g. Blackburn [1988] and Horgan and Timmons [2006].
7For critical discussion see Schroeder [2008a], ch. 3.
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3.2 Declaring Victory Too Soon? Thomasson’s Inferential Role

View

In her thought-provoking book, Thomasson [forthcoming]) has put forward a novel ex-

pressivist and deflationary approach to metaphysical modality. (Whether Thomasson’s

view precisely falls under the ‘expressivist’ label is largely a terminological question, I

suspect. But Thomasson aligns with one crucial characteristic of modal expressivism in

its denial that modal claims are descriptive. If one understands the ‘expression’ relation

in a broad enough way that includes non-descriptive attitudes such as expressing rules

of a certain kind, then her view certainly qualifies.) Thomasson takes up the challenge

to respond to Geach’s objections by attempting a novel use-based general theory of

meaning and a particular implementation to uses of metaphysical modal terms, namely

‘necessarily’ and ‘possibly’.

Older simple expressivists like Ayer and Stevenson who explained the meaning of

‘good’ in terms of an nonrepresentational attitude of endorsing, and ‘bad’ in terms of

a nonrepresentational attitude of disapproval. Thomasson comes in with two main re-

sponses, which we can think of in terms of a negative claim about what went wrong with

older views, and a positive claim about what view should instead be advanced.

First, the negative piece: Thomasson considers the older expressivists to have been

on the right track in looking to pragmatic nonrepresentational explanations for trouble-

some sorts of discourse like language of ethics or metaphysical modality.8 But emo-

tivists like Ayer went too far in claiming that these nonrepresentational attitudes of,

to take an example, disapproval, to be equated with the meaning of ethical terms like

8Note that Thomasson is only interested in the modal case, not the ethical case. She makes no claims
positively or negatively regarding ethical expressivism. But as a style of theorizing, ethical expressivists
are the ancestors from which her nonrepresentational view of modality descends.
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‘wrong’. This was far too sweeping; it may be plausible in a core, typical use of the

term ‘wrong’ such as “Murder is wrong”, the very simple sorts of test cases on which

expressivists were focused. But it is totally implausible in embedded contexts such as

negation: “Murder is not wrong” is clearly not a disapproval. Neglecting these embed-

ded cases was the original mistake that led to Geach’s complaints. Naive expressivism

was on the right track, but confused. And there confusion left them unable to give an in-

variant meaning that explained embedded use. Whatever role the attitude of disapproval

played in a theory of ethical discourse, it wasn’t the meaning of ‘wrong’.

Second, the positive piece: the aftermath of the first piece is raising the question:

what is the meaning of ‘wrong’ (or ‘necessarily’, for Thomasson) for the relevant sort

of expressivist? That is what Thomasson’s positive view aims to give, with an alterna-

tive analysis of meaning that still retains the spirit of what the original emotivists and

simple expressivists were trying to capture. It is what Thomasson (following Michael

Williams) calls an “Explanation of Meaning in terms of Use” (EMU). It is inspired by

Wittgensteinian use-based theories that take (aspects of) human language use to resem-

ble a game, with conversational participants akin to players in the game.

Any game has some sort of constitutive rules which one must abide by to count as

playing the game, and such rules, Thomasson thinks, are akin to what modal terms are

designed to communicate. On her account, modal claims like “Necessarily, all bachelors

are male” express constitutive semantic rules, rules governing use of a term in ways so

basic that to violate them is to fail to use the term at all. So, for example, “Necessar-

ily all bachelors are male” expresses a constitutive semantic rule that regulates uses of

‘bachelor’; if one uses ‘bachelor’ in a way that violates this rule, one simply isn’t using

our term ‘bachelor’ at all.9

9Thomasson’s theory is inspired by the use-based theory of meaning developed by deflationary truth
theorist Paul Horwich. See Horwich [1998], Horwich [2005b], and Horwich [2005a]. Thomasson also
draws from others inspired by Horwich, especially Williams [2013].
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Thomasson outlines two different aspects of an explanation of meaning in terms of

use: first, a function (what is it for?) and second an inferential role (how do we use them

properly?). Applying this to modal terms, she first outlines their function:10

1. ‘Necessarily’ makes explicit11 that the expression has regulative

status.

2. Modal terms enable us to make explicit our ways of reasoning with

rules.

3. ‘Possibly’ enables us to convey permissions as well as require-

ments.

These functions can be thought of as a sort of general job description for modal

terms, reasons we came to need them in our language at all. Thomasson points out

that modal terms give us a way to express a rule in the object language itself, without

metadiscourse. For example one could directly talk about terms and rules, and only in-

directly about bachelors and unmarried males: “Apply the term ‘bachelor’ only to those

things which one also applies the term ‘unmarried male’.” But the modal expression

gives a way to say this directly in the object language: “Necessarily, all bachelors are

unmarried males.” It also gives a way of distinguishing permissions and obligations:

“Black moves first” expresses a rule with the simple indicative, but one needs a modal

auxiliary to express permission, as in, “Kings may move both forward and backward.”12

That job description is particularly exemplified by the core inferential role of a modal

term, as she calls it, which is the “basic use” of modal expressions. Here is what
10Thomasson [forthcoming], Ch 3, p. 4.
11For Thomasson, ‘makes explicit’ in (1) and (2) presumably means that ‘necessarily’ and ‘possibly’

are linguistic devices that communicate something extra about an expression in this way: it may be
implicitly known that the term ‘bachelor’ simply cannot be applied to married individuals, but to explicitly
say that is just to say that bachelors are necessarily unmarried.

12Thomasson [forthcoming], 2.1.
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she takes the core inferential role of modal terms to be: “basic (unembedded) claims

of metaphysical necessity, are characteristically used to convey, enforce, or advocate

for constitutive semantic rules or their consequences (while using those very terms in

object-language indicatives).”13

Next, she outlines inference rules for modal expressions, namely an introduction,

elimination, and dual rule for the possibility and necessity sentential operators:

�I: If p is an object-language expression of an actual semantic rule (or

a logical consequence of actual semantic rules), then you are entitled to

introduce: �p (Necessarily p), regardless of any subjunctive supposi-

tions.

�E: If you have �p as a premise, you may use p as a premise in your

reasoning anywhere, under any subjunctive suppositions.

Dual-Possibility: �p (Possibly p) is defined as ^p iff ¬�¬p)

Just as we could explain the meaning of logical connectives like ‘and’ via syntactic

intro and elim rules for their use, Thomasson uses these rules for the modal connectives

to illustrate their connection with other concepts, assertions, and expressions. The in-

ference rules also are the means by which these terms can fulfill the functional role they

were given above. The intro rule (�I) helps fulfill one part of the job description given

in the function, namely, that the modal ‘necessarily’ makes the regulative status of the

expression explicit. The elim rule (�E) lets ‘necessarily’ fulfill the second part of the

job description, for it tells us how one can assume certain propositions in any reasoning

13Thomasson [forthcoming], Ch. 3, p. 4.
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whatsoever. The third part of the job description (expressing permissions) is fulfilled

by dual rule for possibility. I note in passing here that her theory’s reductive ambitions

will require not only the inference rules above, but also a nonmodal account of logical

consequence, at risk of circularity.14

All these remarks about function and inference rules are well and good, but do they

add up to a satisfying explanation of the meaning of modal terms? Here I confess I find

her view deeply obscure, and the few readers I have discussed this with have responded

similarly. For what it’s worth, here is what she says:

The best way to meet this challenge seems to me to combine the modal

normativist account of the function of modal language with a deflationary

approach to its meaning. Michael Williams (2015) distinguishes two com-

ponents of a pragmatist Explanation of Meaning in terms of Use (EMU),

each of which is subdivided into two parts: The first is the functional com-

ponent, which involves first, a clause identifying what the term does for us;

why it is useful to have a term like this in the language (this corresponds

to the answer to the ‘function’ question given above); and second, a clause,

identifying “what we are doing in deploying the word in question (typi-

cally in a non- embedded declarative sentence)” (corresponding roughly to

the answers to the ‘use’ questions above) (Williams 2015). The second is

the content-determining component, which gives the meaning–determining

what we are saying when we use the term.

The two parts of the analysis are closely related: As Williams makes clear,

14Thomasson gives brief comments on logical consequence in section 5.4 of her manuscript, but mostly
just cites other inferentialist treatments of logical consequence. It remains a very live question whether
any of these accounts succeed in addressing challenges from Quine and others, e.g. Williamson [2007],
who note weaknesses in claiming certain logical necessities are just normatively underwritten with no
ultimate facts about the world to support them beyond such norms.
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the analysis is still functionally driven: for the content-determining com-

ponent articulates the rules that the term follows that enable it to serve the

functions identified in the functional component (as well as enabling it to

be used in these characteristic ways). That enables us to make clear why

we would want to have a term that followed these inferential rules. As Huw

Price puts it, we can then see “functional pragmatics not as an addition

tacked on to deal with problems of force and tone, but as a complement to

the theory of sense whose task is to explain how there come to be uses of

language with senses of a particular sort” (2011, p. 56). In that sense, the

functional account still fulfills an explanatorily basic role, yet we can clearly

avoid falling prey to the Frege- Geach problem. [Thomasson, forthcoming,

Ch. 3, p. 48]

So putting these observations about function and the set of inference rules together,

she claims, is (somehow?) enough to provide an invariant meaning, that all occur-

rences share, one that would legitimate the modus ponens-style inference above. Here

the reader can only guess what Thomasson is thinking; for the most part, the passage

above is all we get. It is clear that Thomasson considers these inference rules to be in-

variant, and so to be a crucial piece that satisfies the Frege-Geach demand for invariant

meaning. It is not quite right to say that she thinks the inference rules for ‘necessarily’

and ‘possibly’ are their meaning, but they certainly are a central part. Such an invariant

meaning is at least avoids the flat-footed naive expressivism that motivated the negative

part of her view. And giving well defined inference rules for ‘necessarily’ and ‘possibly’

is progress of a sort.

Progress, but not enough to vanquish the Frege-Geach problem, I claim. For three

problems arise, which I will try and briefly explain in the remainder of this section: first,
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well specified inference rules are not enough to explain embeddability, let alone fix upon

an intelligible meaning at all. Second, Thomasson’s use of the dual inference rule seems

to recall an earlier misstep in the history of ethical expressivism, one now known as the

‘negation problem’. Third, and most importantly, the demand raised by Geach was

not just a demand for any sort of meaning, but meaning that is compositional in some

fashion. One way to meet that demand is to provide something like a compositional

recursive semantics, but for all Thomasson has said, she leaves the reader with no idea

how to assign a semantic value to modal expressions.

3.2.1 Problem 1: underdetermined meaning

Recall that Thomasson claims to be giving a meaning for modal expressions, and what

really does the work in her view is the precise inference rules that are given. These

inference rules do place constraints on what candidate meanings are admissible as the

meanings of modal expressions; whatever they are, they better validate those three rules.

But Thomasson writes as if providing these components (the core use, function, and

inference rules) together fully determines the content of modal connectives. It is not at

all clear to me why she thinks this. For the weight placed on inferential roles might be

suspect; we can see counterexamples of well specified inferential roles that are fail to

insure embeddability, nor even enough to fix a coherent meaning at all.

Here is a counterexample which shows that clear inferential rules do not explain

embeddability. Consider the terms ‘oops’ and ‘ouch.15 Kaplan [1999] showed one could

provide some sort of formal inference rules even for exclamatory terms such as ‘oops’

and ‘ouch’. ‘Oops’ is expressed in the presence of a minor mishap, so one could give

15Thanks to Ted Sider for drawing my attention to Kaplan’s discussion of these expressions.
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rules like this:

1. OOPS-Intro: When the speak observes the presence of a minor mishap, one

may say: “Oops.”

2. OOPS-Elim: If one hears someone utter “Oops”, one can infer that the

speaker has observed a minor mishap.

Similarly for ‘ouch’, one might use rules roughly like these:

1. OUCH-Intro: When the speaker is in pain, they may utter: ‘Ouch!’

2. OUCH-Elim: If one hears someone utter ‘Ouch’, one can infer that the

speaker is in pain.

Of course, these rules are contrived; the ‘elim’ rule is only an elimination rule by

analogy, since these operators don’t take any sentential complements (unlike ‘necessar-

ily’, or for that matter, ‘and’). But as far as rules go, they still function in an analogous

way, for they are moves that one can make once the expression is already salient in the

context. Of course, these rough rules could be refined to deal with special cases. But the

point is there is no reason in principle that one couldn’t similarly give inference rules for

terms like ‘oops’ and ‘ouch’ clearly do not embed despite having well defined inference

rules. For to say, perhaps, “The cat is on the mat and oops.” is not grammatical.

But, you might object, Thomasson did not just rely on inference rules but also an

analysis of function. But surely one could do something similar with ‘oops’ and ‘ouch’;

it clearly has a role in our language, to communicate some pragmatically useful infor-

mation that greases the wheels of etiquette, say. But function and inferential rules alone
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will not ensure embeddability, as ‘oops’ and ‘ouch’ and related terms are clearly not

embeddable in complex linguistic constructions.16 Even worse, providing well defined

intro and elim rules are not even enough to ensure we fix a meaning at all, as Prior

[1960] showed with his made-up example of a connective ‘tonk’ with perfectly simple

inference rules, yet which is a nonsense connective that would allow one to ‘prove’ any-

thing. Clear inference rules still do not explain how we have a coherent meaning at all.

Meaning must be more than just inference rules.

Of course, we know that modal operators are not like ‘tonk’, that they can embed

meaningfully, but when it comes to explaining why, we need more than inference rules.

That means any approach (like Thomasson’s) which leans on inference rules must sup-

plement it with something else that explains why the expressions in question really can

be embedded, or why there is an embeddable meaning to be articulated at all.

3.2.2 Problem 2: circularity in the rules

A deeper problem is that Thomasson’s view seems to unwittingly recapitulate an earlier

series of ill-fated moves made by ethical expressivists several decades ago that led to a

reconsideration of the entire expressivist strategy.17

Let’s look more closely at Thomasson’s third inference rule:

Dual-Possibility: ^p (Possibly p) is defined as ^p iff ¬�¬p)

Recall that she offers this as part of an explanation of how modal operators like
16In this sense, ‘oops’ and ‘ouch’ provide a real-life example, unlike Jamie Dreier’s hypothetical ex-

ample of an expression ‘hiyo’ used to greet someone, yet which does not embed. See Dreier [1996].
17This literature spawned out of seminal papers by Nicholas Unwin (Unwin [1999] and Unwin [2001])

which introduced the so-called ‘negation problem’, a sub-problem within the larger Frege-Geach problem.
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necessity (�) can embed in complex linguistic contexts, including negation. That is, we

are trying to explain the meaning of � in such a way that it can thus be used to explain

the meaning of ¬�. But the Dual-Possibility rule above uses the box within a negated

context. So that leaves the analysans defined in terms of ¬�, which is itself what we

were trying to explain in the first place.

It is not as if the previous two inference rules have said anything at all about what the

meaning of ¬�. Thee expressivist might be tempted to give a quick reply: “Look, ¬�

expresses yet another attitude, one that is ‘inconsistent’ with the attitude expressed by

�.” But this is too quick; otherwise we could have ‘solved’ the original problem of the

Geach Inference long ago, simply by saying: the conditional statement “If all bachelors

are necessarily male, then snow is white” expresses a new attitude which just happens

to have the property of being inconsistent to hold if one also accepts “All bachelors

are necessarily male” and “snow is not white”. But this gets the direction of explanation

backwards; the crux of the Frege-Geach problem is to explain such inconsistency results

in terms of the invariant meanings of these expressions. It’s true that ¬� will also have

a certain function, a typical use, and license certain inferences, and one can insist it too

is not fundamentally used in a descriptive sense to describe how the world is, but rather

to express some sort of attitude related to constitutive semantic rules. But the question

is: what attitude exactly is this? What is the invariant meaning of the ¬� expression?

The modal expressivist who wants to use this dual rule to explain possibility (as

Thomasson clearly does) is faced with two options. She might (1) attempt to explain the

meaning of ¬� in terms of the original attitude posited for an unembedded �, sticking

with just one primitive attitude, or (2) take the meaning of ¬� to be a new attitude,

unanalyzable by �, and therefore add yet another primitive attitude to the theory. If it

was just one more primitive and we were done with it, that would be one thing. But we
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need a systematic way to account for any other kind of complex logical construction:

for example, ^p ∧ ¬^q must be expressing a mental state that is somehow analyzable

into just these two attitudes. But again, Thomasson has not told us anything about how

such an analysis would go, and there is reason to worry (from the vast literature on the

‘negation problem’) that there may not be any systematic solution available.

3.2.3 Problem 3: No systematic semantics

Both of the previous two issues are secondary, however, to the more general and deeper

problem with Thomasson’s approach. Thomasson doesn’t so much as solve the Frege-

Geach problem as explain away the appearance of a problem in the first place. Perhaps

this sort of ‘dissolution’ of the problem is a high-stakes high-reward gambit that is worth

trying. But I think there is much to be said in favor of an actual solution, one that satisfies

the common demands of what a semantic theory should tell us.

This common demand is exemplified in the achievements of a recursive semantics,

one that systematically assigns semantic values to expressions from the bottom up and

then exhibits compositionality, allowing us to derive the semantic values of larger and

more complex syntactic units as functions of the semantic values of the smaller units.

And it is here that the inferential rules approach seems most undeveloped, especially

as Thomasson, Blackburn, and others have tried to apply the approach to modal ex-

pressions. For all they say, they never get around to giving this sort of piece-by-piece

semantic value for expressions.

The conception of semantic theory as providing a systematic assignment of seman-

tic values for atomic expressions and recipes to calculate nonatomic semantic values has

been enormously fruitful. It makes clear what exactly is being explained in other terms;
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the semantic values for atomic expressions are more fundamental than the derived se-

mantic values of complex expressions. And when it comes to Frege-Geach problems,

it simply cannot be matched for clarity and elegance; there is no mystery about how an

expression can embed in various contexts once one gives a step by step recipe for calcu-

lating semantic values for every expression, for that recipe will detail precise functions,

arguments, constant values, and methods of calculation that gives thoroughly general

means of understanding arbitrarily complex sentences.

We need not worry if such a systematic semantic theory is identical with giving the

meaning of expressions, or merely one necessary component among others. The point is

only that this sort of systematic semantic theory is essential for explaining embedding.

So any modal expressivist should be looking for this sort of semantic theory as a kind

of gold standard of explanation, explanation that can defeat Frege-Geach concerns.

3.3 The Hyperplan Approach

Ethical expressivists ground their explanations of the meaning of target sentences (i.e.

ethical claims) in terms of psychological or mental states purportedly expressed by such

sentences (usually characterized as some sort of attitude of approval and disapproval).

But prior to Gibbard, they were unable to offer a systematic formalization which as-

signed semantic values to normative claims in a way that could work akin to traditional

semantic theorizing, with recursively specified semantic clauses that provide a compo-

sitional semantic theory for normative expressions. Unfortunately, inferential role ap-

proaches exemplified by Thomasson are too undeveloped to offer the sort of systematic

theory we are seeking on behalf of modal expressivists.

But there is an alternative to be found; within ethical expressivist discussions, the
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most prominent response to Frege-Geach challenges arose from work by Allan Gib-

bard.18 Gibbard sketched the idea for a theory of hyperplans that would indeed offer

the sort of systematic and sweeping semantic theory described above. It has been exten-

sively discussed and developed by a number of others in the past two decades.

This section will describe how the hyperplan approach helps moral expressivists get

out of the Frege-Geach problem. But then I show why, even assuming Gibbard’s strategy

works in the ethical case, the modal expressivist cannot use this technology off the shelf.

The rest of the paper sketches an alternative theory, still inspired by Gibbard, but more

expansive in scope in ways that accommodate what the modal expressivist is trying to

do.

3.3.1 Hyperplans

To explain what hyperplans are, consider how we introduce possible worlds. A possible

world w, we say, “settles how things are in every propositional respect”, i.e. for every

proposition p, either p or ¬p is entailed by w. Now, that doesn’t tell you what exactly

possible worlds are. It only tells you what they do. Questions about their nature are

left open. Perhaps they are concrete; perhaps they are big sets of sentences or states

of affairs or propositions. Multiple implementations of possible worlds are compatible

with this bare specification.

Similarly, we can introduce Gibbard’s hyperplans not in terms of an exact implemen-

tation, one that settles their “nature”, but just in terms of what they do. Just as possible

worlds settle how things are for some (possible) scenario, hyperplans settle what to do

for every occasion for action, i.e. it is an extremely fine-grained plan for every contin-

18See Gibbard [1990], Gibbard [2003], and Gibbard [2012]. Gibbard had a number of different strate-
gies, but here I focus just on his most recent and most developed strategy of using hyperplans.
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gency. A hyperplan is akin to a freakishly opinionated person who has a very certain

opinion of what to do in any situation. But they render this opinion in a binary way: for

any agent, for any occasion of action, it will say either one of two things: nothing at all,

or that the course of action is not to be done (i.e. it is to be rejected).

Every theory needs some primitives. For Gibbard, the primitive is a basic attitude

which cannot be explained in any further terms. This attitude is what he calls rejection,

which one can bear towards a particular course of action. To reject an action is to rule out

its being ‘the thing to do’. With this primitive attitude, we can give a first (incomplete)

pass at characterizing hyperplans:

H is a hyperplan just in case for every occasion for action O, given by a triple 〈w, i, t〉

of world w, individual i, at time t, and for every course of action A which the agent i

could take in this occasion, H either rejects or rejects rejecting A.

A few things to note:

First, we can think of hyperplans intuitively like this: you conjure up any scenario

you like where there is some open question of what to do (say being in the dentist

waiting room before your appointment). You then present a hyperplan with that scenario

and hand it a list of alternative courses of action to take (say, leaving the dentist’s office,

waiting in your seat, and checking in with the receptionist). The hyperplan returns

your list with some number of alternatives (perhaps zero) crossed out (say, it crosses

out, leaving the dentist’s office, striking it through on the list). What of the remaining

unmarked entries on the list? They are permitted by the hyperplan.

Second, the attitude of rejection is taken by Gibbard as a primitive attitude. And

rejection can be iterated: since rejection is a course of action like any other (even if

it is attitudinal and doesn’t necessarily entail any specific physical activity), one can
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reject the course of action of rejecting some other course of action. Moreover, there is a

primitive relation of disagreement which obtains between select attitudes. In particular,

for any possible course of action, consider the attitude pair:

rejecting φ

rejecting rejecting φ

These two states are opposed to each other in just such a primitive disagreement

relation.19 Admittedly, this disagreement or inconsistency cannot be further explained

in any other terms. It is the rock-bottom of an overall solution for Frege-Geach prob-

lems, and has to be considered a fundamental inconsistency. But it seems a reasonable

candidate for just such a rock-bottom stopping point: if one rejects both φ and the re-

jection of φ, one seems to be having some sort of practical inconsistency that is beyond

any other explanation other than just saying something to the effect of: “well, that’s just

what rational agency is like, that it doesn’t do things like that!”20

Third, it is a stipulated part of the definition of hyperplans that they must satisfy

a level of consistency in this sense: there is always at least one entry on the list that

remains uncrossed. So a hyperplan will never rule out all courses of action; such a

hyperplan, Gibbard thinks, is incapable of guiding action and hence isn’t a ‘plan’ at all

(in his technical sense of ‘plan’).

Fourth, a hyperplan never leaves any entry undecided as to whether an action is to

be rejected or whether to reject its rejection. So while it may return a list with multiple

uncrossed entries (i.e. allow multiple actions as equally permissible) if it leaves an entry

uncrossed, that’s not because it simply didn’t weigh in on this alternative and left it

undetermined, but rather any uncrossed item on the list gets a determinate verdict: the

19This is what Schroeder [2008a] calls “B-type inconsistency”.
20See Gibbard [2012], which distinguishes a ‘Fregean’ view that takes content inconsistency as primi-

tive, versus an inferential view that takes some basic attitude pairs as primitively inconsistent.
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hyperplan rejects rejecting it.

Fifth, the maximal nature of hyperplans means that it is unrealistic for any actual

human to have a psychological attitude that is so specific as a single hyperplan. They

can be considered merely a limiting case of our ordinary planning practices. Similarly,

no one could practically be so opinionated about the descriptive (non-normative) state

of the world as to have a mental state represented by a single possible world, yet such a

possible world can be considered a limiting case of our descriptive beliefs of the world.

Finally, suppose per impossible (given the previous point) that you really were so

maximally opinionated that your normative mental state could be represented by a single

hyperplan. Your mental state is very opinionated, not just in terms of what you should do

in any conceivable circumstance, but of what everyone else should do. And that includes

not just actual agents, but all merely possible agents as well. A hyperplan is a massively

opinionated object indeed.

With that in mind, let’s refine our original characterization by adding to two clauses

to the end, accommodating the third and fourth points above:

H is a hyperplan just in case for every occasion for action O, given by a triple 〈w, i, t〉

of world w, individual i, at time t, and for every course of action A which the agent i

could take in this occasion, H either rejects or rejects rejecting A, and H leaves at

least one course of action unrejected.

3.4 How Hyperplans Help Solve Frege-Geach Problems

Simple moral expressivism explained the meaning of an utterance of “Murder is wrong”

in terms of a mental state shared by speakers of the (unembedded) sentence. We saw
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above that this led directly to Frege-Geach problems for embedded cases. Consider by

contrast a familiar way to give a semantics for descriptive language, which explains the

meaning of “The cat is on the mat” in terms of a set of possible worlds in which the cat

is on the mat. How does this descriptive semantics avoid Frege-Geach problems?

Take a simple example. Consider two sentences: “The cat is on the mat” and “The

dog is on the sofa”. Each expresses different propositions: let P be the proposition

that the cat is on the mat and Q be the proposition that the dog is on the sofa. The

semantics works by assigning to each sentence a set of possible worlds that represent

those propositions P and Q respectively. P-worlds all have the cat on the mat, and

Q-worlds all have the dog on the sofa.21

Now when we embed these descriptive sentences, what happens to their semantic

values? Thankfully: nothing. The subexpression “the cat is on the mat” still receives

as its semantic value the very same set of worlds as it did when unembedded. For

example, consider the embedding: “The cat is on the mat and the dog is on the sofa.”

This conjunction P ∧ Q assigns the same P-worlds to P and Q-worlds to Q, but it

represents the larger proposition P ∧ Q by using the intersection of those two sets, the

set of all worlds where both the cat is on the mat and the dog is on the sofa. Similarly

for disjunction P ∨ Q, which is represented by the union of the sets of P-worlds and

Q-worlds. And importantly, embedding within a negation simply takes the sentence

“The cat is not on the mat” to express the proposition ¬P, which is assigned the set

complement of the set which we assigned to P. The key here is that Boolean logical

operations like ‘and’, ’or’, and ‘not’ are thus represented by set operations over sets of

possible worlds.

So now we can answer our question: the descriptive semantics avoids Frege-

21For our purposes here I will assume that these sorts of semantic values can be identified with the
meaning of the expression, even if this is not strictly speaking true.
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Geach worries because it always assigns the same set of worlds to a propositional sub-

expression no matter how it is embedded. In other words, the semantic value (which for

simplicity we can identify with its meaning) of the relevant expression is invariant, no

matter what larger context it is embedded in. Simple expressivism, we saw before, was

unable to do that.22

All of this is very familiar for semantics of descriptive language, of course. But

Gibbard’s strategy in solving Frege-Geach problems is to extend it to include normative

language. Just as a hyperplan is an analogue of a possible world, a set of hyperplans

is analogous to a set of possible worlds; both give a way to represent an agent’s mental

state. A set of possible worlds represents an agent’s mental state which constitutes their

descriptive view of the world, how they take the world to be. And a set of hyperplans

represents an agent’s mental state which constitutes their normative view of the world,

their take on how the world ought to be.

So an atomic normative sentence like “murder is wrong” expresses a mental state

which is represented by a set of hyperplans. Hyperplans, we saw above, encode various

possible sorts of decisions or plans of action that one might take in various contingen-

cies, by revealing what courses of action would be rejected and what courses remain.

Thus the sentence “Murder is wrong” gets as a semantic value the set S of hyperplans

that all agree in rejecting murder in any conceivable circumstance. They may disagree in

what courses of action are rejected in other conceivable situations, but they are univocal

about rejecting murder.

This semantic value of a set of hyperplans (call it S ) will then be invariant across

other embedded uses of “Murder is wrong” as well, just as “The cat is on the mat”

22Of course, the larger expression in which a descriptive sentence embeds will have a different meaning
than the sub-expression, but its meaning is compositionally explained in terms of the semantic values of
other subsentential nonlogical expressions and the semantic value of of logical operators, which are given
in terms of set-theoretic operations.
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had an invariant set of possible worlds assigned as its semantic value. So negation is

handled as follows: “Murder is not wrong” has the semantic value of the complement

set of S , since ‘not’ always has the same semantic value, a set-theoretic operation of

set complementation, and which gives the complement set of the clause under its scope.

Compositionality is thus preserved, since we can give recursively structured valuation

clauses for complex normative expressions, evaluated in terms of the semantic values of

sub-constituent expressions.

What about mixed sentences, that express both descriptive and normative compo-

nents? Gibbard simply makes one last modification to the framework: sentences are

taken to express a set of world-hyperplan pairs. That way we can assign semantic val-

ues in the same way as above for both descriptive and normative sentences, and the sets

of pairs will articulate the precise combination of normative and descriptive content.

Now we can circle back to see how Gibbardian expressivism is an advance over sim-

ple moral expressivism. Simple moral expressivism was too simple; it assigned a single

unstructured attitude of disapproval to the sentence “Murder is wrong”, glossed as “Boo

murder!”. But then things went haywire when trying to use that simple unstructured atti-

tude to explain embedded instances of the sentence. Gibbard’s hyperplan solution gives

more fine-grained structure to that disapproval, now spelled out as a complex set of very

many specific ‘simple’ unstructured hyperplan attitudes (since an individual hyperplan

is a giant list of which plans of action are ‘booed’), as well as a compositional approach

that plays well with familiar possible worlds semantics. This semantics still is recog-

nizably expressivist inasmuch the semantic values (sets of hyperplans) still represent

mental states that ultimately boil down to a ‘booing’, and such booing’s are what funda-

mentally explains the meaning of a sentence. But it gives us a much more precise way to

specify those mental states in a way that preserves an invariant meaning to expressions
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across embeddings.

Gibbard’s views are not without critics. There is controversy over whether Gibbard’s

framework really “explains” the inconsistency of (for example) an ethical claim and its

negation. In particular, Schroeder [2008b] and Schroeder [2008a] has made pointed

criticisms of Gibbard as being explanatorily inadequate. Here I’ll just assume Gibbard’s

response (see Gibbard [2012], appendix 2) has this basically right: each side starts with

some primitives and uses such primitives to underwrite explanations of non-primitive

phenomena. The expressivist is simply reversing the traditional order of explanation,

and so some things that were previously explained now become primitve, and vice versa.

Which direction is best will depend on overall theory assessments, not simply pointing

out the fact that one’s opponent can’t explain her primitives.23

But even assuming Gibbard’s solution works for ethical expressivists, can it be

adopted wholesale by the modal expressivist? Here two independent problems arise:

first, Gibbard’s framework generates such explanations only assuming that possible

worlds have themselves been secured first. But then can the modal expressivist use

them as ethical expressivists do? This circularity question is beyond the scope of this

paper, but I take it up elsewhere.25 For there is a more urgent problem: hyperplans them-

selves don’t seem to have the necessary structure to encode the sorts of linguistic norms

that the modal expressivist appeals to in explaining modal language.

23I think both sides can grant Gibbard that his view at least represents what the expressivist takes the
inconsistency to be, even if it doesn’t ‘explain’ it. For the model theory is just providing a representation
that is typically not ‘taken literally’ as models go. Expressivism in general (as Silk [2015] points out) tries
to explain contents in terms of attitudes. It’s nice if we can also provide, as Gibbard does, a systematic map
of those attitudes to formal objects which represent features and relations of those attitudes. But ultimately
it’s the features and relations of the attitudes themselves that do the explaining, and the representations
are just to aid perspicuity and clarity.24 p. 52. Even if Gibbardian ethical expressivism doesn’t give a
deep explanation of the sort of inconsistencies that the Frege-Geach and negation problems brought to
the fore, it still at least regiments and presents these inconsistency relations systematically in a way that
illuminates precisely what the various relations between attitudes are. That itself is progress of a sort.

25See my “Reductive Modal Expressivism.”
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3.5 Modal Expressivism: Hyperplans and their Limits

Gibbard’s hyperplans, recall, are a way of encoding the sorts of mental states that ex-

pressivists appeal to in explaining a particular sort of nonrepresentational discourse. An

individual hyperplan is thus a completely decided mental state about any alternative

course of action for an agent, and more realistic psychological states that have some

ambivalence are represented by sets of hyperplans. Since Gibbard is focused on ethical

discourse, he describes them as plans for action. The sort of action in mind here are

those paradigmatic sorts of actions describable by simple verbs, actions that one might

deliberate on such as whether to pack or eat or sleep or open the door and so on. A hy-

perplan is a formal device to represent a maximally opinionated mental state that settles

which of these actions to reject and which to not reject, and thus it settles what to do.

Modal expressivists ground their explanations on a different sort of mental state,

however. Claims of metaphysical necessity are supposed to be explained in terms of

nonrepresentational mental states that are characterized as a sort of insistence that speak-

ing any other way is nonsensical or absurd. Historically this meant a central role for lan-

guage conventions as a way to explain modal talk. Thomasson has a nicely developed

view of characterizing the sort of mental state involved in expressing such conventions,

so for simplicity I will use her characterization though everything below is intended to

be generalized to any modal expressivist view. On Thomasson’s view, as we saw, to

say “Necessarily p” is to express that p is a constitutive semantic rule for some of its

constituent terms.

That means we have to reconsider how to use a formal device like hyperplans on be-

half of modal expressivists. We might note, though, that perhaps there is some overlap.

After all, while ethical expressivists focus on action, settling the ‘what to do’ questions,
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and modal expressivists focus on language, the ‘what to say’ questions, there is a strik-

ing connection: saying something is a sort of action. So perhaps we can use Gibbardian

hyperplans and instead of generic actions likke sitting, walking, and packing, we could

consider them as plans for a different type of action: speaking, speculating, interrogat-

ing, etc. These are verbal or linguistic actions, but they still seem to be actions just as

much as any other.

That raises a tempting possibility: why not apply Gibbard’s hyperplan semantics for

these sorts of linguistic actions? If his hyperplans can generalize over all sorts of action,

perhaps it can help modal expressivists as well once modal expressivism is construed

as a semantics for expressions uttered via linguistic actions. Perhaps we could interpret

hyperplans in this restricted way, as representing mental states fully decided about all

alternative courses of linguistic action (which we’ll limit to linguistic predications, to

keep things simple), rather than actions in general. If this worked, we could be done

with the whole Frege-Geach problem for modal expressivism in short order.

Unfortunately, this won’t work. For hyperplans have a crucial problem: they do

not generalize to all actions. In particular, linguistic actions need more structure in the

formal representations to account for their intentionality.26

3.5.1 Hyperplans and linguistic actions

The first problem is that Gibbard has designed hyperplans to model states of mind ex-

pressed by the following:

26There is another very different sort of worry for Gibbardian hyperplans employed by modal expres-
sivists: they threaten a circularity by relying on an unexplained notion of possible scenario, possible
agent, possible occasion for action and (in Gibbard’s specific implementation) possible worlds. That
would make them useless for modal expressivists who want to metaphysically reduce the modal in an
expressivist analysis. I take up this separate metaphysical concern in another paper, “Reductive Modal
Expressivism.”
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Do not murder.

Do not steal.

If one can aid someone in mortal danger for little cost, one should always help.

They do not work, though, for the sorts of states of mind that modal expressivists

envision:

(B-rule:) Apply ‘bachelor’ to x only if ‘male’ also applies to x.

(D-rule:) Apply ‘dinosaur’ to x only if ‘animal’ also applies to x.

(V-rule:) Apply ‘vixen’ to x only if ‘female’ also applies to x.

Recall that each hyperplan is akin to an extremely opinionated person. This sort of

fictional person has an opinion of whether, for every possible situation, for any possible

agent, a course of action is to be rejected or not. To use an example from Gibbard,

Holmes can deliberate about a possible action, say, whether packing is the thing to do

in various possible situations; he can consider the contingency in which Moriarty is

nearby and conditionally plan to pack in that situation, while simultaneously planning

to refrain from packing if Moriarty is far off. The hyperplan will answer what actions are

forbidden, what actions are obligatory, and what actions are permissible for all agents

whatsoever; it will thus also say whether packing is obligatory, permissible, or forbidden

in all other possible scenarios of this sort involving Holmes and Moriarty.

So for any possible occasion for action, the hyperplan weighs in on all potential

actions, φ1, φ2, φ3, . . .. There is nothing preventing these φi from being linguistic actions;

φ1 might be yelling fire and φ2 might be saying hello or reporting the current time. Then

we could have linguistic rules like never yell fire in a crowded theater, and express them

by the set of hyperplans that all agree in rejecting the entertainable action yelling “Fire!”
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in all possible occasions for action where the subject is inside a crowded theater.27

All this is fine for rules of the form, say, do not yell fire, a very simple linguistic rule

which is akin to do not murder. But linguistic rules can be much more complicated than

this, and in fact the modal expressivist is interested in precisely these more complicated

rules of predication. For in general, the modal expressivist needs to deal not just with

propositional modal logic, but with a modal predicate logic.

That’s because rules like B-rule and V-rule above are different; they are rules about

when one should co-apply terms, and can’t be specified in a simple unstructured form

of do φ or don’t do φ. So they do not naturally fit into Gibbard’s style of hyperplans.

Rules about applying terms need to talk about an object x, to which one is forbidden

or permitted to co-apply the terms. And such an object x need not be an existent x

in the world of the linguistic agent. In general, the linguistic agent needs rules with

intentionality, rules that guide the application of terms to intentional objects.

I suspect when Gibbard was envisioning the sorts of actions he simply didn’t con-

sider more complicated sorts of predicational rules like these. After all, the only exam-

ples he gives are those like the Holmes case, where the actions in view were specifiable

in schematic form as φ; the sorts of moral rules he mentions were specifiable in a simple

schematic form as Do not φ, or something like that. But if we consider the full range of

actions Holmes can perform in his armchair, we must include linguistic actions, and the

rules guiding those will require more structure to articulate to deal with the intentional-

ity of the language. The range of actions Gibbard considers for Holmes, like pack, leave

for the station, stay in my hotel room all presuppose that Holmes exists within them;

Gibbard doesn’t consider how Holmes might deliberate about how to apply language,

27I oversimplify for simplicity. The actions must be ‘subjectively characterized’, according to Gibbard,
and hence the hyperplan need not reject yelling fire in an epistemically masked scenario where the subject
is unaware that she is inside a theater, for example.
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for example, in scenarios in which no agent capable of deliberative action even exists.

Yet linguistic actions are funny in this way: Holmes can perform linguistic actions that

are ‘about’ the Triassic period dinosaurs, even if within such scenarios that he ponders,

he himself doesn’t exist within them. He can predicate many true (or not true) things

about the scenario, say, being such that there are no agents, for example. And those

predications can be at least partly rule-governed by rules of language. Holmes, sitting in

his chair in his study, can ponder the Triassic period and predicate, say, ‘heavy’ about a

long-ago dinosaur, or even a merely possible dinosaur.28 The rules a modal expressivist

wants to encode have to be able to give guidance about how to apply terms to these

intentional objects, so they will need to be specified with enough structure to pick out

such an intentional x.

So how do we encode such rules? Clearly, the off-the-shelf Gibbard hyperplans

won’t work. We need more structure than hyperplans allow. We want a similar sort

of formal device that gives us a way to encode rules for an ascriber, who surveys all

conceivable ways the world could be, and can (for any such way) can “plan” (in a sense

analogous to Gibbard’s) to pontificate and predicate things about objects picked out in

those scenarios, scenarios where the ascriber may fail to exist herself.

28Gibbard says very little about what alternatives could be specified for hyperplan-evaluation. But he
does give two requirements (Gibbard [2003], p. 57): alternatives should be epistemically accessible. That
is, Holmes cannot sit in his study and simply plan to ‘buy low, sell high’ if he has no way of finding
out whether prices at the time of the action are indeed low or high. Second, as mentioned above the
alternatives have to be subjectively characterized. But this would simply rule out Holmes sitting in his
study and deliberating over what predicates to apply to a merely possible dinosaur; there is no way to
characterize the situation involving said dinosaur in a way that relates to Holmes himself, for Holmes
isn’t in that situation.
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3.6 What we want: Hypertalkplans for linguistic acts

Before giving a sketch of the formalism in the next section, I want to first motivate it by

narrating a line of thought that leads us to posit them in the form they take. Recall that

we want to extend hyperplans to a related but distinct formal device. This device would

still model normative rules, but instead of rules of simple action, it models rules for

linguistic action. We can consider them as plans for how to talk in any given situation.

So I will call them hypertalkplans.

Hypertalkplans are akin to an extremely opinionated person who has a definitely

opinion about linguistic rules, and whether they forbid or permit any linguistic action

you ask him about. You ask him: is it okay for the Queen of England to ask someone

to pass the salt? Is it okay for a ninth grade student in Guatemala to call a whale a

mammal? Is it okay for a sixteenth century scientist to say that the composition of water

is simply an atomic element called ‘water’? In all of these cases, the hypertalkplan

returns an oracular response: “Reject!”, or silence.

But if we try and get a bit more specific, we realize we have to regiment the informa-

tion we feed in to the hypertalkplan as follows: first, we describe a context of utterance,

akin above to describing a particular linguistic agent such as the Queen of England, and

all the details surrounding the particular context in which she speaks. We could add that

she is in Buckingham Palace, in the White Drawing Room, at 4:14pm in the afternoon

on May 21st, 2005.

But with linguistic actions there is an additional wrinkle: hypertalkplans need to

represent the intentional context created by sentences. That means we need to have

them issue a thumbs-up / thumbs down permitting or rejecting of a scenario considered

as a way of talking, not as a way the world might be or a possible action. So I think
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the easiest way to do this is to represent these intentional contexts, these ways of talk-

ing, as maximal sets of sentences (not propositions) of some kind. That reflects that

the hypertalkplans are understood to be issuing judgments on whether these words and

expressions are permitted given the rules of language, or not.

Now, we could also add some formal structure to represent the context of utterance.

One natural way to formalize this would be to use a centered world, a world with a

‘center’ on a particular agent, namely, the queen. Often this is formalized in terms of a

possible world, an agent, and a time. Then hypertalkplans could tell us: for this agent

in this time/place/world, is this description d (a maximal set of sentences of some kind)

a permissible way to speak given the language, or is it to be rejected given the rules of

that language?

So one way to implement hypertalkplans would involve sets of centered worlds and

special sets of maximal sentences of some kind (massive descriptions which we can call

hyperdescriptions), essentially saying: for this person (point to a centered world), is this

(point to a maximal set of sentences) an acceptable way to talk?

But one natural modal expressivist thought is that metaphysical modal claims of

necessity / possibility / impossibility are expressing rules that take some sort of talk to

be required / permitted / forbidden in any context of utterance whatsoever. (This isn’t

going to be precisely true, since I suspect we can always find bizarre contexts where

pretty much anything can be considered permissible in some sense, but let’s fix on senses

of linguistic permission that aren’t so flexible, as the modal expressivist must surely

intend.) But that suggests that we can drop this additional complexity of the context of

utterance, considering agents at various times wondering whether the rules forbid them

(in particular) from saying such and such. Instead we can just model hypertalkplans that

tell us to reject certain ways of talking as violations of the linguistic rules, full-stop, in
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any context. So that lets us leave out any structure to account for contexts of utterance

and instead focus on the intentional contexts.

So we need hypertalkplans to to tell us, for any massively specific hyperdescription

d of a certain sort, whether d is permitted or forbidden given the rules of language, in

any context of utterance. (Note that the hyperplan doesn’t tell you what those rules

are; it just encodes how some rules, whatever they are, might extensionally carve out

acceptable ways of talking to distinguish them from unacceptable ways of talking.)

3.7 Sketching the formal machinery

Giving a complete formal specification of the semantics is beyond the scope of this

paper; the most we can do is sketch a limited form of it as a sort of prototype proof-

of-concept. For these modest purposes, I’m going to make a number of simplifying

restrictions on the to make the problem a bit more tractable.

To do this, I need to say a bit about the sort of ways of talking over which hyper-

talkplans will opine. Let d be a particular hyperdescription of a world, which we can

informally characterize as a way of talking. Considering every permutation of ways of

talking, we can speak of the space D of all hyperdescriptions d, such that each element

of D meets the following criteria.

The language of the hyperdescriptions in D is nonquantified (propositional) lan-

guage, at least to begin. This propositional language has sentence letters p, q, r, . . ., and

all Boolean constructions we can make from those sentence letters. (Note that these

sentence letters are not variables but actual sentences.) The language has modal opera-

tors � and ^, which denote metaphysical necessity and possibility, respectively. These
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one-place operators behave grammatically in the usual way, and thus we can create em-

bedded contexts like (p ∧ ^q) ⊃ �r).

Second, we require any hyperdescription in D to be logically consistent. So “consis-

tency” here the “narrow” sense of logical consistency that counts “it is raining and it is

not raining” as inconsistent, but doesn’t count “Sheila is a female bachelor” as inconsis-

tent. The reason we need this constraint involves the way Gibbardian hyperplans (and

also hypertalkplans) work: negated moral (modal) claims are represented by the com-

plementation operator on the set of hyperplans which represented the unnegated claim,

and hence rely on a certain well-behaved feature of the space of all hyperplans. This

feature, and this complementation trick, won’t work if hyperplans (or hypertalkplans)

issue verdicts on impossible worlds too.29

Note that I need to assume we can eventually account for the logical consequence

relation used to ensure consistency without recourse to modal notions. If it were a

modally defined consequence relation, this would be fatal for the modal expressivist

who had reductive ambitions, for it would, in the course of analysis, reintroduce the

very metaphysical modality one is trying to explain away.

Note also that the hyperdescriptions d in D resemble the ‘state-descriptions’ of Car-

nap [1947] in some respects, but not others. Like those state descriptions, elements of

my space D are all maximal consistent sets of sentences in the sense of narrowly logical

consistency. Like state descriptions, logical truths will be included in all members of

D, and within a given d one cannot derive a logical contradiction from its constituent

sentences.

But unlike Carnap, I am not using the modal operator � to represent logical ne-

29Note that this merely logical consistency cannot ultimately be grounded in metaphysical modality, at
risk of circularity for the modal expressivist who wants to give a reductive theory. I take this up in my
“Reductive Modal Expressivism.”
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cessity; I use it to represent metaphysical necessity. And I also do not characterize

hyperdescriptions in terms of truth, whereas Carnap’s state descriptions are complete

assignments of truth to every atomic propositional sentence. But each hyperdescription

d just contains sentences. Now we could informally think of these sentences as being

‘asserted’ by the hyperdescription; for every atomic sentence, either p or ¬p. And then

the rest of the hyperdescription contains the closure of those atomic sentences under

logical consequence. Finally, Carnap defines (logical) necessity in terms of being “true

in all state hyperdescriptions” but I do not define (metaphysical) necessity in terms of

being included in all members of D. Rather, I will characterize metaphysical necessity

in expressivist style: in terms of the mental state represented by a set of hypertalkplans,

which are themselves defined over the space D.

Now we can finally characterize what exactly hypertalkplans are.

A hyperdescription is a set of descriptive (representational) nonmodal sentences

which is maximal, consistent, and closed under logical consequence.

D is the space of all hyperdescriptions.

h is a hypertalkplan iff h is a function over the domain D of hyperdescriptions

to the range {Reject,Permit}.

Here {Reject,Permit} are just placeholders for two distinct values, e.g. (0, 1) or any

two element set for that matter.

Each hypertalkplan, as we’ve seen, has an opinion about every d in the space D; it

renders a judgment of either rejection or tolerance, as an impermissible or permissible

way of talking. Further, just as we have a space of descriptions D, we can aggregate a

total space of all hypertalkplans H. This space H is analogous to the space of possible
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worlds W used in descriptive (representational) possible worlds semantics.

3.8 Putting hypertalkplans to work

Let p be a necessary truth, say, a mathematical statement like 2 + 3 = 5. In the vast

space D of hyperdescriptions, we can parition it neatly into two sets: the set of hyperde-

scriptions which contain p, and the set of hyperdescriptions which contain ¬p. Let �p

be the modal necessity claim about p. Then the semantic value of �p is then going to

be the set of hypertalkplans:

H�p = {h ∈ H| ∀d ∈ D (¬p ∈ d ⊃ h(d) = Reject)} (3.1)

In words: the set of all those hypertalkplans who agree in rejecting any hyperde-

scription that contains ¬p.

And since this will be an invariant semantic value for any occurrence of �p in any

embedded context generated from Boolean logical connectives, we can see how this

approach solves Frege-Geach problems. First we will look at examples where all the

subsentences of a complex expression are themselves modalized sentences. (Later I will

consider mixed modalized / descriptive embeddings.)

Negation: Consider the embedded modal sentence ¬�p. The modal subsentence �p

which is embedded in it receives exactly the same semantic value as it did unembedded,

namely H�p above. A negated sentence receives as a semantic value the complement set

of the unnegated embedded sentence, so in this case ¬�p receives as a semantic value

Hc
�p, which is equivalent to:
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H¬�p = {h ∈ H| ∃d ∈ D (¬p ∈ d ∧ h(d) = Permit)} (3.2)

And note that this is a distinct semantic value from that assigned to �¬p, which

receives the following:

H�¬p = {h ∈ H| ∀d ∈ D (p ∈ d ⊃ h(d) = Reject)} (3.3)

This is exactly the sort of structured assignment of semantic values that is needed to

solve the so-called negation problem. Note also that because we have done the honest

toil of giving an independent account of the semantic value of a negated necessity claim

as well as a necessitated negation claim, we can now define the possibility operator ^

in terms of � and these negation semantic assignments. This time, it isn’t a circular

“definition” that begs the question, as we saw in Thomasson, but a genuinely reductive

definition.

And not just negation; this scheme will accommodate the other standard Boolean

connectives as well. Conjoined modal sentences will receive the intersection of each

subexpression’s hypertalkplan assignment as a semantic value. Disjoined modal sen-

tences will receive the union of each subexpression’s hypertalkplan assignment as a

semantic value. For example:

Conjunction: Consider the embedded modal sentence �p ∧ �q. We can use set

intersection to pick out the relevant hypertalkplans:

H�p∧�q = H�p ∩ H�q (3.4)
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Disjunction: Consider the embedded modal sentence �p∨�q. We can use set union

to pick out the relevant hypertalkplans:

H�p∨�q = H�p ∪ H�q (3.5)

Material conditional: Consider the embedded modal sentence �p ⊃ �q. We can

use the standard equivalence of material conditional as ¬p∨q and the assignments above

to give a hypertalkplan semantic value:

H�p⊃�q = H¬�p ∪ H�q (3.6)

This demonstrates how we can accommodate for embedding in simple propositional

language with Boolean connectives.

3.9 Toward a systematic semantics

Of course, I’ve idealized a lot of complexity away. But the above scheme shows that we

have a way to defuse Frege-Geach challenges for embedded propositional modal claims

with all the Boolean connectives. This is not nothing. In the rest of this section I gesture

at how the extension would go toward more realistic discourse, without some of these

idealizations.
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3.9.1 Mixed modal / descriptive language

To simplify the presentation above, I’ve been assuming embeddings where all sentences

were modalized, with no mixture of partly descriptive and partly modal components.

That in turn simplified our set-theoretic operations, which were all carried out on the

space of hyperTalkPlans themselves.

In realistic modal discourse that embeds in conversation, however, those embedded

contexts mix some modal sentences with nonmodal descriptive sentences. Here we can

follow Gibbard’s own framework to handle mixed moral and descriptive language: use

ordered pairs of hyperplans and possible worlds. In our case, we can use ordered pairs

of hypertalkplans and possible worlds. So semantic values are drawn from the space

< H,W >, sets of all ¡hyperTalkPlan, world¿ pairs.

Sentences that have purely descriptive content will have as their first component

of their pair H, which will make them “normatively idle”; they will not rule out any

particular way of rejecting or permitting ways of talking. Similarly, sentences that are

purely modal will have as their second component of their ordered pair the set W of all

(descriptive) possible worlds, making them “descriptively idle”; they will not rule out

any particular way of taking the world to be.

3.9.2 Quantified language

A much more substantial modifiction is the move from propositional language to quan-

tified language. Consider the sentence
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Necessarily, all bachelors are male. (3.7)

Consider now Amie Thomasson’s modal expressivist’s story of how this sentence is

used: it expresses a mental state characterized by the imperatival rule:

Apply the term ‘bachelor’ only to those things which one also applies the

term ‘unmarried male’.

But note that once we start talking about things, and applying terms, we are clearly

in the realm of quantified languages. Modal expressivists will ultimately owe a formal

semantics that accounts for quantified claims.

The move to quantified language brings up enormous complexity, however, far be-

yond the scope of this paper. And the move will also require a huge number of decision

points to be settled one way or the other, in ways that will vary widely even among

different varieties of modal expressivists. Many of these decision points, then, are have

nothing to do with Frege-Geach concerns but more about the grand project of con-

sidering modal expressivism and how it fits into a unified metaphysical and semantic

framework. Settling all of these issues is a huge, book-length (at least) task.

Nevertheless, we can still see bare hints of a sketch even from this modest perch.

Suppose we simplify and assume we have to Lagadonian names, i.e. every object is

also a name, and so we are assured of an adequate stock of names. Suppose we also

have a way to add a domain of objects to each hyperdescription, so that its domain is an

inventory of what objects are supposed to exist in that way of talking about the world.

Let Dom be a function that takes a hyperdescription d and returns the set of entities S
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containing all objects taken to exist under that hyperdescription (akin to a domain for a

possible world used in quantified modal logic). Then we might take the semantic value

of (3.7) to be represented by a set of hypertalkplans Hbachelor, a subset of H as follows:

Hbachelor = {h ∈ H|∀d ∈ D (∃x ∈ Dom(d) (bachelor(x) ∈ d∧¬male(x) ∈ d)) ⊃ h(d) = Reject}

(3.8)

i.e. all the h’s in Hbachelor agree in rejecting any description d which applies “bache-

lor” to anything in d’s domain to which “male” does not apply.

Of course, there are many other important cases of quantified claims about meta-

physical modality: some take certain claims about natural kind membership, certain

necessity of origin claims, etc. to be true claims of metaphysical necessity, depending

on one’s independent views about metaphysical modality. The point here is not to elabo-

rate a complete theory of metaphysical modality and give its semantics, for that will vary

widely based on one’s prior views on modality. The point here is merely to show that

this framework is flexible enough to extend into any of these particular views, and the

framework itself need not commit to any one of those views. Whatever claims you take

to be metaphysically necessary, there will be a correlative sets of hypertalkplans that can

model the mental state being expressed by such claims (assuming a modal expressivist

picture about the mental states involved).

3.9.3 Dynamic semantics, metalinguistic negotiation

This framework also fits along nicely with a dynamic approach to semantics. On dynam-

ics semantics, the meaning of various sentences is explained in terms of their potential
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to change or “update” a context of conversation. Roughly, on the classic version artic-

ulated by Stalnaker [2002], conversational participants share a set of common assump-

tions about the world, modeled by a set of possible worlds he calls a common ground.

For descriptive claims, their assertions update the common ground by ruling out some

of those worlds, thus updating the shared context to be more and more informative. The

more (descriptive) assertions are made, the more worlds are chucked out of the common

ground. For example, let S be the set of worlds which is the common ground for three

conversational participants. Any claim p which is assumed is therefore true in all worlds

in S . Suppose a participants utters: “I saw Jack in his office this morning.” The listeners

then have mental states which are updated with this new information, modeled as taking

out all the worlds in S which have Jack not in his office. Now Jack’s being in his office

is part of the common ground.

If we supplement this common ground via possible worlds with a parallel space

of common ground via hypertalkplans, both of these common ground mechanisms can

work well together. Common ground becomes a broader notion incorporating both a

set of possible worlds as well as a set of hypertalkplans which model the shared con-

versational context about what the constitutive semantic rules of language are. Just as

descriptive claims serve to rule out some possible worlds from the common ground,

modal claims can now be modeled as ruling out certain hypertalkplans from the wider

common ground of hypertalkplans implicitly assumed among the conversational partic-

ipants.

Another contemporary model which fits nicely with this picture is that of metalin-

guistic negotiation, a conversational action where speakers use (rather than mention)

terms in order to advocate for how they think a term should be used.30 For example, A

might point at an individual who is six feet tall and say, “That person is tall.” B might

30See Plunkett [2015] for an overview. See also Thomasson [2016].
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respond saying, “No, they aren’t.” This dispute may have nothing to do with the exten-

sional facts; perhaps both A and B are in complete agreement that the individual is in

fact exactly six feet tall. But they are disputing over what the boundaries of ‘tall’ should

be in this context; it is not a dispute about the facts of the world, but rather the appro-

priate boundaries of terms. Thomasson [2016] has suggested that some metaphysical

disputes more generally might be understood on this model, and that claims of meta-

physical necessity are particular instances of these. When we disagree about whether

water really is H2O, we (on the dynamic semantics / metalinguistic negotiation picture)

are really disputing about what hypertalkplans should be part of our common ground,

rather than what possible worlds should be in our common ground. Hypertalkplans give

us a nice formal mechanism to model these differences where straightforward dynamic

semantics (with only possible worlds at its disposal) might not. They also fit neatly with

the modal expressivist claim that metaphysical modal statements might be masked as

ostensibly descriptive claims, but the way they really function is to challenge you to

change your set of hypertalkplans in some way.

Of course, this opens up a new set of questions about how to model interaction ef-

fects between modal and descriptive states of knowledge. We might want to impose

some sort of coherence conditions: if you think such-and-such hypertalkplans model

the semantic rules, then you should also rule out such-and-such descriptive claims about

the world. Yet we might also want these conditions to be norms that in individual agents

are sometimes violated; people are not always rational, and a good modeling framework

should be able to model cases where an agent’s mental state is modeled by a pair with

a set of hypertalkplans and a set of possible worlds that are in some sort of conflict or

tension. Perhaps the two states could be out of sync, reflecting real-world incoherence

or mistaken reasoning. If agent A happens to know about the empirical identification of

those bodies described as “Hesperus” and “Phosphorus”, or of the chemical composi-
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tion of that substance termed “water”, then they should ideally adopt some correspond-

ing modal attitudes toward these facts, based on our attitudes to hold identical things

necessarily identical, and chemical kind types to be necessarily holding as well. But of

course that is merely what they should do; in actuality A might be confused or mistaken

and have conflicts between his attitudes and beliefs. The hypertalkplan framework could

model such conflict as a lack of synchronization between the hypertalkplans modeling

A’s attitude about semantic rules and the possible worlds modeling A’s belief state.

Much more could be said about all of these topics, but it would lead far afield into the

details of these separate literatures. The point here is simply to demonstrate the value

of hypertalkplans as a useful and neutral modeling tool by which to illustrate some of

these more recent innovations in philosophy of language, and they work conveniently

for the purposes of the modal expressivist as well.

3.10 Conclusion

Let’s recap what we have accomplished so far. We began by claiming that modal ex-

pressivism is appealing; it offers a metaphysically cautious way to account for seem-

ing objectivity of modal claims. We saw that existing modal expressivist accounts like

Thomasson’s fail to fully address the Frege-Geach problem, where the gold standard

solution is to provide a formal semantics that accounted for modal expressions in a

compositional fashion. By contrast, we have done just that: outline a modal expres-

sivism that has a formal semantics which resembles Gibbard’s hyperplan semantics for

moral expressivism.

But we saw that we needed significant new developments to the hyperplan idea to

make it work for modal expressivism. Our solution involving hypertalkplans and a non-
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modal account of a lingusitic construction of ersatz possible worlds attempts to do just

that. Semantic values can be assigned to �p corresponding to the set of hypertalkplans

such that p is a lingusitic rule in all of them.

The framework of hypertalkplans then works much like Gibbard’s hyperplans, but

they are flexible enough to account for the intentionality of linguistic content and en-

coding this intentionality when modeling semantic rules. We showed how the frame-

work would work with simple Boolean connectives and a propositional language, and

we gestured at how the framework could extend to a quantified language with modal

operators. We also saw how it naturally combines with contemporary versions of dy-

namic semantics and metalinguistic negotiation to give a beautifully systematic and fully

compositional approach to semantics and stays true to modal expressivist metasemantic

commitments. Crucially, it provides the systematicity that Thomasson lacked.

There is one troubling cloud ahead which I can only point to and leave for another

time: there remains an open question whether the modal expressivist who uses this

framework can really offer a reduction of modality, as opposed to merely an explication

or regimentation of it. For in the course of describing hypertalkplans and hyperdescrip-

tions, we appealed to the notion of possible world at some level. Perhaps that notion of

possible world can also be explained in terms amenable to the modal expressivist who

takes modal features to be derivative and nonfundamental, but that is work for another

paper. The present work shows that there is at least a technical solution available for the

modal expressivist, and I think it adds a live option for the modal expressivist to respond

to the otherwise ominous Frege-Geach problem.
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CHAPTER 4

EXPRESSIVISM, MODAL REDUCTIONISM, AND POSSIBLE WORLDS

Abstract: Modal nonrepresentationalists, including modal expressivists, object to

taking modal discourse as descriptive talk about real modal joints in nature. They

seek to reduce modal phenomena in terms of nonmodal phenomena, such as par-

ticular nondescriptive mental states. Such nonrepresentationalists will require an

account of possible worlds, a task that to date remains unaddressed. In this paper, I

describe how modal expressivists can carry out this project and outline the account

of possible worlds that would result.

4.1 Why Reduce Modality?

There is widespread agreement that modal language (talk of what can or must be the

case) can express truths. Alongside deontic modal talk about what is obligatory and

epistemic modal talk of what is true conditioned on all our evidence or knowledge, it is

widely believed that there is also a legitimate sphere of ‘alethic’ or objective modality,

independent of what is known or permitted. But it is a vexing problem to explicate the

nature of alethic modal truth. Empiricists ask how such talk could be true if understood

as describing some objective features of the world. What properties of reality could

ground claims about what is merely possible, if they are not somehow reducible to more

mundane non-modal properties? How is modal knowledge possible?1

Putative modal facts, if they exist, would be hard to understand and know. So the

appeal of metaphysical explanations of modal claims whereby there simply are not pu-

tative modal facts to explain has great appeal. This sort of non-factualism about the
1Of course, these empiricist scruples are not limited to possibility and necessity. There are similar

questions about how we understand dispositions, robust ‘governing’ laws of nature, essences, and other
concepts connected to modality.
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modal is a metaphysical claim that typically goes hand in hand with a corresponding

semantic claim about discourse of this sort being nonrepresentational or nondescrip-

tive. One way to cash out this semantic claim is via an expressivist semantics of the

modal domain. Modal expressivism is thus a particular sort of non-descriptivism about

the modal.2 It has been endorsed by a number of authors, including some of the original

proponents of ethical expressivism. Yet modal expressivism has received strikingly lit-

tle discussion compared to ethical expressivism. While it finds sympathy (particularly, I

find informally, among those suspicious of the direction of contemporary metaphysics)

it hasn’t received the critical attention needed to flesh out the view and judge its promise.

In this paper, I ask whether modal expressivism really offers a genuinely useful

reduction. I will look at how modal expressivist theories either need to make use of

possible worlds, or fall to Frege-Geach concerns. I give what I take to be the best option

for modal expressivists, a reduction of possible worlds in terms of primitive relations of

particular attitudes of disagreement understood in expressivist terms.

The plan for the paper is to first say a bit about reduction (section 4.2) and modal

expressivism (section 4.3) and the Frege-Geach problem (section 4.4). Then I consider

an attempt to deflect the problem by appealing to a trivial sense in which one can say

that possible worlds exist (section 4.5) and I survey some past failed attempts to provide

an account of possible worlds (section 4.6). Then I begin sketching my own account,

first by stating what primitives I need (section 4.7) and constructing a logical consis-

tency relation out of those primitives (section 4.8). Finally I show how we can build

on existing expressivist / nonrepresentationalist and conventionalist accounts of various

modal phenomena and incorporate them into a definition of possible worlds (sections

4.9, 4.10, and 4.11).
2c.f. the discussion on metaphysical “factualism” vs. semantic “descriptivism” in Yalcin [2011],

section 2. Yalcin takes them to be two closely related aspects of the same underlying ur-view.
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4.2 What a Reduction Would Be

Contemporary philosophy is filled with attempts at reduction of some target phenomena

A, in terms of some other phenomena B. Take practically any target of philosophical

investigation, whether it be the force of law, group identities, phenomenal qualities, the

self, causation, beauty, scientific notions like species, quantum wave functions, etc.;

chances are near certain that there is a reductive theory on the market that seeks to

explain such targets away in terms of other entities and ideology.

For our purposes in this paper, we can take a metaphysical reduction to be the aim of

any of the numerous philosophical maneuvers used to account for a troublesome aspect

of reality in terms of other purportedly less troublesome aspects of reality. In that sense,

what modal reductionists are trying to do is ground modal features of the world in terms

of nonmodal features.

There is currently a live debate on what exactly we mean by terms like “metaphysical

reduction”. While we often gloss reduction of this sort as explaining one thing in terms

of another, this alone is not sufficient to provide a truly metaphysical analysis or reduc-

tion of B’s in terms of A’s. What more is needed? Perhaps some sort of account of how

A’s being, it’s very existence, is fully accounted for in terms of B’s being and existence.

This sort of metaphysical reduction is also distinct from a merely epistemic reduction,

where one holds that the knowledge of A is explained in terms of the knowledge of B.

It was not terribly long ago that the reigning methodology of reduction in meta-

physics was to explain reduction in terms of supervenience, a style of relation that holds

when there is no difference in something’s A properties unless there is a corresponding

difference in B properties (no difference in A facts without a difference in B facts). Of

course, supervenience is itself a modal notion (using modal facts about A’s and B’s to
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explain how A’s reduce to B’s), so using modal resources to give a reduction of modality

would itself be a prima facia circularity challenge. But there is plenty to worry about

with supervenience independent of this circularity concern. For in any case, there is

increasingly broad agreement that supervenience seemed inadequate at capturing the

sense of reduction at issue.

Much contemporary work on reduction now has moved on to a new ideology, con-

ducted in terms of fundamentality or grounding. One might specify the problem in this

way: the modal reductionist needs to show how the nonmodal grounds the modal, or

how the modal is less fundamental than the modal.3

The formulation of the problem is something like this: a satisfactory reduction of

modality will explain the ontology of purportedly modal facts via a more fundamental

nonmodal ideology and ontology. Or: a satisfactory reduction of modality will ground

the ontology of purportedly modal facts via nonmodal ideology and ontology.

Note that we are not talking about an eliminative reductionism, whereby the modal

somehow is illusory or product of systematic cognitive error en masse. This is an alter-

native position, but not a reductionist one, at least as I conceive of reduction.

4.3 Modal Expressivism

The family of views I consider in this paper are a particular sort of modal reductionist

views, namely an expressivism about modal discourse. There is no single agreed-upon

characterization of expressivism in general, but this rough approximation works as good

as any: expressivism explains the meaning of sentences of some problematic area of

3See Sider [2016].
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discourse (the ‘target’ discourse) in terms of the distinctive psychological state the user

of the sentence is in. Such a state can be called that which is ‘expressed’ by the sentence,

though what expressivists intend by ‘expression’ is not its ordinary sense, but a technical

notion.

A mental state like this is to be contrasted with a factual sort of belief attitude; unlike

belief, they are instead analogized to desire-like states. Nor is the state to be confused

with describing that one is in such-and-such a state, which would be more akin to a

report of one’s own mental state than an ‘expression’ of it (in their intended sense of

‘express’). Crucially, the expressivist insists that the mental-state explanation is all we

need to explain the sentence’s meaning; no further appeal is needed to purported facts

and properties of the domain.

Contrast this with the descriptive realist, who takes such problem sentences to be

straightforward descriptions of facts and properties ‘out there’ in the world. She may

even agree with the expressivist about sentences expressing psychological states of a

certain sort, but go on to characterize such states by direct appeal to problematic ‘prop-

erties’ or ‘facts’ in question of the troublesome domain. The expressivist vehemently

denies such explanatory use of such purported facts and properties.

Early expressivists were also “noncognitive” in the sense that they held target sen-

tences were not even truth-apt. Contemporary expressivists have conceded that ethical

sentences can be true, can express propositions and facts, and even that there is a sensible

way to speak of moral ‘properties’ in the world. But these are ultimately “lightweight”

or “minimal” truths, propositions, facts, or properties. Such minimal entities are ex-

plained by (or, we could say, grounded in) the mental states themselves, rather than the

other way around.
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The bulk of expressivist theorizing has focused on ethical discourse as the target

domain. To give a toy version which we can call simple ethical expressivism, assertions

of “Murder is wrong” are explained in terms of mental states of disapproving of murder.

The realist might even agree, but go on to explain such a mental state in terms of the

moral fact ‘out there’ of murder’s really being wrong.

4.3.1 From morals to modals

But from its very beginning, early expressivisms (sometimes called ‘emotivist’ theories)

looked at modal claims as eligible for similar analysis in the same fashion as ethical

claims. In the 1930’s logical empiricists denied that modal talk even tries to express

facts about the world; instead it had some other non-descriptive linguistic function.4

Kripkean responses and the resurgence of metaphysics in the 1980’s pushed such views

to the periphery, but in recent years non-descriptive accounts of metaphysical modality

have picked up renewed interest.5 These newer non-descriptive accounts of modality

all avoid descriptivist interpretations of modal discourse that require irreducibly modal

elements “out there” in some robust metaphysical sense. Instead, they seek ground our

modal thought and talk in our ways of thinking and behaving; in some sense, modal

features are really grounded in us, rather than in the world.6

For example, Blackburn [1993] touts the appeal of an expressivist view for modal

language:

4For example, see Ayer [1946] ch. 4, Carnap [1967], Quine [1953], Sellars [1957].
5 See for example, Blackburn [1993], Brandom [2008] ch. 4, esp. p. 97-99, Price [2011], Thomas-

son [2007a] and Thomasson [forthcoming]. Though note that they develop some of the ideas in very
different ways than originally conceived. There are also cousins of these views that are descriptivist but
“deflationary” in some other sense, e.g. Sider [2011] ch. 12, and perhaps Nolan [2011].

6Of course, we and our theorizing are part of the world too, so this is all just a rough hand-wavy
characterization to communicate the gist of these views, and not a theoretically precise statement of them.
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[The expressivist account of modality] starts with a theory of the mental

state expressed by commitments in the area in question: the habits, dispo-

sitions, attitudes they serve to express. It is these that are voiced when we

express such commitments in the ordinary mode: when we say that there

exists this possibility, that necessity, this obligation. [Blackburn, 1993, p.

55]

We allow possibilities, rule out impossibilities, and insist upon necessities.

This is not describing anything. As in Wittgenstein, attributing necessity to

a proposition is not making a true or false claim about it — or at least is

not to be understood that way. It is more like adopting a norm, or a policy

or a rule that a thesis be put ‘in the archives’, above the hurly-burly of em-

pirical determination. The decision dictates how we shall treat recalcitrant

evidence. This accords with the parallel with morals. The one kind of rule

makes courses of thought intellectually obligatory; the other makes courses

of action so. [Blackburn, 1993, p. 61]

We have arrived at the residual class of propositions of whose truth we can

make nothing. We cannot see our failure to make anything of them as the

result of a contingent limitation in our own experience, nor of a misappre-

hension making us think that their truth should be open to display in a way

in which it need not be. We express ourselves by saying that they cannot be

true — that their negations are necessary. [Blackburn, 1993, p. 70]

Others, including Huw Price, Robert Brandom, and Amie Thomasson have advo-

cated a similar expressivist approach to modal talk.7

7Price (and Brandom at times) seems to advocate a sweeping expressivism about all discourse, includ-
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4.3.2 Global vs. local nonrepresentationalism

A common theme among expressivists is that the suspect arena of discourse is nonrep-

resentational, where “representationalism” supposedly indicates a style of philosophical

analysis of the relation between perceiving subject and world whereby an entity known

as a representation has some sort of homomorphic connection with a (typically nonrep-

resentational) portion of reality which is represented by the representation. Represen-

tational connections assume some sort of intentionality, an about-ness that makes the

representation reach beyond itself to describe something other than itself. The simplest

schematic is that of a perceiving agent who sees a tree, say, via an internal mental entity

which is a representation of the tree.

Just as ideas and pictures can be representational, so can linguistic items like sen-

tences. A representationalist semantics hold that a descriptive sentence like “The tree is

green” is a device that represents nonlinguistic reality as being a certain way, namely, as

having a particular thing within it (namely a tree) being a particular way (namely green).

The sentence has the intentional property of describing the world as being a certain way,

and bearing truth and falsity just in case the world is (or is not) the way the sentence

describes it as being.

The expressivist claims that the target area of discourse is not representational in

this fashion. The ethical expressivist thinks “Murder is wrong” is nonrepresentational;

it does not describe the world as being a certain way, namely, such that the action of

murder bears a certain quality of wrongness. The modal expressivist similarly thinks

that “Necessarily 3 + 2 = 5” is nonrepresentational; it does not describe the world as

ing the modal (more on this below). Thomasson has a more limited ‘local’ sort of expressivism in mind,
and attempts to ground ontic or metaphysical modality in deontic modality of norms and obligations. It
is less clear to me, but perhaps Michael Williams (e.g. Williams [2013]) and Wilfrid Sellars might be
understood as taking an expressivist line on all causal talk, where modal talk is somehow subsumed into
such talk. See note 5 for other references.
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being a certain way such that some property of necessity attaches to the mathematical

fact.

But we should make a distinction here. For some expressivists continue to say that

all language is nonrepresentational in this sense, that is, there is no representational lan-

guage at all. Representationalism is really the wrong framework for understanding with

any sort of discourse, be it descriptive or not. A number of these global expressivists (or

less controversially, global nonrepresentationalists) like Brandom and Price thus take a

very radical stance on how our language hooks up to the world in general. These sorts

of views are cousins of late Wittgensteinian reactions to philosophical orthodoxies of

his time, and continue to this day as a sort of minority report within mainstream philos-

ophy of language and mind. But these views do require rather sweeping and revisionist

stances on truth, semantics, meaning, and mind. Whether this radical global nonrep-

resentationalism is correct or not is a much bigger topic for another paper, or really

another book. But here I stress that I am excluding these sorts of radical views from

consideration.8

Instead I consider views of a local expressivism / nonrepresentationalism about

modality. The reason this distinction is important is partly because global nonrepresen-

tationalism is a very radical thesis that has attracted only few adherents, and has limited

interest. But a local nonrepresentationalism about the modal while retaining factualism

and descriptivism about, for example, paradigmatically empirical descriptive truths, has

a much broader appeal. Second, the way global nonrepresentationalists handle Frege-

Geach problems is quite different, and indeed the standard presentations of Frege-Geach

difficulties assume some that some sort of representationalist descriptive semantics is at

least possible.

8Thanks to Will Starr for alerting me to this distinction between different expressivist theories.
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4.4 Frege-Geach concerns

Any local nonrepresentationalist theory of modal discourse will have to address the

Frege-Geach problem. In a nutshell, the Frege-Geach problem is that many of the target

discourses that expressivists or nonrepresentationalists try to explain away (including

ethical and modal discourse) behave semantically in exactly the same way as descrip-

tive representational language. In particular, target discourses like ethical and modal

terms can embed seamlessly in complex expressions joined together with logical vocab-

ulary. Notably, expressions like “wrong”, can embed in ways that resemble descriptive

adjectives and adverbial sentential operators like “green”. Modal language has a bit of

a wrinkle as it involves sentential operators like “necessarily”. But it too seems to have

some of the same semantic behavior as descriptive language.9 It too can embed under

conditionals, negation, conjunction, and disjunction.

In general, when two sorts of phenomena seem to behave similarly, we prefer sys-

tematic theories that explain both phenomena in the same way. Ideally, then, the most

elegant solution to the Frege-Geach problem for nonrepresentationalists about some do-

main would be a semantic theory that uses the same resources to explain the similarities

in embedding behavior between descriptive and the target subset of language. By sub-

suming both sorts of discourse under a general theory, we get a common explanation for

their embedding behavior.

So that suggests a strategy: since we already have a theory that beautifully explains

embedding for descriptive language, try and develop a subsuming theory that uses the

same style of explanations. And for descriptive language, that style of semantic theory is

possible worlds semantics. One reason possible worlds semantics are basically without

rival for explaining how descriptive language embeds is that it gives an elegant model

9See Schroeder [2008c] for a survey of the problems.
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that is fully compositional. Compositionality is a constraint on theories of meaning

whereby complex expressions receive meanings that are functions of the meaning of

constituent subexpressions.

By considering many different ways of carving up a modal space of possibility, pos-

sible worlds semantics can illuminate connections between statements and how they are

true or false across all such points in the space. But it also offers a way to understand

classic Boolean logical sentential operators by making them analogous to set-theoretic

operations, e.g. conjunction is represented by the function of set intersection.

So in essence we are looking for a possible worlds semantics for modal discourse.

Of course, we cannot flat-footedly apply possible worlds semantics to model nonrep-

resentational discourse. For possible worlds simply do not seem appropriate devices

for nonrepresentational language. Possible worlds are interpreted as telling us ways the

world could be, but nonrepresentational language isn’t supposed to be telling us how the

world is in any sense, but rather serve some other nondescriptive function.

Nonrepresentationalists were stuck with this problem until Allan Gibbard made ma-

jor progress by giving a device analogous to possible worlds, which he called hyperplans

and then using them to provide a hyperplan based semantics that works just as possi-

ble worlds do when it comes to explaining embedding phenomena. I argue in Mathew

[2019] that modal expressivists can also make progress on this problem by following

Gibbard’s innovation of hyperplans, extensions of possible worlds semantics that han-

dles nonrepresentational discourse in an expressivist-compatible way.

Possible worlds are devices that represent a maximally specific way the world could

be, settling the smallest descriptive truth as either true or false. Hyperplans are devices

that represent a maximally specific way one plans for the various contingencies the
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world may be, and settles the smallest normative truth about whether to approve or reject

such a contingency. By sharing this sense of maximum specificity or completeness, the

space of hyperplans serves a similar function to the space of possible worlds in given a

domain over which the semantics can operate.

Of course, Gibbard was not targeting modal discourse; he was simply trying to give a

solution to Frege-Geach challenges for the ethical expressivist. In Mathew [2019] I show

how one might produce a similar framework, one which I call hypertalkplans, for modal

expressivists. That addresses Frege-Geach worries, but only by issuing a promissory

note that (descriptive) possible worlds in the semantic machinery could ultimately be

accounted for in nonmodal terms. In that paper I focused narrowly on the technical

issues surrounding Frege-Geach problems, but to fully provide a reductive theory, one

needs to give a full account of possible worlds.

And, I claim, that is likely the case not just for my idiosyncratic theory, but virtu-

ally any satisfactory response to embedding concerns, if one takes (as nearly everyone

does) possible worlds semantics to be the gold standard of semantic theories that explain

embedding satisfactorily. If so, then all modal expressivists have a stake in giving an

expressivist-friendly account of possible worlds.

So we have this dialectic: (1) any modal expressivist has to address Frege-Geach

challenges, i.e. that modal expressions embed under logical operators in a manner simi-

lar to descriptive language. (2) The only seriously developed theories that systematically

explain embedding of descriptive language requires possible worlds. (3) The only se-

riously developed theory that systematically explains any sort of nonrepresentational

discourse embedding are hyperplans and related theories (e.g. my own hypertalkplans).

Finally, (4) All such theories require a full account of possible worlds in nonmodal

terms.
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So for the modal expressivist, the day of reckoning has arrived. For her theory is

trying to explain metaphysics of the objective modalities themselves. If in the course

of providing such a theory of modal discourse one resorts to using possible worlds,

the use of such formal semantic resources will need to be independently justified on

metaphysical grounds. This task, providing an expressivist-friendly nonmodal account

of possible worlds, is what we take up next.

4.5 Easy Ontology to the Rescue?

Before setting out my preferred account of possible worlds, I want to raise and dismiss a

rival account, that of “easy ontology.” Sometimes called ‘lightweight’ ontology, this is a

metaphysical stance on which one need provide very little to count as giving an account

of some area of ontology. On an easy ontological stance (inspired by Rudolf Carnap

and his concept of “framework internal” ontological questions which are trivially easy

to answer), one rejects the demand for a full reduction as misplaced. All one needs is to

meet some minimal conditions (for example, providing well specified conditions under

which one appropriately applies a term) to be in good standing to use such ontology. If

some controversial ontological posit is given clear rules for use for its referring terms

such that they meet these conditions, answering an ontological question like “Are there

X’s?” or “Does X exist” is answerable in a trivially easy way, either from immediately

examining the concept (and its associated rules of use) or doing some (often trivial)

empirical work. What this stance rules out is any “hard” metaphysics involving difficult

abductions or weighing of competing theories in non-empirical ways that characterize

much contemporary metaphysics and ontology literature.

Easy ontology has been proposed for numbers and mathematical ontology, proper-
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ties, essences, etc. One could just as easily propose it for possible worlds, thus answer-

ing the challenge I laid above for the modal expressivist. I take no position here whether

easy ontology is a useful approach in general. I only claim that even if easy ontologists

are right this will not help the modal expressivist.

The problem is that the very easy-ness by which abstract objects come on this view

preclude them from being employed in metaphysically deep explanations, as they them-

selves emphasize. For the sense in which the ontology is countenanced is merely dis-

quotational, resulting from easy ‘something from nothing’ sorts of linguistic transfor-

mations. So Gibbard’s ethical expressivism can allow for an ontology of moral facts in

this lightweight sense:

Does this mean that there are no facts of what I ought to do, no truths and

falsehoods? . . . In one sense there clearly are “facts” of what a person ought

to do, and in a sense of the word ‘true’ there is a truth of the matter. That’s a

minimalist sense, in which “It’s true that pain is to be avoided” just amounts

to saying that pain is to be avoided—and likewise for “It’s a fact that”.

[Gibbard, 2003, Preface, p. x]

Or as Thomasson puts it:10

The difference [between simple realism / easy ontology and more ‘heavy-

weight’ realisms] may be clearly stated this way: on the normativist view

modal facts and properties cannot be used to explain what makes modal

claims true. We can’t explain why poppies make us sleepy by appealing to

the fact that they possess the dormitive virtue: true though it may be that

10Note that Thomasson does not endorse a possible-worlds approach to modality, so the criticisms in
this section do not apply to her account.
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they possess a dormitive virtue, this is just a hypostatized way of express-

ing the fact that they make us sleepy and cannot be used to explain it. So

similarly, if talk of modal facts and properties is simply derived from hy-

postatizations out of modal truths, any attempt to “explain” modal truths

by appeal to the existence of modal facts or properties would just yield a

dormitive virtue explanation. This result, however, is not a liability for the

normativist, since she does not require modal truthmakers to explain modal

truth. [Thomasson, 2007a, p. 149]

(To put it in the now-fashionable terminology of grounding: the modal expressivist

can allow for all sorts of modal ontology as long as it is grounded in certain (non-

modally understood) mental states. But it cannot then turn around and give an account

of those mental states in terms of the modal ontology, for that would result in an objec-

tionably circular grounding relation.)

So appealing to ‘lightweight’ or ‘easy’ possible worlds is a dead end; either they are

lightweight and explanatorily inert, or they are deeply explanatory but ‘heavyweight’ in

the way realists took them. One cannot have it both ways.

So we are stuck with our original problem: modal expressivists seem to require an

account of possible worlds in any theory that adequately addresses Frege-Geach chal-

lenges. We’ll have to tackle the problem more directly. The task for the modal expres-

sivist, then, is to construct possible worlds using resources that are expressivist friendly;

where there are primitives, they should fit will within the overall project of expressivist

explanation. Can this be done? I first look at a brief history of failed attempts to set the

stage for my proposed theory.
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4.6 Possible Worlds: Some Failed Attempts

We might be pessimistic in light of the extensive and decades-long past literature on

possible worlds. And that literature has gone mostly quiet in recent years, likely be-

cause it is hard to see any way out of entrenched stalemates. Because of this seeming

dead end, much of the recent work on modality tends to look at alternatives to possible-

worlds based account of modality instead.11 Note, though, that historically the work on

accounting for possible worlds were carried out by those who embraced a representa-

tional view of modal discourse; nonrepresentational expressivists had little to say on the

subject, perhaps because they thought it was a pointless trip down a rabbit trail. I want

to reconsider that older work, however, because I believe they might still be of help to

nonrepresentationalists about modality; they give the raw materials that nonrepresenta-

tionalists can use for a very different account of possible worlds.

To oversimplify, the classic literature on possible worlds tended to clump into two

different strategies for a reductive account of possible worlds: either use special ontol-

ogy, or use linguistic constructions.12 Both run into problems, as I’ll describe below;

the proposed special ontology clashes with modal expressivist goals, and the linguistic

constructions fail to be reductionist in the way the modal expressivist needs. Let’s look

at each strategy in turn:

4.6.1 Controversial ontology?

The first strategy attempts to explain possible worlds in terms of some newly introduced

ontology. At the extreme end is Lewisian modal realism, which posits a pluriverse of

11See, e.g. Vetter [2013] for a recent survey of this work.
12I omit fictionalist accounts of possible worlds here, mainly because (as with the linguistic and “mag-

ical” theorists) their proponents do not even attempt to construe them as fully reductionist.
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concrete possible worlds (call these “Lewis-worlds”). Such a view, if true, would be

genuinely reductive.13 But surely no modal expressivist (nor many else) could counte-

nance concrete possible worlds.

Other more moderate attempts at the first strategy attempt to find ersatz surrogates

for Lewisian worlds. They still claim controversial categories of ontology, e,g, actual

but nonobtaining states of affairs, or actual essences of nonexistent objects. The ontol-

ogy must be stipulated to be actual, else it is unavailable to construct ersatz surrogates

for Lewisian possible worlds. Still others appeal to modally robust properties which the

actual world could instantiate but does not.14 But it is by now fairly uncontroversial that

all of these substitution strategies fail to be truly reductive; they end up presupposing

some sort of irreducibly modal features of the world (e.g. distinguishing possible states

of affairs from impossible ones, or distinguishing properties that possibly could have

been instantiated by the actual world, or sets of propositions or sentences which are pos-

sibly all true together, etc.), and use those primitive modal features to explain possible

worlds.15 Such an explanatory project might be appealing to realists about the modal,

as they would help explain the modal phenomena of possible worlds in terms of other

(purportedly better understood, from these realists perspective) modal features. But de-

flationary modal theorists should look elsewhere. After all, the modal expressivist’s

entire raison d’être was to avoid appealing to modally non-reducible robust features of

reality (or at least, primitive modal features of this sort). So the same metaphysical

motivations that push people to modal expressivism will likely repel them from these

tradeoffs of ontology for modal resources.16

13Despite continuing controversy on whether it is truly reductive, I think we should concede as much
to Lewisian modal realism. See Cameron [2012].

14E.g. Plantinga [1992] uses states of affairs, Stalnaker [1976] and Stalnaker [2003] use modally robust
properties.

15For a summary of these accounts, see deRosset [2009].
16For the reasons mentioned in section 4.5, it will not help to appeal to ‘easy’ ontology as a way to

have the benefit of these modally robust features in accounting for possible worlds, but disavowing any
‘heavyweight’ ontological implications from them. As mentioned there, the very easy-ness by which
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4.6.2 Linguistic ersatz worlds?

The second strategy also attempts to find ersatz surrogates but instead of stipulating new

ontology, it appeals to the representational power of sentences.17 Virtually everyone

agrees that linguistic items such as sentences can represent somehow;18 the linguistic

ersatzist simply uses this representational feature of language to build possible worlds

out of large sets of sentences that represent how the world could be. The ersatz worlds

are taken to be giant sets of sentences, akin to a story describing a Lewis-world. These

objects say, in some world-making language, how things are at such a Lewis-world.

This strategy has foundered on two crucial problems. First, there is a question of

how to use linguistic ersatz worlds to account for possibilities of ‘alien’ individuals and

properties, those that are nowhere exist or instantiated in the actual world. A general idea

of how to overcome it already has been proposed; one can use an infinitary language to

talk about a possible property that is distinct from all actual ones (and other proposed

merely possible properties as well). There remains issues of whether this lumps together

distinct possibilities, but I leave that as a larger project to be pursued independently.19 So

I set this issue aside as one that can likely be dealt with elsewhere, though I note here that

the infinitary languages in question will somehow need to be cashed out in nonmodal

terms, or at least modal terms that are aligned with modal expressivist sensibilities.

abstract objects come on this view preclude them from being employed in metaphysically deep explana-
tions, as they themselves emphasize. See, e.g. Thomasson [2007a], p. 149, and Gibbard [2003], Preface,
p. x. Further, the way such something-from-nothing transformations are supposed to work will again
presuppose the modal distinction between possible instances of the ontological category in question and
impossible instances, so we fail to get a reductive account.

17One could use propositions instead of sentences, though I suppose modal expressivists’ deflationary
sensibilities might make them leery even of propositions as ontology as well.

18This intentionality can either be taken as primitive or (better) explained in other terms, e.g. linguistic
conventions and other biological and psychological facts about our human capacities for language, say.
But that is a project for another time, and one that pretty much everyone will have to engage in. It
is an open concern for the view I propose below whether this promissory note can be cashed out in
nonmodal terms. But I suspect that if it can’t, all attempts at modal reductionism are futile, not just modal
expressivism.

19For a survey of some of these issues, see Melia [2008].
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The second problem, though, is more serious. A representational linguistic theory

takes a possible world to be a maximal set of sentences that is consistent. A story that

describes, say, a world where objects are not self-identical is not describing a possible

world at all, but rather an impossible world. Linguistic ersatzists rule out such impos-

sible worlds by imposing a condition of consistency on maximal sets of sentences. But

what is this notion of ‘consistency’ other than, ‘not possible to all be true together’?

How can we give a nonmodal account of this sort of metaphysical consistency? Con-

sistency is the ‘glue’ that holds these stories together as possible worlds; we need to

account for this glue in nonmodal terms.

Historically, this problem of requiring a modal notion of consistency was enough

to thwart the reductive ambitions of linguistic ersatzists. But the view outlined below

aims to restart this project, borrowing from progress made elsewhere in expressivist

metaethics and metaphysics. My goal is to give a nonmodal account of linguistic ersatz

worlds.

Below I give a novel plan for building possible worlds. I begin by listing the re-

sources I am assuming at the outset as either primitive or to be explained elsewhere.

Then I outline a wholly unexplored (to my knowledge) way to construct a consistency

relation that is explained nonmodally, by appealing to Gibbard’s expressivist notion of

states of mind that primitively disagree. That gives us some cement to construct these

worlds. Then I outline brief accounts given elsewhere for some scaffolding for these

worlds, categories of true sentences that are taken somehow to be necessary and yet ac-

counted for either in terms of analyticity or a priority or some other nonmodal account.

Finally, I show how to put it all together to produce a constructive definition of a possible

world, one that is friendly to modal expressivists.
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4.7 Starting Afresh: Primitives

All brick-and-mortar buildings require raw materials, and all constructive philosophi-

cal projects similarly have primitives, starting points that are simply presupposed to be

given without any further explanation. Such fundamental primitives are our explana-

tory bedrock, beyond which we have no further explanation, and out of which all other

explanations proceed. Here I list some fundamental primitives that I assume.

(While I call them primitives, it is always an open possibility that they might be

accounted for later in terms friendly to the modal expressivist’s project. Doing that

would be far beyond the scope of modal expressivism. If my choice of primitives here

are untenable, then I suspect that modal deflationisms of any sort are pretty hopeless. I

think the resources I rely on here are fairly modest, and thus reasonable to take as given

for my purposes here. But tastes vary, so others may disagree.)

First, we assume the resources of math and set theory. Of course, it is an open

question whether a nonmodal account of these can be given at all. But if it can’t, as I

mention above, I suspect modal expressivism is doomed regardless. So we’ll have to

hope for the best. In any case, this is a wide-ranging and important subject in its own

right, and can’t be treated properly here.

Second, we need to assume a world-making language. To do this, we need sentences,

understood as types that are representational. Sentences have intentional content, in that

can point outside themselves. Of course, this is the sort of everyday intentionality that

pretty much everyone needs to account for. To simplify, I’ll assume a propositional

world-making language rather than a quantified one. It will be work for the future to

see if this can be extended to a quantified language; doing the propositional case will be

complex enough and a worthy and substantial goal in itself.
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We also want to respect the motivating intuition of older ‘actualist’ accounts, that

ersatz surrogates must be constructed from actual (and not merely possible) individuals.

That means we need the ontology of all of the infinity of sentence-types (including those

never uttered or imagined in the history of the world) to be actual. Perhaps the simplest

way to do this is by reducing linguistic items to math, so here we rely again on the

assumption above that mathematical ontology can be accounted for nonmodally. Their

are well established ways to ‘arithmetize’ syntax that go back at least as far back as

G’́odel, so this is hardly new terrain.

Are these problematic ontological primitives? Considering that the alternatives

would likely require new categories of ontology like states of affairs or essences, I take

it that modal deflationists would much prefer this sort of mathematical and linguistic

ontology to those more metaphysical sorts. There remains the (minute?) possibility

that the mathematical / linguistic ontology is further reducible to other less problematic

features of the world that are modal expressivist friendly.

Now, the world-making language must have three crucial features in addition: it

must be an infinitary language, to deal with the problem of alien universals and indi-

viduals (see above). Those who object to ‘actual infinities’ will have cause for concern

here, but I don’t think they are a large contingent of modal deflationists. Second, the

language must also be “Lagadonian” in that every object serves as its own name in the

language.20 That allows us to have (on the cheap) sentences with referring terms for

any actual object. Third, the language must not allow co-referring terms with different

senses, to avoid Frege’s-puzzle type problems.21 Again, all of these assumptions are

not without controversy, but that will be just as true for virtually any set of plausible

primitives.

20See Lewis [1986], p. 145 for more on Lagadonian languages.
21Perhaps this third condition could be relaxed with some additional technical machinery, but for sim-

plicity of exposition I neglect Frege-puzzle issues in what follows.
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4.8 How to Make a Consistency Relation

As we saw from the failure of previous linguistic attempts to build possible worlds, we

need a further primitive relation of a nonmodal account of consistency. Fortunately, I

think the expressivist has resources to help surmount this problem.

First, recall the expressivist style of explanation. Where the traditional order is to

explain consistency and inconsistency of states of mind in terms of the content of those

states, expressivists explain content inconsistency in terms of the states of minds in-

volved in expressing each content. Consider two directly contradictory sentences, φ and

¬φ, drawn from the target domain the expressivist seeks to explain. What could we say

about the inconsistency between them? One direction of explanation would be to take

the inconsistency of the contents of the sentences to explain the inconsistency between

the states of mind behind someone who asserts each sentence respectively. In this (ortho-

dox or “Fregean”) order, sentence contents come first; they simply have the consistency

and inconsistency relations to each other primitively; nothing else can be said to explain

why φ and ¬φ are inconsistent. But given this primitive content-level inconsistency, we

can use that to explain why, say, believing both φ and ¬φ is an inconsistent state of mind.

This is the traditional order of explanation.

The expressivist, by contrast, reverses this order of explanation: the bedrock primi-

tive is instead the inconsistency between the pair of states of mind: (believing φ, believ-

ing ¬φ). They are said to disagree, in Gibbard’s sense, in a way that isn’t explicable in

more fundamental terms. But the inconsistency of the contents of the sentences φ and

¬φ is then explained (and not taken as primitive) by the inconsistency of those respective

states of mind by those who assert them. There is long-running debate regarding which

order of explanation is correct. I won’t litigate that debate here, except to note that nei-
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ther one has an obvious advantage at the outset. In any case, the modal expressivist is

already committed to the expressivist order of explanation, so I’ll assume it is correct.22

In what follows, I will inevitably use logical principles in the metalanguage that

presuppose the very consistency relation I am supposedly accounting for. Of course,

any reasoning whatsoever will make use of logical principles. While this may be a

prima facia circularity23 it is not an objectionable one, I think. For the expressivist is

not attempting to convince a skeptic about logical consistency from neutral premises

only. Logical consistency is so foundational that one cannot give an account of anything

without somehow relying on it. It would be absurd to demand a “bottom-up” account of

logical consistency that somehow made no use of logic; any reasoning whatsoever will

rely on some use of logic. The key point is that our account will provide an explanation

for those very logical relations in the way that a recursive definition provides a definition

of a defined entity that is used in some limited way within its own definition. Such

circularity is permissible as long as the account works overall.

4.8.1 Pairwise inconsistency

Here’s the plan for our next steps: in the pattern of primitive (unexplained) inconsistency

between pairs of mental states that conflict in a certain baseline sense, we stipulate

that there are various mental state inconsistencies that stand in the relation of pairwise

inconsistency.24 The relation itself can be defined over all pairs of sentences. Then from

22For more on this debate, see Gibbard [2012], appendix 2, pp. 273-4 and following.
23C.f. Dummett [1974] and his distinction between ‘premise circularity’ and ‘rule circularity’.
24After this paper was finished, Ted Sider helpfully noted a crucial open issue in this section. It aims

to produce a relation of pairwise inconsistency but the method I use here seems inadequate. We might
indeed worry that nothing would work here. Take I to be a predicate for inconsistency, and I(A,B) to be a
function of inconsistency of A and inconsistency of B. Let us assume that whatever defines I can mention
only inconsistency facts involving A and B. There are three such facts: I(A,A), I(B,B), and I(A,B). But
consider these two cases: Case 1: A= snow is white, B = grass is green. Case 2: A = snow is white, B
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that we construct a more general relation of consistency which I call G-consistency, in

homage to Allan Gibbard’s relation of disagreement which is the building block of the

relation. G-consistency is defined over any set of sentences whatsoever; this is what

plays the role of logical consistency in our construction of possible worlds.

Metaphorically, we can think of pairwise inconsistency as akin to magnetic repelling

between two sentences. Recall our basic expressivist starting point, that inconsistency of

sentential contents is explained by a primitive inconsistency between the mental states

which express those contents.

Here’s how we do this. Gibbard used a notion of disagreement between certain

special mental states as our basic building block. Sentences like the following express

fundamentally clashing mental states in his sense of disagreement:

Leaving the room is the thing to do.

Leaving the room is not the thing to do.

These are sentences which are about Gibbard’s notion of planning, and we saw above

how he uses such disagreement relations to build up to a semantics for ethical and nor-

mative expressions in terms of his hyperplans. But suppose instead of ‘thing to do’

planning sentences, we postulate a primitive incompatibility relation to explain the clash

between the following:

= snow is white. In each case the three inconsistency facts just mentioned are the same (namely: none
of them are true). But I(A, B) holds in the second case and not in the first. So I(A, B) isn’t a function of
whether I(A,A), I(B,B), and I(A,B). Until this open issue is addressed, I believe the entire thesis of this
paper is in question.
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(S 1) Snow is white.

(S 2) Snow is not white.

If someone asks why these sentences are inconsistent (holding fixed context and time

and any other relevant parameters), we might be forgiven for replying, “well, just look

at them!” We might wonder if they understand the expression ‘not’ in the first place. We

have difficulty countenancing violations of core inferential uses of logical expressions.

So the expressivist can explain such difficulty by saying that sentences like S 1 and S 2

are expressing mental states which fundamentally disagree in Gibbard’s sense.25

The expressivist can claim the sentences S 1 and S 2 disagree in a derivative sense,

because they express mental states that disagree (in the fundamental sense). (For brevity,

in what follows I’ll speak equivalently of a disagreement between sentences, which

can be read as really being a disagreement between the mental states those sentences

express.)

Now the sentences S 1 and S 2 are just ordinary English. But our propositional world-

making language can use the same idea. The basic rules of logical connectives in this

language can be specified in terms of the instances of the disagreement relation which

hold for certain sentences. Consider the standard intro and elim clauses for first order

logical constants in the usual predicate logic. Each one has a premise and a conclu-

sion, and we can take the premise and the negation of the conclusion to fundamentally

disagree in Gibbard’s sense. Then we can basically do induction on the syntactic com-

plexity of sentences to build up a pairwise disagreement relation between compound

25Recall that I am requiring the world-making language have no coreferring terms that differ in sense.
Otherwise I’d have the problem that “Schnee ist weiss” would be a sentence that expresses a mental state
distinct from M1, yet it also expresses a mental state which disagrees with M2.
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sentences. A little more work, and we have a general consistency relation that tell us for

any n sentences whether they are consistent or inconsistent. Call this sense of consis-

tency G-consistency.26

Lets’ see how this might work: the expressivist can say that the term ‘¬’, when it

occurs in sentences such as ‘¬A’ will form a sentence which is expressed by a mental

state which always in a state of primitive disagreement with the corresponding mental

state expressed by sentence ‘A’. Similarly, for the connective ‘∧’, ‘A ∧ B’ is always

in a primitive disgreement relation with both ‘¬A’ as well as with ¬B, where A and

B are metalanguage variables ranging over all atomic sentences of the propositional

language. And likewise all truth-functional logical connectives can give rise to primitive

disagreement relations

Now this disagreement relation is sparse; for all we’ve said, it only tells us that

certain simple sentences disagree, but it says nothing about sentences like the following:

(A ∨ B) ∧C

¬C

Clearly these sentences are logically inconsistent. But our primitive disagreement re-

lation only is defined on atomic sentences (read: the mental states expressed by atomic

sentences), and hence this is left undefined. But we can extend the primitive disagree-

ment relation to a general pairwise inconsistency relation using induction on the syn-

tactic complexity of sentences. For the base step, any pair of atomic sentences have the
26A side worry might be raised at this point: When we do induction on the complexity of sentences,

perhaps this is implicitly smuggling in modal assumptions? I see no prima facia reason to think this is a
problem. After all, induction on the complexity of sentences can be described in the language of standard
mathematics, using purely material conditionals. But a full investigation of these issues is beyond the
scope of this paper and a topic in its own right for philosophy of mathematics.
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primitive disagreement relation already defined. For the inductive step, we assume a

complex sentence S has a main logical connective of either negation (an unary operator,

e.g. S is ¬P) or one of the two-place logical operators (e.g. S is P∨Q, or perhaps P∧Q,

and so on for each constant). But P,Q are drawn from a stage of the construction such

that the pairwise consistency relation is already defined over them. Then the inductive

step can simply declare that, e.g. in the unary case, S is pairwise inconsistent with P. Or

in the binary case, for example, if S is P ∧ Q the step declares S pairwise inconsistent

with ¬P as well as ¬Q. All of this mirrors the familiar procedure used in defining truth

clauses for logical connectives, only here we need not refer to truth, but rather set up

inconsistency relations across sentences.

4.8.2 G-consistency

So far, with the inductive procedure described above, we now have a pairwise consis-

tency relation defined over all sentences, atomic and complex. This relation holds ex-

actly between those sentences that are logically inconsistent. The next step is to use this

pairwise relation to construct a general consistency relation that tells us for any set of

n sentences whether it is consistent or inconsistent. We call this relation G-consistency

(and its complement relation, G-inconsistency) since it is just an extrapolation from the

original notion of Gibbardian disagreement between mental states.

A set of sentences is G-inconsistent if it contains two sentences S 1 and S 2 such that

the pair 〈S 1, S 2〉 is pairwise inconsistent. A set of sentences is G-consistent if it is not

G-inconsistent. In other words, a set of sentences is G-consistent if every combination

of pairs of its member sentences are pairwise consistent. Then define G-entailment for

sets of premises and a conclusion. A set of premises A, B,C, . . . entails conclusion P
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just in case the set of sentences A, B,C, . . .¬P is G-inconsistent.

To recap: we’ve now defined a relation that tells us for any set of sentences whether

it is G-consistent or G-inconsistent. We did it without using the notion of truth, and

without relying on any modal notions like ‘capable of being true together’. We did

rely on the primitive relation of disagreement that is fundamentally an expressivistic,

psychological notion, one that cannot be explicated in any more simple terms.

Note that our method here bears resemblance to what Carnap did with his state

descriptions, except interpreting it in an expressivist friendly way.

4.9 Necessity and Convention, Expressivist-style

We still are a ways off from the construction of possible worlds out of sets of sen-

tences. First, as we construct our possible worlds, we keep in mind that we’ll need some

sentences to be necessary in the sense of true in all possible worlds. That is, we must

ensure they are present in every set of sentences that counts as a possible linguistic ersatz

world. For example, suppose (as widely believed) that water’s being H2O is necessarily

true (and not merely contingently true). For a world to count as possible requires as a

precondition that it declare water is H2O.

So a first thought might be to stipulate that the sentence “Water is H2O” (really, its

equivalent in the world-building language) is part of any set that counts as a possible

world. But that would beg the question of why we get to make such a stipulation.

Aren’t we just relying on the prior modal truth that water is necessarily H2O to justify

our stipulation?

So we must provide an independent justification that suits an expressivist style of
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analysis, one that explains why such truths count as necessary. Here we can borrow

from the work done by current modal expressivists and put pieces of these accounts

together into a larger expressivist story about necessary truths.

Earlier modal nonrepresentationalists attempted this with linguistic theories of ne-

cessity. These theories claimed that many classes of necessary truths were analytic in

the sense that their very truth held in virtue of their meaning alone. The notion of some

sentences being true solely in virtue of meaning finds few supporters now. The idea

came under heavy fire notably in Quine [1936]. But note that we need not make such a

strong claim as that these true-in-all-worlds sentences owe their truth to their meaning

alone. We’re not assuming anything about the meaning of expressions making them

true, merely that their meanings make them necessary.

We can borrow here from the deflationary modal theory of Sider [2011]. This

‘Humean’ view (as Sider names it) says that certain classes of truths count as necessary

by convention, namely, conventions about necessity itself. In other words, the necessity

(not the truth) of certain classes of truths flows from the meaning of the word ‘necessary’

(and related terms). By convention, for example, we count logical truths as necessary;

there is no deeper story to be told beyond perhaps a merely pragmatic or psychological

one:

To say that a proposition is necessary, according to the Humean, is to say

that the proposition is i) true; and ii) of a certain sort. A crude Humean

view, for example, would say that a proposition is necessary iff it is ei-

ther a logical or mathematical truth. What determines the “certain sort” of

propositions? Nothing “metaphysically deep”. For the Humean, necessity

does not carve at the joints. There are many candidate meanings for ‘nec-

essary’, corresponding to different “certain sorts” our linguistic community
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might choose. Since none of these candidates carves at the joints, our lin-

guistic community is free to choose whichever of these it likes. Perhaps

the choice is arbitrary, in which case the facts about necessity are “conven-

tional”. . . Perhaps the choice reflects something important about the role

‘necessary’ plays in our conceptual lives, in which case the facts are “sub-

jective” (or “projective”). More likely, the truth is somewhere in between.

But at any rate, the conceptual choice is not forced on us by the facts. [Sider,

2011, p. 268-9]

4.9.1 Are (merely conventional) necessities themselves contingent?

A problem facing conventionalists about necessity is that their views seem to invalidate

S4:

(S4) �P→ ��P

S4 is the principle of modal logic, widely endorsed, that states that necessities are

themselves necessary. But if a necessity owes its necessity (albeit not its truth) to con-

vention, then it’s being necessary doesn’t seem to be necessary at all, for surely our

conventions could have been different. If so, S4 would be violated. Or worse: let Q be

the proposition that all bachelors are male, and let C be the proposition that our current

linguistic conventions obtain, and C2 be a different non-actual set of linguistic conven-

tions on which unmarried females count as bachelors. Then, the objector presses, the

conventionalist claims that Q is necessary, and also says that possibly C2 could have ob-

tained, i.e. ^C2. Yet if those conventions obtained, by conventionalist lights, Q would
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be false. But that violates both S4 and the necessity of Q that we began with; the con-

ventionalist contradicts themselves.

Sider leaves this unaddressed, but the modal expressivist needs some way to wiggle

out of this dilemma. It resembles a sort of Euthyphro problem for modal convention-

alism: do conventions make a truth necessary, or are the necessary truths prior, and in

some sense our conventions just happen to track them?

One (bad) option is to deny S4 altogether, but that seems to be a great cost, and I

think it ends up back in contradiction anyway. So I think something needs to be said to

allay this worry. Here’s one way they might respond, drawing inspiration from Sidelle

[2009]: deny that Q would be false if different conventions obtain. The grounds are

simply the way meaning, convention, and translation work; no need to bring in any ‘real

necessity’ to explain it.27 When we raise a counterfactual possibility regarding different

conventions, and therefore different meanings of our terms, such possibilities are in-

evitably described with our present language, and all its expressions and accompanying

conventions.

When we change our conventions, the modal status of sentences will change. Take

a world w where the conventions C2 obtain rather than our own, but otherwise is almost

exactly similar to our world w@. Then at w, the sentence ‘�Q’ would be false. But this

is not to say Q is thus not necessary; for to say that is to use Q rather than mention it,

and such a use will take its meaning from our actual conventions here, not the counter-

factual conventions C2 of w. What we find, then, is that the same sentence Q actually

has different meanings in the respective worlds. One could say: they express different

propositions, and the proposition expressed in w@ has the modal status of necessity,

while the proposition expressed (by the same sentence Q) in w has the modal status of

27See also Thomasson [forthcoming], section 3.4.
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contingency.

So the conventionalist can maintain that conventions are somehow responsible for

modal facts. Varying the conventions should vary the modal facts of sentences. But

if we try to express that variance by using the sentence rather than merely mentioning

it, that use never manages to hook up with those counterfactual conventions, even if

embedded in the consequent of a counterfactual conditional whose antecedent posits

such counterfactual conventions. Since the uses of the sentence retain the modal status

that they have here, the modal expressivist can endorse the S4 principle, by which �Q→

��Q).28

4.10 Conventional Linguistic Rules and the Varieties of Metaphysi-

cal Necessities

So the start of our account is that necessary truths are those truths which are convention-

ally held to be of a certain sort. What sort? Here we can borrow from expressivists like

Thomasson and claim that they are expressing constitutive semantic rules that govern

the terms they contain. That is, we want to show that each of the various types of meta-

physical necessities can be understood as expression of rules of some sort, rules that

come from conventions of language. Much of the project of Thomasson [forthcoming]

covers this ground, and there is no reason our account of possible worlds can’t borrow

liberally from her accounts.

28The conventionalist might choose to add a grounding claim to address how it is conventions are
related to the modal status of a sentence. They can say: the necessity of sentences is grounded by conven-
tions. That underwrites a modal claim: necessarily, if the current conventions hold, the current necessities
also hold. But it does not require that nothing else could have grounded the modal statuses of sentences,
or that the grounds (namely, our current conventions) might have failed to obtain altogether (as would be
the case in w).
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Of course, any explanation of metaphysical necessity in terms of conventions and

language goes against the dominant strand of metaphysics and philosophy of language

for the past five decades, considering how Kripke [1980], Putnam [1975], and others

have persuasively argued that the realm of metaphysical necessities does not line up

with those truths which we commonly label a priori. The modal expressivist will need a

response.

One option taken by some modal nonrepresentationalists is to deny such sentences

are necessary at all. But I will instead assume that orthodoxy is correct in delineating the

scope of necessity, but incorrect in thinking that such necessities can only be accounted

for by an objective realism about modality. So in what follows, I give very sketchy

outlines of how a modal expressivist might justify each sort of ‘preset’ truth that she

must take for granted as being part of any set of sentences that will constitute a possible

world. (I’ll call these sentences presets in what follows.)

It is far beyond the scope of this paper to address the complex issues here, but I need

only sketch a plausible path forward. Fortunately there is a very extensive literature

taking up these issues in much greater detail. None of this is original to me; I only

synthesize various strands already present in extant literature.

4.10.1 Analytic truths

Begin with the easiest case, the class of analytic truths. These are sentences which ex-

press the sort of meaning connections such as ‘A bachelor is an unmarried male.’ Some

may dispute whether there are any analytic (vs. synthetic) truths, but modal expressivists

are probably already committed to the distinction anyway.29 So they will clearly need to

29For example, Amie Thomasson has offered strong defenses of analytic conceptual truths governing,
for example, our talk of ordinary objects. See Thomasson [2007b] chapter 2, and also Thomasson [2015]
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hold that each analytic truth is an expression of semantic rules in just the way we have

been assuming. And this goes beyond analytic sentences that seem to define their terms;

modal expressivists will also need to take as analytic sentences such as ‘Whatever is red

all over is not blue.’ Again, this is probably already something they are committed to

anyway. It is a good and deep question about how to account for the analyticity of these

non-definitional sorts of sentences. But while the modal expressivist needs some inde-

pendent account of them, they do seem plausibly a priori; given that one understands the

meaning of the words involved (and thus the concepts of ‘red’ and ‘green’ and objects

being colored) this is not something one acquires empirically.

4.10.2 The necessary a posteriori

Even if we allow for a robust analytic / synthetic distinction, what about the necessary a

posteriori that we learned about at Kripke’s knee? The hallmark example, “Necessarily,

water is H2O” is a sentence that will be true in all possible worlds, and it will also count

as a preset, as it happens. But it is not a conventional truth, for it is clearly a posteriori.

And there are more necessary a posteriori truths just like this. There are other natural

(or at least chemical) kind composition truths “Necessarily, gold is an element with

atomic number 79”. And necessary identities, like “Necessarily, Hesperus is identical

to Phosphorus”. And necessity of origin claims, like “Necessarily, Thomas Reid arose

from this sperm S and this egg A”. Perhaps some of these can be individually disputed,

but there are too many to address individually and ad hoc. We need a more systematic

answer.

Fortunately, this is an area where modal deflationists have done much work over

chapter 7.
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the past forty years, work that we can draw upon in order to account for truths like

this.30 The key insight comes from Sidelle [1989]. Previous conventionalists had tried

to explain any necessary truth �P by claiming that P was necessary. Sidelle described a

conventionalism that used understood these sorts of necessity claims to factor into two

components, one analytic, and one empirical. For example,

(AP) Whatever water’s deep explanatory feature F is, necessarily all water has F.

(EP) Water’s deep explanatory feature is F. (NC) Necessarily, water is F.

These two premises, one analytic (AP) and one empirical (EP) together entail the

necessary a posteriori conclusion (NC) in question. But note that the resulting a poste-

riori necessity results only from the analytic premise.31 The analyticity of (AP) makes

it amenable to modal expressivist analysis; it will itself be necessary, and its necessity

is explicable as an expressed semantic rule. The necessary a posteriori truth itself isn’t

a semantic rule, but it is the result of filling in the conditionalized rule expressed in the

analytic premise.32

4.10.3 Necessity of identity

A similar sort of factoring can be given for the necessity of de re claims of identity, like

“Necessarily, Hesperus is identical to Phosphorus.” While this is clearly an a posteriori

30Up to this point I have tried to stay fairly nonspecific in terms of the detailed sort of modal expressivist
claims to be made. In this section I may provide justifications that modal expressivists may use, but they
are by no means meant to be exclusive; there may be more than one way for a modal expressivist to
discharge these requirements, and I only offer one possible line of thought.

31Though we might ask: is the premise (AP) really explaining where the necessity comes from, or just
picking out prior modal features of water which were already out there, and relying on an implicit realism
about the modal? Yablo raises this latter possibility, and points out that the premises’ analyticity doesn’t
itself figure in the argument. So for all that has been said, perhaps water really does have a prior modal
profile out there, and the premise doesn’t explain where the modal feature comes from at all. To really
rule this out, one might have to claim that this premise is analytic in virtue of the term ‘necessity’, rather
than water, or as Sider [2011] puts it, it is one of the many definitional constraints on necessity.

32See Thomasson [forthcoming], section 4.2.
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truth, it too can be derived from the following, taking a to be Hesperus and b to be

Phosphorus:

(AP) If a = b, then necessarily, a = b.

(EP) a = b. (NC) Necessarily, a = b.

4.10.4 Necessary sortal truths

What about sortal truths, such as “Necessarily, Fred is a person”? One could follow

Thomasson [2015] and Thomasson [forthcoming], holding that human person names

have conceptual content built in, content that holds that they apply only to humans. The

necessity claim will just be an expression of this sort of conceptual truth, in that case.

4.10.5 Laws of metaphysics

We may also have to say more about ‘laws of metaphysics’, claims that are typically

taken to be necessary if true. Some of these might plausibly be analytic, merely concep-

tual truths, as much as metaphysicians may find it insulting. But if not, we could adopt

the line from Thomasson [2016], whereby these claims are metalinguistic disputes over

how to use our most foundational terms and concepts. Or we could adopt the line from

Sider [2011] and take them to be conventionally included in our notion of necessity for

no particularly deep reason (beyond merely pragmatic ones).
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4.10.6 Math and logic

We may have to say more about mathematical and logical truths. We could use our

notion of G-inconsistency above to account for the necessity of logical truths; they just

are those truths whose denial is G-inconsistent. But what about mathematical truths?

Perhaps we could take a logicist line that reduces mathematical truths to logical ones

in some fashion, and then claim that logical necessities derive their necessity in having

denials that are G-inconsistent. Perhaps we could find some other way to address this,

finding either plausible postulates to serve as a foundation, postulates that are taken to

be analytic, or deriving them from some conventional or a priori sort of truths. In all of

these cases, we have to choose some account, but we need not commit to any particular

line here.

The above (very cursory) survey of kinds of necessary truths all of these categories

is intended to convince readers simply that expressivists have a pool of existing work to

draw upon. Each category of necessary truths has a separate account we can plug in that

is expressivist friendly, and our full account of worlds can draw on these accounts.

4.11 Expressivist Possible Worlds: a Constructive Definition

Let’s recap where we are. We began with Sider’s notion of a conventionally specified

list of kinds of truths that count as necessary. For each of these kinds, we gave some

sort of expressivist gloss of how such truths follow from linguistic rules (perhaps in

conjunction with other empirical truths). What remains is to show how the expressivist

can use these sets of sentences to build up possible worlds.

The basic recipe for constructing a possible world w is to take the set of preset
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sentences, and then, quantifying over all (remaining) sentences S in the language, add

S to this w only if the w and S together are G-consistent. When we have reached a point

where the addition of any remaining sentence results in a G-inconsistent set, we have a

maximal set of sentences that is still G-consistent. We’ve constructed a possible world,

or at least an ersatz substitute that can play the role of possible worlds in the myriad

theories that employ them:

w is a possible world iff w is the largest G-consistent set of sentences such that

(1) for each kind K of preset necessary truths, K truths are G-entailed by w, and

(2) for every sentence S either S or ¬S negation is G-entailed by (in the sense of

entailment described above) w

As we saw before, the G-consistency relation is crucial to this process; it can only

work if we have a way to screen out sentences that make the set inconsistent. The G-

consistency relation lets us do this without resorting to modal primitives like sentences

“all being able to be true together”.

4.12 Conclusion

The account sketched here while borrowing liberally both from previous attempts of

accounting for worlds as well as previous work on expressivist modal theories. Putting

it all together has given a novel account of possible worlds.

We began with older world on constructing linguistic ersatz worlds as maximal con-

sistent sets of sentences. We resolved the conundrum of providing a nonmodal consis-

tency relation by taking inspiration from expressivists and Gibbard’s discussion of states
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of mind that primitively disagree. From expressivist resources, we constructed a consis-

tency relation that allows us to help ourselves to logical consequence and inconsistency.

We then saw how existing nonrepresentationalist accounts could be combined to pro-

vide a full account of possible worlds. Drawing on the work of Gibbard, Sider, Sidelle,

Thomasson, and others, we were able to fit together different non-representationalist

pieces together to build a fully reductive, fully expressivist-compatible account. The

whole is greater than the parts, as together the account not only explains why we have

the traditional groupings of necessary truths that much metaphysical modal discussion is

concerned with, but it provides a fully reductive account of possible worlds themselves,

freeing expressivists to put them to use in the immensely varied applications, including

defending themselves from Frege-Geach concerns.

Whether an overall modal reductive expressivism is correct is a further question. The

first step is to just state the view, getting an explicit outline on the table of how it would

go. That alone is an important first step. And the account given is (1) reductive and (2)

gives the expressivist a promising tool to use in responding to Frege-Geach concerns via

a possible worlds framework and a compositional semantics for modal language (a task

I take up elsewhere).33 It may very well be that modal representationalists who see a real

descriptive function for modal language will have serious objections to this account, but

that is for future discussion.

33Mathew [2019].
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